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Summary
The knowledge of the facing direction of a human can provide important behavioural cues that can be 
exploited for a diverse set of pervasive computing applications, ranging from improved human 
computer interactions and real world gaming to navigation and social signal processing. However, 
providing a machine understanding of the facing direction of humans continuously in different daily 
life situations remains a significant technical challenge, despite the increasing pervasiveness of 
computing technologies and advances in mobile computing. This thesis aims to close this gap by 
providing a solution for opportunistic estimation of the facing direction of smartphone users. While 
achieving this objective, it addresses a number of challenges faced by mobile phone centric sensing 
systems including the volatile orientation and wearing position of the device in daily life situations 
and on-the-fly calibration of the sensors measurements against environmental impacts such as 
magnetic perturbation.
Estimation of the facing direction of users is based on a novel technique, which exploits the 
acceleration pattern that can be measured by a smartphone as the user is walking. This approach is 
independent of the initial orientation of the device and is adaptable to various wearing positions on a 
user’s body, which gives the user a larger degree of freedom. The information about the wearing 
position is provided by an intelligent wearing position recognition technique, which constitutes our 
second contribution. Utilising a novel pre-processing approach alongside with a set of carefully 
selected features classifiers the proposed technique provides timely estimations of the wearing 
position of the device with almost perfect accuracy. Also a novel iterative algorithm is developed for 
fast and accurate calibration of the magnetometer readouts. The provided algorithm estimates and 
compensates the magnetic interference parameters with a minimum number of magnetic field samples 
while imposing a very low computation cost.
Detailed evaluations of each individual technique against the existing state of the art techniques are 
provided. Throughout the evaluation procedures, prototypes of the techniques are developed on a 
smartphone when required and several field experiments are conducted. In order to prove the 
applicability of the provided approach for real world applications, two mobile phone application 
examples have been developed and evaluated in practice, which include a dead reckoning and a face- 
to-face interaction detection application.
Our work provides an initial proof that conventional off-the-shelve smart phones can serve as a 
suitable platform for pervasive user direction estimation, provided that adequate algorithms are 
deployed on it.
Key words: Facing direction detection, walking locomotion, Mobile phone, models o f computation. 
Calibration, Iterative algorithm. Parameter estimation. Pervasive computing. Opportunistic sensing, 
user context recognition. Social signal processing. User tracking
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Introduction
1 Introduction
1.1 Opportunistic sensing of user behaviour using mobile phones
Efforts to understand human behaviour from what individuals expose to their environment date back 
to the early physiological, psychological and sociologic studies of the 18th and 19th centuries. Since 
then, different branches of science with different perspectives have studied human behaviour in terms 
of relations between different causes, events and types of behaviour. Up until the recent decades, the 
required information for such studies was gathered by means of the old-fashioned questionnaires, 
surveys and participatory observation techniques. Recent advances in the semiconductor industry and 
wireless communications have contributed to the development of alternative observation capabilities 
based on a variety of miniaturized sensors and computing technologies which are now gradually 
replacing the previous methods. In particular, ambient sensors and Body Sensor Networks (BSN) 
have been widely used for sensing different aspects of a user’s behaviour.
Due to the essence of longitudinal data for studying the dynamics of humans’ behaviour, the 
sensing approaches are expected to support ubiquitous and long-term data acquisitions. However, 
current technologies are typically suited for observations in a limited geographic scope and over a 
short periods of time, due to the dependency of the ambient sensors on the infrastructure and the 
intrusiveness of the BSNs. Real-world applications of ambient and wearable sensor observations were 
consequently limited to surveillance, analysing behaviour of a group of participates during a study or 
healthcare approaches where patients would accept wearing the device for a long period of time. The 
collection of longer term user context information with ubiquitous coverage thus still remains an open 
technological challenge.
In the light of new advances in computing, storage and wireless technology and the recent 
introduction of MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical System) sensors into mobile phones, a door to a 
new world of application possibilities has been opened. Given the indispensable role of the mobile 
phones in everyday life, mobile phone-centric sensing systems are ideal candidates for ubiquitous 
observation. The potential of exploiting mobile phones for sensing and context recognition research 
has recently attracted interest from researchers in both industrial [1] and academic research 
communities [2]. Lane et al. [3], argue that the recent acceleration of progress in this field is down to 
the presence of low-cost and powerful sensors in mobile phone device, facilitation of the entrance of 
third-party programmers and the mobile computing cloud that enables the developers to take 
advantage of resources in back-end servers. The combination of these factors has accelerated the rise 
of innovative mobile sensing applications, which are likely to lead to a revolution in everyday life in
1
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the near future. Early examples of such successful and popular applications are SenSay [4], Micro- 
Blog [5], PeopleNet [6], MyExperience [7], Serendipity [8], Place-its [9] and CenceMe [10].
Based upon the level of the user involvement during the sensing process, the sensing applications 
can be divided into participatory sensing applications, where the user is actively participating in the 
sensing process, or opportunistic sensing, where the user remains passive and is not required 
participating in the sensing process.
In participatory sensing, complex operations can be supported by leveraging the intelligence of 
the user, which can significantly reduce the sensing and data processing challenges when compared to 
an opportunistic approach. For example, the information about the orientation and the position of the 
device or identifying the user’s context can be directly provided (or at least corrected) by the user. 
This can significantly reduce the computational requirements on the device. More importantly with 
user supervision, there will be an increased user awareness regarding the contents of the sensed data. 
This eventually improves the acceptability of this approach in terms of privacy. Despite several 
advantages of participatory approaches, some drawbacks must also be considered. One particular 
drawback is that the data specifications and characteristics, e.g. time, duration, location, space, 
contents, etc., are dependent upon participants’ enthusiasm and willingness to collect data during their 
daily lives. Moreover, collected data are affected by a bias from the user’s knowledge or opinions 
during the data collection. The problematic effects of this fact are well known and carefully 
considered in data collection methods for human subject studies [11].
Opportunistic sensing, alternatively, lowers the burden placed on the user which in return implies 
that collected data is less affected by user characteristics. One of the key challenges in opportunistic 
sensing systems is determining how to realise the required sensing functionality and intelligence to 
mobile phones without jeopardizing the phone experience with the overhead of additional processing. 
For example, the position of the phone relative to user’s body is a key parameter for activity 
recognition as it influences the readings made by various built-in sensors. With the lack of the user 
participation, such algorithms require the execution of a calibration process that automatically 
identifies the device position prior to activity recognition, adding significant computational burden to 
the mobile phone, shortening battery life. The classification methods, while being computationally 
simple, must be able to accurately recognize the user context and even cope with the presence of 
unknown contexts to provide an increased generality of context recognition for daily use. Generally 
speaking, these systems are often technically more difficult to realise [12] but provide more reliable 
data and tend to attain more acceptance by users, since their application is less intrusive.
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1.2 Mobile phone based user direction estimation through opportunistic 
sensing
Determining the facing direction of a user has been for long a goal for researchers in a variety of 
research fields, ranging from dead reckoning [13] applications and surveillance [14] to recent social 
and behavioural analysis with wearable computing technologies [15] and human computer interaction 
in smart environments [16].
Positioning applications combines the information about the facing direction of the user the 
traversed distances to determine the location of the user using dead reckoning algorithms e.g. [17]. In 
human computer interaction systems the facing direction of the user is an important clue for rendering 
the interfaces of the services. For instance Okuma [18] has taken advantage of the user facing 
direction to develop an interactive museum guide. Wearable sensing approaches such as activity 
recognition systems also benefit from the knowledge of the user facing direction to calibrate their 
sensory measurements. As described in [19], the inertial sensors measurements for activity 
recognition techniques should ideally be represented in the user coordinate system.
Direction estimation techniques can be also used in support of Social Signal Processing (SSP), an 
emerging and important research field. SSP systems exploit various sensing techniques to detect and 
analyse the non-verbal behavioural clues of humans [20]. As of the most informative nonverbal 
behaviours, the facing direction of the people in their social interactions conveys significant 
information about a social situation. According to information richness theory face-to-face 
interactions are the richest and the most effective medium during daily interactions. As will be shown 
later, information on facing direction of the individuals can be aggregated for the detection of face-to- 
face interactions, thus providing an invaluable source for SSP studies.
To detect the direction of the users, past systems made use of ambient sensors e.g. [21] and [22] or 
Body Sensor Networks (BSN) e.g. [23]. Ambient and wearable sensing techniques are sufficient for 
observation in constrained environments; yet, as was mentioned earlier, due to the dependency of the 
ambient sensors on infrastructure and the intrusiveness of wearable sensors for long sensory tasks are 
not applicable for pervasive and longitudinal observations.
But what if the intrusive wearable sensors were replaced with powerful sensing modules that 
people willingly carry almost all the time without any sense of intrusiveness? A sensing approach that 
not only is self-sufficient for sensing and processing but also is supported by a readily available 
network for communicating with other devices and back end systems. Today’s smartphones provide 
these sensing, processing and communication capabilities.
The ubiquitous and longitudinal data that mobile phone based sensing systems can provide is 
expected to revolutionise the current applications that are dependent on the user orientation 
information and spark a new wave of pervasive services. Examples includes broadening the coverage 
of existing positioning services to previously unreachable locations, facilitating the user interactions
3
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with everyday smart objects in form of pervasive service or even exploiting the longitudinal data to 
analyse the formation and dynamics of humans’ social networks on a much larger scale than before.
While the above properties highlight the potential of mobile phone based sensing system to act as 
platforms for ubiquitous observation, there are various challenges to be resolved, in order to make 
them reliably detect a user’s facing direction with acceptable performance, in terms of both accuracy 
and energy consumption. The challenges of developing a pervasive user direction provider system on 
mobile phones are threefold.
First is to perform the estimations of the direction accurately and reliably, disrespect of the user 
location. This requires a sophisticated algorithm that estimates the user direction based on a particular 
type of data that is not dependent to external infrastructures and is indeed obtainable on the mobile 
phones platform. The inertial sensors readouts that are readily available on the mobile phones are 
providing such data type. However, measurements of the inertial sensors are prone to disorientation of 
the sensing module and are dependent to the position in which the mobile phone is placed during the 
data collection e.g. weather the device is on user trousers pocket or in a bag.
Therefore, another challenge is to apply proper calibration schema to resolve the device position 
and orientation problem. Furthermore, since the commodity sensors that are available on the mobile 
phones are not primarily designed for such sensing tasks another calibration process is required to 
tackle the erroneous measurement of the sensors.
Finally, the required processes are to be performed without jeopardizing the primary functionality 
of the mobile phones or negatively affecting the user experience. The fact that available resources at 
the mobile phone are limited implies that that the sensors and corresponding processing techniques 
should be selected in such a way as to impose minimum energy consumption, memory and CPU 
utilization.
1.3 Summary of the key contributions
On our way towards addressing the previously described scientific and technical challenges, we have 
made several contributions to the research field. A summary of the major contributions are provided 
below and more detailed descriptions of those are presented in the coming chapters.
• A new approach in the form of a technique and design pattern for opportunistic sensing, 
which allows for the accurate interpretation of orientation dependent sensor signals regardless 
of mobile phone orientation. The proposed technique enables the calibration of the mobile 
phone coordinate system with respect to both earth and user coordinate systems and accurate 
estimation of user direction based on accelerometer and magnetometer readings. The 
underlying design pattern suggests simplifying processing by the modelling of sensed 
physiological behaviour common to humans (e.g. acceleration patterns of human walking 
locomotion) and the estimation of appropriate moments for signal interpretation. While the
4
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technique is wearing position dependent, we show how it can be adopted to different wearing 
positions. Our empirical evaluation confirms that our novel direction estimation technique 
outperforms other conventional direction estimation techniques in terms of accuracy, 
reliability and energy consumption.
A novel wearing position estimation technique that determines the wearing position of the 
mobile phone on a user’s body for the most common wearing positions with higher accuracy 
and estimation speed based on accelerometer and magnetometer readings. This technique 
allows us to automatically determine an adequate estimation strategy for user direction 
estimation based on the detected wearing position. The technique can be useful to enable 
other opportunistic sensing techniques beyond user direction estimation where wearing 
position dependence is important for the performance of the algorithm.
A novel algorithm for fast and accurate calibration of the tri-axial magnetometers. The 
proposed calibration algorithm allows for mitigating the effects of magnetic interferences on 
magnetometer measurements, which is considered as one of the major sources of the error in 
user direction estimation and direction tracking with magnetometers. The novel iterative 
process of the algorithm allows the calibration to be accomplished with a minimum number 
of magnetic field samples and achieves a very fast convergence time, which makes it suitable 
for real time applications. The proposed algorithm requires no external information other than 
the data recorded from rotating the sensor and the true magnitude of the magnetic field being 
measured. Different from the trivial approaches the proposed technique does not rely on a 
predefined orientation during the data collection phase, making it far less intrusive for 
pervasive observation. The accuracy of the proposed algorithm is shown to be superior 
compared to the more complex state of the art solutions. The proposed error compensation 
methodology is potentially applicable to the other sensors such as accelerometers in which the 
error can be represented with a similar formulation.
A detailed evaluation of the above techniques and underlying analytical models through 
extensive empirical real world studies. Prototypes of the user orientation estimation and 
device wearing position recognition algorithms are developed on an Android mobile phone 
platform and are exploited for the investigation of the performance of the algorithms through 
several field experiments. The performance of the calibration algorithm is also verified 
through numerous simulations and empirical evaluations.
A demonstration of the benefits of the direction estimation approach through the realisation of 
proof-of-concept applications. These applications exploit our proposed techniques to realise 
different opportunistic sensing services on mobile phones. The first application is a novel 
pedestrian navigation system that allows for tracking a user position from their mobile phone 
without any direct intervention of the user. The implemented prototype is able to
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automatically determine the wearing position of the device on a user’s body and based upon 
that, select an appropriate set of navigation functionalities. The other application is a system 
that allows the detection face-to-face interactions. Face to face interaction detection has 
recently gained significant attention in human centric sensing research such as Social Signal 
Processing (SSP), but has not been available on mobile phones before. The developed 
prototype system used our proposed techniques to estimate and track the facing direction of 
the user and exchanges it with other users in their proximity to detect possible face-to-face 
interactions.
1.4 Organisation of thesis
The content of this thesis is grouped into eight chapters. We initially provide background on related 
works and then introduce our approach, as an integrated ensemble of various algorithms and 
techniques that allows for the estimation of the facing direction of the user on the mobile phones. 
Subsequently we describe and analysis each component of the system and provide related evaluation 
results. Afterwards, we introduce the magnetic interference problem as one of the major obstacles 
ahead of the use of our proposed system and provide a solution for it. Finally, we demonstrate how 
the system can be used in real world applications.
Chapter 2 Background: An overview of the several related fields is presented including user 
direction estimation, on body position recognition, calibration against magnetic interferences. In each 
section, we discuss how the work in this thesis relates to the specific field.
Chapter 3 Proposed methodologies and approaches: This chapter describes our 
methodologies and approach toward addressing the shortcomings of the existing solutions. We 
describe our novel method of utilising the readouts of the mobile phone’s inertial sensors in accurate 
estimation of the user direction. Next, our solution for fast and accurate wearing position detection for 
mobile phone based sensing is introduced. Afterwards, we present our strategy to overcome the 
limitations of the current magnetometer calibration techniques. We ftirther demonstrate how our 
contributions can be integrated into a coherent system for opportunistic user direction observation on 
mobile phones. Finally, our implementation and evaluation strategy for the presented techniques is 
described.
Chapter 4 Direction estimation: We present our novel direction estimation methodology that 
allows us to estimate the relative orientation of the user with respect to the device coordinate system. 
In addition, we describe a calibration process that addresses the problems associated with the volatile 
orientation of the sensing module by estimating the device orientation in the earth coordinate system.
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When this device orientation calibration is coupled with our direction estimation approach the user 
orientation can be represented in the earth coordinate system. Later, we take advantage of the 
proposed methodology to develop a number of direction estimation techniques each of which is 
customized for one of the most popular wearing positions of the mobile phones. Our algorithms are 
implemented on a mobile phone for evaluation and the results are tabulated at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 5 Orientation calibration and on-body position recognition: This chapter details 
the design and implementation procedures of our on-body position recognition technique. We 
introduce our method for an efficient detection of the wearing position of the device without any user 
intervention. In particular, we show that the features that are extracted from the on mobile phones’ 
magnetometer and accelerometer measurements when are properly selected and learned with an 
appropriate classifier are enough to estimate the wearing position of the device with a very high 
accuracy. This chapter ends with a section on evaluation and analysis of the performance of the 
wearing position recognition unit.
Chapter 6 On-the-fly calibration of the magnetometer: In this chapter we identify the 
susceptibility of our system during the calibration to the magnetic interferences as a major deficit 
ahead of the real world of applications of our approach. To address this issue, we present a novel 
magnetometer calibration algorithm that protects the magnetometer measurements in such a way as 
that is fast and reliable, and at the same time imposes a minimum computational overhead to the 
system. The proposed algorithm is benchmarked against the more complex algorithms through 
extensive simulations and empirical evaluations and the results are reported.
Chapter 7 Real world Applications: Here we demonstrate how the aforementioned 
components can be integrated into a system and be adopted for real world applications including 
relative positioning and social interaction detection. We provide a brief background to the existing 
techniques followed describing the advantages of realizing such application on mobile phones based 
upon our direction estimation approach. We develop prototype applications on a mobile phone as a 
proof of concept and report on their evaluation results. This chapter is concluded by providing few 
remarks on future steps for improving the performance of the applications.
Chapter 8 Conclusions: The thesis is concluded with presenting a holistic overview to the 
achievements of our study. The remaining challenges and possible shortcomings of such mobile 
sensing approaches are briefly discussed. We theorize potential ramifications of this type of user 
direction estimation on a variety of academic and industrial disciplines and speculate on how the 
research will evolve in response to that.
Introduction
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2 Background and related works
Efforts in developing systems for observation of the facing directions of the humans can be studied 
according to the type of the adopted sensors. Past systems for detecting users direction of facing have 
typically made use of ambient sensors e.g. [21] and [22] or wearable and Body Sensor Networks 
(BSN) e.g. [23]. Among those, the wearable solutions have a better potential to be applied in 
pervasive sensing systems. That is down to the fact that the ambient sensors are only applicable to 
environments where the required infrastructure exists, while certain wearable approaches allow for 
approximation of the user direction almost independent of the user location. Therefore, we start the 
discussion on related works with existing wearable sensing approaches. Later we argue that the 
mobile sensing solutions, if calibrated carefully, are capable of providing almost the same sensing 
capabilities and provide surplus advantages in terms of ease of use and user acceptance and thereby 
we continue to survey the state of the art of the mobile phone based solutions and highlight their pros 
and cons. The inertial sensing solutions are in particular emphasised through the provided discussions, 
as they are able to fulfil the demands for opportunistic and pervasive observations. We conclude that 
identifying the device positions on the user’s body, and calibration of the sensor are crucial before 
developing inertial sensing systems on the mobile phones. Thereby, the next subsections investigate 
the current solutions in resolving the wearing position ambiguity of the mobile devices and calibration 
of the sensing modules.
2.1 User direction estimation
The user direction estimation techniques that are available within the wearable sensors technologies 
can be divided into two categories according to their dependency on presence of a prior knowledge 
about the orientation and position of the device relative to the user.
The position and orientation independent approaches are usually more acceptable to users, since 
they are flexible to the user’s choice of device position and orientation, which could be subject to 
significant variations during the daily usage. An example of such approaches is the estimation of the 
heading direction of the user according to the history of latitude and longitude during the user’s 
movement. These approaches rely upon knowledge of a user’s position, derived from different 
absolute positioning techniques including triangulation based on time or angle of different wireless 
signals, using Bluetooth access point in vicinity as a rough estimation of the user location or utilizing 
the Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and its differential mode (DGPS). The reader is referred to [24] 
for an extensive reading about ubiquitous localization. The main drawback of such techniques is that
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they are limited to the presence of infrastructure such as the wireless transmitters and access points 
and are susceptible to the environmental conditions such as blockage of wireless signal. GPS based 
approaches suffer from a high-energy demand for increasing sampling frequencies, which can quickly 
exhaust the battery of mobile device. Finally, despite of DGPS the other position estimations 
techniques are not accurate enough for estimating the heading direction in short distances.
In contrast, position-orientation dependent techniques can often operate independently from 
external resources. However, carrying a device (especially wearable sensors that are not typically 
carried by users in their daily life) with a fixed position and orientation for a long period is intrusive 
and consequently impractical for long-term observations. As a result, existing techniques are mainly 
utilized for observations for shorter periods of time or at limited locations.
Existing position-orientation dependent techniques from the wearable sensor community typically 
take advantage of Infrared (IR) transceivers, cameras and magnetometers to infer the user direction. 
IR transceiver based approaches estimate the relative orientation of the user, while carrying IR 
transceivers, when the wearable device has a line of sight interaction with other transceivers in its 
surrounding. In [25] and [26], the authors use sociometer badges equipped with the IR transceivers for 
detecting face-to-face interaction. In [27], the relative orientation of two IR transmitter placed on the 
shoulders of the user with respect to the fixed transmitters on the ceiling is calculated for estimating 
the orientation of the user. Nakamura et.al [28] has equipped a group of users and their surrounding 
objects with multiple infrared sensors to estimate their relative orientation and position. They can 
ftirther infer the global relationship of the users such as having a conversation or being in a 
presentation. Later the same author in another study [29] has replaced the IR transceivers with 
ultrasonic ones to improve the limited resolution of angle measurements that could be achieved by IR 
transceivers. Nevertheless, the implementation and maintenance of these techniques are costly [30]. In 
addition, the experience of sociometer badges shows limited functionality due to their short-range 
communication and relatively small signal cone.
Subsequent analysis of the taken pictures (e.g. [31] and [32]) from wearable cameras is another 
technique for direction estimation. For example, Jirawimut et.al [32] have utilized stereo cameras on a 
user’s shoulder to estimate the relative heading direction of the users in a visual odometery project. 
Due to the cumbersome image processing such techniques require significant computational and 
storage resources.
Magnetometer based solutions represent more computationally efficient techniques (e.g. [33], [34] 
). One example is the navigation applications on the mobile phones such as Google Maps. Herein, 
while user aligns the device to a specific orientation the magnetometer measurements are incorporated 
with position information from GPS. Nevertheless, in pervasive application we cannot presume a 
predefined magnetometer orientation as such is always existed, therefore, as was mentioned earlier, 
the applicability of these techniques for longer-term observations depends on resolving the position-
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orientation dependency of the sensing module. Such issues have prompted the researches to develop 
orientation independent solutions for the wearable magnetometers and accelerometers.
As an example of such recent efforts a direction estimation method in [31] assumes a fix position 
for the wearing sensing device but autonomously determines the orientation of the device and in this 
way gives a higher space of freedom to the user. Herein, a technique is proposed that performs 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) over horizontal acceleration components during walking 
locomotion for estimating the orientation of the device relative to the user. Using Kalman filtering of 
the measured acceleration and angular velocity from a gyroscope sensor, vertical and horizontal 
components are distinguished. The estimation of the user facing direction is based on the direction of 
the first principal component. A part from being limited to only one wearing position, use of 
gyroscopes for orientation estimation demands a sophisticated bias compensation algorithm in order 
to avoid the accumulation of errors.
To summaries, while ambient sensing technologies although are less intrusive than wearable 
approaches still are only applicable in constrained and localised environments. On the other hand. 
Wearable sensing in particular under the position dependent category, provides a higher special 
coverage than ambient sensors but cannot be used for long-term observations. Thereby replacement of 
the wearable sensors with mobile phones that can be carried by users almost without any limitation in 
time and location is considered as a significant step towards pervasive sensing. Especially, inertial 
sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes alongside with the magnetometers that are available in 
today’s smartphones can be exploited similar to their wearable sensing counterparts.
Nevertheless, still several challenges are remaining that are to be resolved before the mobile 
phones can be adopted for pervasive observation of user direction. Current efforts towards enabling 
mobile phone based direction estimation and the remaining challenges and issues are discussed 
through the next section.
2.2 Sensing user direction on mobile phones
As discussed earlier, the wide scale use of mobile phones in today’s life and ubiquitous connectivity 
for data communication makes mobile phones an ideal remedy for the shortcomings of the available 
sensing techniques as a ubiquitous facing direction observer. However, realizing direction estimation 
systems on the mobile phone platforms is faced with several challenges rooted in the portable nature 
of the mobile phones and the fact that the cheap sensors that are available on them are not designed 
for opportunistic sensing in a first place.
In this section we first look at the current applications and discuss about the sensing capability of 
the sensors that are available on commodity mobile phones and likely to contribute toward direction 
estimation. Next current efforts in realising the direction estimation on mobile phones are
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investigated. A discussion on remaining issues and challenges ahead of creating reliable direction 
estimation techniques on mobile phones ends this section.
2.2.1 Mobile phones as an ensemble of sensors
Sensors available on mobile phones can be classified as inertial, positioning and ambient sensors. 
Each of these types of sensors is capable of sensing different aspects of the user context and are 
selected and configured based upon application requirements. In this section, these sensors, their 
sensing capability and current applications in context of opportunistic sensing are introduced.
2.2.1.1 Inertial sensors
Inertial sensors are usually referred to as sensors that are able to measure the physical motion of a 
solid object. Recently, mobile phones have been equipped with inertial sensors such as accelerometers 
and gyroscopes. Their characteristics and applications are described in the following sections.
2,2,LL1 Accelerometers
Accelerometers are typically electromechanical instruments that measure the applied acceleration 
acting along their sensitive axis. The measured acceleration can be static, like the constant force of 
gravity, or dynamic, caused by moving or shaking the accelerometer. Regardless of manufacturing 
and design differences, the accelerometer’s functionality is a variation of a spring/mass system. In this 
system, the acceleration is proportional to the displacement of the mass when the force is applied. 
MEMS-based accelerometers have long been used as a primary resource for capturing context 
information with wearable technologies [35]. Examples of such research are relative positioning 
systems (a.k.a. dead reckoning) (e.g. [36], [37]), pervasive activity recognition applications such as 
physical work monitoring [38], health care applications such as estimating energy expenditure, fall 
detection, activity level(e.g. [39], [40], [41], [42] and [43] ) and ambulatory monitoring (for extensive 
discussion in this field refers to [44]). Accelerometers are also found in many smart phones. Their 
primary purpose is to detect changes in the orientation of the mobile phone, so as to rotate the screen’s 
display or captured images in accordance with the phone’s orientation. Recent studies have used these 
accelerometers for detecting the user’s physical activities while carrying a mobile phone. Studies of 
the range of magnitude and the frequency range of acceleration generated by the body during daily 
life activities e.g. [45] , [46] and [40] confirm that the capabilities provided by accelerometers 
embedded in current mobile phones are sufficient for detection of almost the same range of activities 
as with the current wearable approaches. For example, Cappozzo [47], has stated that during walking, 
upper body accelerations in the vertical direction have been found to vary from -0.3 to 0.8g, while 
Hilla and Sun [48] have found that the major output of work for daily activities is confined to a 
frequency range from 0.3 to 3.5 Hz. Accelerometers such as the LIS302DL digital output
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accelerometer (STMicroelectronics) that are embedded in Nokia and Apple smartphones e.g. [49], 
[50] provide tri-axial measurement with a configurable range of ± 2 g or ± 8 g and output rate of 100 
Hz or 400 Hz [51].
However, the studies from the wearable community also suggest that the accuracy of the results is 
strongly dependent upon the position of the accelerometer on the user’s body. A further issue is that 
the claimed sampling frequency of embedded accelerometers is often not achievable in practice on 
mobile phones due to implementation constraints and restricted access to the full resolution and 
sampling frequencies by the corresponding APIs [52]. For example, our experiments with Android- 
based G1 phones from HTC have demonstrated a realistically achievable sampling frequency range of 
5-25 Hz. Similarly, [49] has reported a maximum usable sampling frequency of only 36Hz on a Nokia 
N95 device. The power consumption of accelerometers is very small compared to other sensing 
modalities. For instance, the LIS302DL power consumption is less than 1 mW.
2,2A,L2 Gyroscopes,
Recently smartphones are equipped with MEMS Gyroscope sensors. MEMS gyroscopes are non­
rotating sensors which basically use the Coriolis Effect on a mass to detect inertial angular rotation 
[53]. The embedded gyroscope sensors have been used in physical activity recognition, e.g. [54], body 
posture detection e.g. [55]) and dead reckoning applications e.g. [56]. However, probably the most 
successfiil application of the embedded gyroscopes has been in digital camera stabilizing techniques, 
e.g. [57], that seems to also to be the primary task of gyros in new mobile phones. MEMS-based 
gyroscopes are considered to have very low power consumption. However, using the gyroscope 
sensors for orientation estimation is prone to error accumulation as a result of significant calibration 
errors, electronic noise and temperature [58].
2.2.1.2 Positioning sensors
Contemporary mobile phones comprise a number of sensors capable of sensing the user’s location and 
presence of entities in her proximity. Apart from GPS, which is primarily used for outdoor 
positioning, GSM, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth signals are also used for user localization (for extensive 
readings about ubiquitous localization refer to [24]). The short-range communication link that can be 
provided by Bluetooth devices is also a very popular tool for probing a user’s surroundings. This 
technique has gained the attention of many researchers, including social scientists. In this section an 
overview of these technologies is provided, along with some examples of their applicability for 
mobile-centric sensing.
2.2,L2,1 GPS
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Global Positioning System provides the position of the user nearly anywhere on Earth. GPS is based 
on simultaneous broadcast signal measurements and comparisons that can be carried out from a 
mobile unit [59]. The position of a mobile phone can be measured based upon the time of signal delay 
from each of a number of satellites [60] to a mobile satellite, giving position in two dimensions 
(latitude, longitude), when the receiver is able to see at least three satellites. Zhao outlines in his study 
[61] that civilian applications can exploit GPS signals transmitted at 1575.42 MHz using Code- 
Division Multiple-Access (CDMA) techniques with Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum (DS-SS) 
signals at 1.023 MHz (Mchips/s) [61]. A satellite’s DS-SS signals include accurate time and 
coefficients (ephemeris) that describe the satellite’s position as a function of time. The ground GPS 
receiver position is determined by Time of Arrival (TOA) of these signals. The horizontal accuracy of 
this system is between 50 to 80 meters and by means of differential GPS can be improved to an 
accuracy of up to 10 meters [59]. Positioning of mobile users with GPS or GSM signals (which will 
be introduced later) is especially desirable for network operators, as it allows them to provide a 
variety of value-added services based upon user location. Kyriazakos and Karetsos [59] have 
classified the application of mobile user positioning for operators into a number of services such as 
safety, billings, information, tracking and multimedia. An example of such services can be the 
NAVITIME application [62] which helps pedestrians find the best route to their destination based on 
different parameters such as weather at the destination and the amount of carbon dioxide the user’s 
transport may emit during the trip. Many researchers have emphasized the opportunity that the use of 
mobile phone GPS sensors can provide for studying the travelling behaviour of the users, ( [63], [64], 
[65]). It has even been suggested that mobile GPS data replace conventional survey data gathered 
about a user’s travelling behaviour [65]. Travelling information from mobile devices is used in a 
variety of applications, such as traffic estimation [66] or helping riders for navigation and driving tips 
[67]. Despite the high accuracy of GPS technology for outdoor localization, GPS is usually 
considered the most power-hungry localization technique for mobile computing [5].
2,2,L2,2 Bluetooth
Bluetooth is a universal, low-cost interface for ad-hoc wireless connectivity, originally developed by 
Ericsson in 1994, released in 1998 to operate in 2.4-2.48 GHz band, and later ratified as IEEE 
standard 802.15.1. Bluetooth is designed for short-range communication. Bluetooth devices of power 
class 2, which are typically implemented in handsets, are limited to a range of approximately 10 
metres with a transmission power around 2.45mW(4dBm) and the version 2.0 (2004) of Bluetooth 
communication for example is capable of transmitting up to 3Mbit/s [68]. The main application of 
Bluetooth for sensing purposes has been in logging local devices and communicating with external 
sensors or services. Bluetooth standard allows devices to perform device discovery so as to obtain 
information about other Bluetooth-enabled devices in their vicinity. This information includes the
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Bluetooth MAC address, which is also referred to as a Bluetooth identifier (BTID), the device type 
and device name. The BTID is a 48-bit number which is unique to a particular Bluetooth device. A 
device name is defined by users and the device type is a set of three integers representing the type of 
discovered device (laptop, phone, etc.). The ability of Bluetooth to sense the presence of other devices 
in close proximity to the user has been widely employed in social intelligence applications. The high 
power consumption of continuous Bluetooth scanning for detecting the proximate devices makes 
battery life in mobile devices a concern [69].
2.2.1.3 Ambient sensors
2,2,1.3.1 Magnetometers
Digital compasses are another class of sensors that have gained popularity in mobile phones. At the 
heart of these solutions are tri-axial vector magnetometer sensors, which are able to sense the 
magnitude of the surrounding magnetic field along their sensitive axes. The magnetometers embedded 
in mobile phones typically utilise the Hall Effect. The sensed magnetic field is a combination of the 
effects of the Earth’s magnetic field and that of surrounding objects. The effect of surrounding objects 
can be divided into deterministic interference, which includes the effect of ferrous materials (soft iron) 
and magnetized materials (hard iron), and non-deterministic interference. The effect of nearby objects 
can distort or even drown out the weaker direction of the Earth’s magnetic field for navigation 
proposes. In this case, additional systems are required alongside magnetometers for compensation for 
surrounding interference. Currently, magnetometers embedded in mobile phones are typically 
equipped with a Dynamic Offset Estimation (DOE) system for compensating for the deterministic 
interference. The nondeterministic interference can also be effectively mitigated by proper shielding 
of the sensor and performing simple filtering over the measured magnetic field [34].
Portable sensing of the ambient magnetic field provides opportunities for a variety of applications. 
Lee and Mase [13] have used the digital compass for dead reckoning. Statistical analysis of 
accelerometer, magnetometer, thermometer and light sensors has also been proposed in [70] for 
portable indoor navigation systems. In such systems, the direction of movement is detected with the 
magnetometer, while the accelerometer and gyroscopic sensors are used for gait recognition. Some 
personal navigation systems for mobile devices combine compass and GPS information. Assuming 
that the user is aware of the mobile phone’s orientation, the system simply provides a comparison 
between the phone’s orientation (with the sensor output from the magnetometer) and the static 
directions (e.g. North, South..) of a map. Other examples of smartphone-based applications exploiting 
embedded magnetometers include a three-degrees-of-freedom controller, for 3D object rotation tasks 
based upon iimovative techniques such as those proposed in [71]. Magnetometers embedded in 
mobile phones are very efficient in power consumption. For example, the AK8976A device which is
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used in the HTC Dream handset consumes 6.7 mA during sensor operation, and just 460 pA of 
average current with measurements at 100 ms intervals [72].
2.2.1.3.2 Camera
The mobile phone’s camera is a ubiquitous imaging device with powerful image capture and 
processing capabilities. It is therefore not surprising that, in addition to its main function as an image 
capturing tool, it is also a useful enabler of a variety of additional applications. Examples of these 
applications include the recognition of objects in museums [73], [74], gesture recognition, e.g. e.g. 
[75], [76], location identification, e.g [77], [78], [79], and document recognition (i.e. scanning), e.g. 
[80], [81]. Usually, these applications require a client/server architecture, where computationally- 
intensive image processing and classification are carried out on backend servers, e.g. [79], [82]. 
Sometimes, picture frames are used directly with no further processing, e.g. [ [10] , [83], or simple 
and computationally-affordable techniques are used directly on the mobile phone [84]. (For a 
comprehensive discussion, see [85].)
Sensing with a camera is not as straightforward as it is with aforementioned sensors. For instance, 
since the pictures are not taken under user direction, the data acquisition technique must be able to 
ensure, with reasonable confidence, that the taken picture contains the proper data about the user’s 
surroundings (e.g. the phone is not in the user’s pocket). Moreover, as continuous sampling of a 
camera can generate larger quantities of data and exhaust available battery reserves, adequate data 
management techniques are essential for resource-constrained mobile sensing systems.
2.2.2 Inertial sensor based approaches for direction estimation
Earlier in this chapter, we stated that the direction estimation approaches based on frequent 
localization of the user, such as use of GPS, GSM or Wi-Fi signals are constrained to the situations 
where the required infrastructure is available or the signals are not blocked by the environmental 
barriers. The approaches that are based on the analysis of the camera’s pictures are also not suitable 
for opportunistic sensing by mobile phones since during daily life it is likely to find a mobile phone in 
situations where the pictures have no information about the user facing direction e.g. trousers pocket. 
Inertial sensing based solutions are more resilient to the aforementioned problems and in this regard 
are considered as a more appropriate tool for pervasive direction estimation on mobile phone devices.
The current trend is to use the inertial sensors to estimate the walking direction of the user, which 
is assumed to be in alignment with the facing direction of the user (e.g. [31], [86]). However, 
conventional statistical analysis based techniques fail to provide accurate and reliable estimations 
from the noisy measurements of the low cost sensors that are available on mobile phones.
Volatile wearing position of the mobile phones in daily life usage alongside with the dependency 
of the inertial sensors readings on the wearing position of the device makes the direction estimation
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based on inertial sensors even more challenging. To mitigate the effect of position dependency, the 
applications of the existing solutions are restricted to limited wearing positions (e.g. trousers pocket 
[86]). The ambiguity of the wearing position during sensing process is resolved by direct user 
intervention.
To summarise, use of inertial sensors is deemed to be an appropriate solution for pervasive 
observation of user direction. The remaining challenge is to develop direction estimation techniques 
that are more resilient to the measurements of the low cost sensors. In addition, ultimately the 
direction estimation techniques should be able to autonomously recognize and adapt to the wearing 
position of the device. The following section presents the state of the art solutions for resolving the 
wearing position of the device on user’s body.
2.3 Effect of device position on inertial sensors
Compared to other sensing systems, which consider a fixed position and orientation for their sensors; 
mobile phones are carried and used in ways that are difficult to anticipate in advance for a particular 
user. The outputs of inertia sensors and ambient sensors are susceptible to the phone position. Figure
1.2 shows how the variation in position and orientation of a device affects the sensed acceleration data 
while walking. For inertial sensors, the problem of misplacement is usually solved by providing a 
position detection stage before preparing the data for feature extraction or classification or else by 
training the classification algorithms for all possible positions of the device. In some studies, the users 
are even asked to keep their mobile devices in a particular position. Nevertheless, this requires a direct 
involvement of the user and is not appropriate for opportunistic sensing approaches.
The dependency of magnitude and the frequency of measured acceleration on the position of the 
accelerometer on user’s body was already highlighted in Section 2.2. Different studies have attempted 
to address the effects of inertial sensor positioning. Researchers in the area of BSNs, for example, 
have looked at the placement of sensors from the perspective of wearability and user convenience by 
letting the user decide the body position of the sensors [92]. These related methods and algorithms can 
be classified into the following three cases:
One set of methods considers a fixed position for the sensing device, in order to avoid an arduous 
calibration process. These methods give better computational efficiency and accuracy than previous 
methods, at the cost of losing the generic applicability of the system. In order to find a proper position 
for such techniques, a number of positions have been proposed with different perspectives.
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Fig 2.1. Variation in accelerometer orientation and position affects the measured acceleration pattern. Magnitude,
frequency o f the components and the axis o f major components differs based upon the sensors’ relative position and 
orientation relative to the user.
A review of the related literature in activity recognition with accelerometers suggests suitable 
positions near the Centre of Gravity (COG) of the subject (see, for example [93], [94]). A study in 
[95] shows that the applied force near the COG of the human body while walking is almost 
deterministic and undisturbed by individual characteristics^ ^  I The human centre of gravity, also 
referred to as the body’s centre of mass, is located within the pelvic region when standing [44]. COG 
is depicted in Fig 1.1.
Recent studies [96], [91] have identified the bag, chest and trousers pockets as the most common 
locations where a user would typically carry a mobile phone during the daytime. In [91], the 
researchers report that women are more inclined to using bags, where men typically place their 
phones in their trouser pockets. However, the closeness of trouser pockets to a human’s COG has 
made it a more attractive place for activity recognition tasks based on the inbuilt sensors (e.g. [97] and 
[98]). For example, Bao and Intille [99] have investigated the effect of sensor position on mobile- 
centric activity recognition and suggest that positions near the hips are ideal. Inspired by Bao’s 
findings, Miluzzo et al.’s [10] study about different aspects of a mobile user’s behaviour has 
encouraged the participants to place their mobile phones in their front or back trouser pockets.
The second set of methods trains the classification algorithm on all possible positions. The 
algorithm subsequently tries to detect the context directly, regardless of a mobile’s position. These 
methods usually require large databases and are less accurate when compared to other models. 
However classification is achieved more quickly. Calibration is not required with this method because 
all possible positions are predefined. In other words, the observation is postulated to always be 
performed in one of the predefined referenees that the classifier is trained for. For example, in [43], 
training the device with generalised data from different locations has shown that a reasonable 
accuracy can be achieved regardless of phone’s position. However a high accuracy of the model can
W This fact has also been used for reducing computational cost for activity recognition since no learning algorithm for
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only be achieved with a significant number of individual training data sets. The authors concluded 
that if the appropriate data from different individuals with different characteristics is available, the 
model can be used as a generalized model. Another example of such methods is presented in [52]. 
Here, the classification method is trained based upon the user’s preferred mobile position. The model 
can then distinguish between different user activities.
The third set of methods first infers the device position, and then calibrates the data and features 
based upon the detected position for use in the classification algorithm. In contrast to other methods, 
the specific characteristics of the pattern of movement during certain activities are used for inferring 
the device’s location. These methods rely upon extracting a number of features, which can be used to 
differentiate between different positions of the device during a certain activity. Although these 
methods are more efficient in memory consumption and give better accuracy during classification, 
they are usually more computationally expensive and require more time for recognition. The 
techniques are typically limited to a set of particular activities and corresponding positions of the 
mobile phone and are very susceptible to misdetection if they fail to determine a position correctly. 
For instance, if the positions of the mobile phone change during an activity, or a particular activity is 
not performed in a specific amount of time, the system is unable to calibrate itself. In [92], the 
accelerometer signals during walking are used for recognizing the device position. Walking has been 
chosen as the example activity because it can be detected regardless of accelerometer position and 
orientation, and is a very frequent activity in everyday life. Examining several positions on the body, 
such as wrist, head, trousers pocket or chest pocket, this teehnique is reported to provide very high 
classification accuracy. Nevertheless, each segment takes more than three minutes to prepare for 
activity recognition. Kunze and Lukowicz [100], have then extended the previous work to sense the 
device position through a range of activities using accelerometer signal features (such as standard 
deviation, zero crossing, mean of the norm of the acceleration vector minus gravitational pull, and the 
absolute value of the number of peaks along the three axes).
Recently, Shi [101] has utilized the gyroscope and the accelerometers embedded on the mobile 
phones to detect their on-body position. However, still the recognition time is considerable (e.g. 10s 
of data is required for feature generation) and only a limited evaluations of the classification 
performance have been reported. Kawahara et al. [96] have exploited the unique behaviour of 
accelerometer signals in multiple situations to infer the phone’s position. Their threshold-based device 
position and activity recognition model is reported as giving a very high aecuracy. In order to 
determine the position of the phone when worn in a chest pocket, accelerometer patterns caused by a 
person when stooping forward in the chair were used. For the trouser pocket position, fluctuations of 
the tilt angle during walking were used. Furthermore, the variance of the signals provided sufficient 
indication to determine when the phone was not with the user. Finally, Miluzzo [102] has exploited 
vocal signals from a mobile phone’s microphone to extract a set of required features to estimate the
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device position. Here, a sophisticated classification algorithm (a Gaussian Mixture Model with twenty 
components) is adopted to classify the position of the device as in the pocket or out of the pocket.
The above discussion summarises how existing solutions address the problem of the wearing 
position of the device on a user’s body. An ideal solution for pervasive observation of the user 
direction requires the algorithm to deal with different wearing positions without explicit user 
involvement, rendering the first types of the discussed approaches unsuitable. There is also currently 
no direction estimation technique that can be trained to be performed well on all wearing positions, 
which leaves us only the third type of approaches to consider.
2.4 Calibration of magnetometer measurements
Magnetometers are now considered as indispensable instruments for heading estimation in navigation 
systems. In particular, the introduction of MEMS magnetometers and accelerometers into mobile 
handsets has sparked a new wave of research to exploit these capabilities in the form of Inertial 
Navigation Systems (INS) and Pedestrian Navigation Systems (PNS) for personal navigational and 
positioning applications. In such systems, the estimation of the heading direction, which is regarded as 
the main source of the positioning error [103], is typically performed with the help of the 
magnetometer readings, either directly by computing the orientation of the earth geomagnetic field in 
the sensor frame [104], or indirectly by providing a reference for gyroscope heading estimations e.g. 
[17].
In contrast to the available approaches of heading determination based on GPS and gyroscope 
sensors, magnetometers provide measurements that are continuous, independent of any external 
references and their error does not accumulate over time. However, the measurements obtained from 
low cost magnetometers of commodity mobile devices are easily corrupted by the diverse magnetic 
perturbations in everyday life environments. Therefore, on-the-fly calibration of magnetometers is 
essential, in order to achieve accurate heading estimations.
The source of magnetic field errors can be categorized into the manufacturing errors, deterministic 
and non-deterministic interferences. Although, the non-deterministic interference effects can be 
mitigated by simple filtering schemes [34], an effective compensation of the manufacturing errors and 
deterministic interference requires the error parameters to be accurately estimated from the measured 
data.
Several methods are proposed in the literature to model the error parameters and perform the 
required calibration. Nevertheless, there are several shortcomings that make their realization in real- 
life situations and on devices with limited computation and energy resources such as mobile phones 
more challenging.
Firstly, the traditional methods that are known as attitude dependent algorithms, e.g., [105], rely 
on external reference information such as exact orientation of the earth magnetic field. Similarly GPS
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heading estimations can be used to correct the compass reading through a Kalman filtering process 
such as reported in [106]. However, this method is only applicable when the GPS signals are 
available.
Secondly, some other techniques although independent from external references, do not consider a 
complete error model. In these approaches the effect of some of the error sources is simplified or 
ignored in favour of lower complexity of the calibration algorithm at the expense of calibration 
accuracy. For instance, in [107] the effect of ferromagnetic materials is simplified and the effect of the 
possible non-orthogonally of the sensing axis is neglected.
Other approaches have even further simplified the calibration process into two dimensions and 
assumed that the magnetometer will be kept level and rotated around a circle for the calibration, e.g. 
[34] and [17]. The erromous readouts of the magnetometer on the horizontal plane produces an ellipse 
which is also shifted from the center, the calibration proccess in return will estimate the required seals 
and biases to change the resulted ellipise into a circle centered on zero.
Requiring a user to frequently hold the phone in specific orientations during calibration is often 
not feasible in everyday life situation, rendering these approaches unsuitable when applied to 
pervasive observation.
Thirdly, other methods that consider a complete error modeling are typically computationally 
intensive and thus not suitable for portable devices, e.g. [108] [109] [110]. For example, an ellipsoid 
fitting calibration algorithm is exploited in [110]. This method is based on the the fact that the locus of 
the clean magnetometer readouts forms a sphere which transforms into an ellipsoid in presence of 
magnetic interference. Through the calibration process the magnetic field samples are treated to find 
the complex sealing and bias components in order to reverse this transformation.
Even with computationally efficient ellipsoid fitting approaches such as the one in [111], which is 
based on the least square method, redundant measurements of magnetic field in a wide range of 
orientations are required in order to achieve the desired precision. Due to the limited sampling rate of 
embedded magnetometers in mobile devices, tens of seconds are required to collect all sufficient data 
points, which is not acceptable for many real time applications.
2.5 Remaining challenges
It can be concluded from the presented survey of the state of the art, that existing solutions are not 
able to fulfil the ever growing demand for an accurate and reliable direction estimation technique. In 
partieular, the very few existing mobile phone based solutions are either limited by the environmental 
conditions e.g. GPS signal blockage or their provided estimations are erroneous and sometimes 
limited to a particular position on user’s body e.g. PGA based solutions. Therefore, one major 
challenge is to create accurate and reliable direction estimation technique on mobile phones that can 
also satisfy the requirement of a pervasive sensing system.
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Past experiences in developing direction estimation techniques, which were presented in the last 
chapter, have emphasised the capabilities of the inertial sensors to provide the required sensory data. 
As estimations are expected to be available ubiquitously e.g. not to be limited only to the outdoor 
environments, the information about the user direction should be provided from the sources , such as 
inertial sensors, that are not dependent to external infrastructures. However, a novel methodology for 
interpretation of their measurements is required to overcome the limitation of the existing statistical 
approaches.
Relying on inertial sensors raises another challenge: how to efficiently resolve the ambiguity of 
the device position and orientation. On one hand, measurements of some of the inertial sensors are 
dependent on the position and orientation of the mobile phone on user’s body and as a result, 
recognizing the position of the mobile phone on a user’s body is therefore crucial in order to select an 
optimum strategy for the estimation of the user facing direction. On the other, the orientation and the 
wearing position of the phone are often volatile and fixed assumptions on specific phone orientation 
or position cannot be made. Also, relying on the user to annotate the position makes the system more 
intrusive and error prone.
Nevertheless, as was described in Section 2.2.3 the current available approaches for on body 
position recognition although sometimes are accurate, still are not appropriate for online applications 
that require almost instant results. In addition, these models are typically trained on positions for 
wearable sensors which are not common with typical choices for placing mobile phones.
Moreover, the facing direction estimation system must be able to publish the relative orientation 
of the user with respect to a global coordinate system. Having the directions in a global coordinate 
system enables us to compare it with other entities that may not share the same local coordinate 
system with the device. Such features, although important, have been so far neglected in mobile 
phone based direction estimation techniques that are utilising inertial sensors.
Magnetometer and accelerometer sensors that are readily available on mobile phones can provide 
the required information for representing the direction information in GCS as a global coordinate 
system. Yet, the measurements of the magnetometers are susceptible to interferences from the 
magnetic sources that are prevalent in real world environments. The survey of the calibration 
techniques for eliminating the effect of interferences in previous section stress the incompetence of 
the existing techniques and the necessity for a new accurate , reliable and at the same time 
computationally efficient approach.
Last but not the least, is to perform all the required processes without jeopardizing the primary 
fimctionality of the mobile phones or negatively affecting the user experience. As available resources 
at the mobile phone are limited, sensors and corresponding processing techniques need to be selected 
in such a way that the impact on energy consumption, memory and CPU utilization is minimized.
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3 Proposed methodology and approach
This chapter presents an introduction to our methodology for addressing the shortcomings of the 
current mobile phone based systems for opportunistic observation of the user facing direction. The 
organization of this chapter is as follows.
Subsection 3.1 elucidates our novel user direction estimation methodology. The proposed 
approach is assumed to only rely on the inertial sensors embedded in mobile phones. Furthermore, the 
proposed methodology is adaptable to various sensors’ orientations and locations on the user’s body 
to give the user a larger degree of freedom for long-term observations. Still, in order to adapt the 
direction estimation technique to the position where the device is being worn, a separate process is 
required to determine this position. Our approach for developing a fast and accurate wearing-position 
detection technique that is tailored for mobile phone based sensing applications is presented in 
subsection 3.2. Next, our methodology for an on-the-fly calibration algorithm for the magnetometers 
is presented. Herein, we aim to develop an accurate and reliable calibration process with minimum 
computational cost to rectify the impact of possible magnetic interferences of the environment. All the 
proposed techniques are then integrated into a coherent system for opportunistic direction estimation 
in the fourth subsection. Finally, subsection five details our implementation and evaluation strategy.
3.1 Direction estimation approach
Herein the user direction estimation is defined as the process of recognizing the relative orientation of 
a user’s coordinate system within a global coordinate system (i.e. absolute direction estimation). In 
this study, we consider the earth coordinate system as our global coordinate system (GCS); the GCS 
axis are aligned towards the North (N), East (E) and the opposite direction of the gravity vector (V). 
The user coordinate System, hereby UCS, comprises the V, F and S axis that are respectively aligned 
with the inverse direction of the earth’s gravity, and the facing and side direction of the user. The 
inertial sensor measurements are initially acquired in the Mobile phone Coordinate System of sensing 
(MCS).
Our aim is to estimate the direction the user is facing (F) and represent it in the GCS. Our 
proposed methodology accomplishes this task in two subsequent steps. The first is to align the device 
sensing orientation with respect to the earth coordinate system. This process is called the calibration 
step. The second step is to estimate the direction the user is facing in the device coordinate system. 
Considering that the relative orientation of the MCS and GCS are known from the calibration step, the
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estimated direction in the second step can be simply represented in GCS. Figure. 3.1 pictorially 
represents the described process.
Estimating the orientation of the GCS in MCS is a trivial process in inertial sensing systems. Yet, 
the process should be carefully formulated to minimize the required computation on the mobile 
phone. Our proposed mathematical model of the calibration step uses the quaternion presentation, 
which further simplifies computation of the rotation components compared to the conventional vector 
based approach.
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Fig 3.1. The two steps o f the proposed direction estimation approach: first is to estimate the mobile orientations in the 
earth coordinate system, the second is to estimate the user orientation in mobile coordinate.
Direction estimation from the measured sensory data is however far more challenging than the 
calibration step. Our solution, which is hereby referred to as uDirect, is based on the common 
physiological characteristics of the movement of the human’s body segments during walking. We 
envisage that the movements of body segments when a human is walking can be analysed over time to 
identify specific moments, which are informative about the direction the user is facing. The repetitive 
and almost invariant movement of the body during walking cycles implies that one stride of the user 
should be enough to provide an estimation of the direction. Moreover, the distinct patterns of the 
movement of different body segments suggest that the estimation moments may vary between 
different body segments. In the case of body segments such as hands that do not necessarily follow a 
deterministic pattern of movement during the walking locomotion, our strategy for direction 
estimation at these positions is to use a stochastic approach instead of the detenninistic approach of 
uDirect.
In chapter four, we verify this hypothesis by analysing the pattern of the acceleration samples that
are taken from different positionings of the mobile phone on the user’s body during a walking cycle.
This later leads us to develop a number of direction estimation algorithms that are customised for the
most popular positionings of the mobile phones. Real world applications of our direction estimation
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approach demand the positioning of the device to be detected autonomously, in order to switch 
between different algorithms when the user changes the wearing position of the device. Hence, a 
wearing position recognition algorithm is designed to provide the required positioning information.
3.2 Wearing position recognition approach
Since the algorithm of the direction estimation is adopted according to the estimated wearing 
position of the device, the wearing position recognition plays a significant role in preserving the 
accuracy of the estimated direction. In particular, a timely and accurate estimation of the positioning 
is highly desired so as to minimize the delay experienced by the system and avoid any misuse of the 
direction estimation algorithms. However, as mentioned earlier, the wearing position recognition 
techniques of the art are not able to fulfil these requirements. Our strategy to overcome these 
problems is threefold.
The first element of our strategy is to extract more informative features that in return allow the 
detection process to be performed in a shorter window of time. Due to the arbitrary orientation of the 
sensors the existing solutions project the sensory data to one or two dimensions before feature 
extraction. We envision that if we transform the sensory data into a coordinate system, which is 
preserved regardless of the sensors’ orientation, then we can extract the features from all three 
dimensions, which tends to be more informative than conventional approaches. The second aspect is 
to use a combination of both filtering and wrapping schemes for selecting the features. The first 
method is to remove the redundant and less informative features disrespect of the classification 
algorithm of the use. At this point, we would be able to compare the performance of our potential 
classifiers. Once the most accurate classifier is identified, the second method can further remove the 
features that are less important to the selected classifier and in this sense reduce the associated 
computational costs. The third and final strategic consideration is to customise our approach to the 
most common positionings of the mobile phones. In chapter five we demonstrate how the proposed 
strategy leads us to achieve an accurate, reliable and fast classification scheme for wearing position 
recognition.
3.3 Magnetometer calibration approach
Our direction estimation approach relies on magnetometer measurements to transform the estimated 
direction from MCS into the GCS. Misalignment error of the magnetometer readings with the true 
geomagnetic field of the earth, as a result of magnetic disturbances, would be directly added to the 
estimated direction. In this respect, a calibration scheme is required to rectify the magnetometer 
readouts in the presence of the magnetic perturbations. Our discussion in 2.4 indicated that the 
existing calibration schemes are not able to comply with the requirements of mobile phone based
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sensing. In order to fill this gap, we aim to develop a new calibration technique. This technique is 
expected to accomplish the calibration process without any user intervention and at the same time 
impose a minimum computational burden on the system. Also, due to the slow sensing frequency of 
the sensors on the mobile phone, the number of required samples for calibration should be kept to a 
minimum.
The state of the art calibration approaches e.g. [110] (the model is later presented in chapter six) 
suggests that the aggregated effect of the interferences can be approximated with nine parameters. The 
calibration error is also typically modelled based on the magnitude of the measured magnetic field. 
This implies that nine distinct measurements should be enough to estimate the interference 
parameters.
In chapter six, we show that our proposed iterative algorithm is able to accurately estimate and 
compensate the effects of deterministic interference parameters using only nine distinct 
measurements.
3.4 Overview of the integrated system
In this section, we describe how the aforementioned techniques can be integrated into an intelligent 
system for opportunistic estimation of the direction the user is facing while on the mobile phone. The 
proposed system is equipped with orientation and on body position detection units to overcome the 
inherited errors of position and orientation dependent sensors which in turn allows for long term and 
effortless operations without being intrusive. Furthermore, the system rectifies the possible magnetic 
perturbations using the magnetometer calibration process. In order to estimate the user direction, it 
takes advantage of novel direction estimation techniques that are customised for each individual 
device’s positioning on the user’s body. The FSM diagram in Fig. 3.2 pictorially represents various 
operation states of our direction estimation system.
The system as a whole can be described as a series of statistical and mathematical analyses of 
magnetometer and accelerometer readouts. There are five major units that are integrated to form the 
overall system, namely sensing unit, calibration, and position recognition and direction estimation.
The sensing stage continually records the device movement and its surrounding geomagnetic field 
using the built-in accelerometer and the magnetometer sensors of the mobile phone device. The 
acceleration and magnetic field measurements are at the same time windowed for further analysis. 
Afterwards, the sensory data enters into a series of decision-making processes as illustrated in figure 
3.2 before being passed to the other units of the system. The system calculates the orientation of the 
device in GCS when the user is standing. At this point magnetometer readouts undergo a calibration 
process to minimize the effect of possible magnetic perturbations. Then measurements of the 
acceleration and the magnetic field during standing mode are used to obtain the orientation of the 
device at the GCS. For the rest of the time and while the initial orientation is not altered the algorithm
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continuously transforms the sensing coordinate system reflecting the arbitrary orientation of the 
mobile device into a global and static coordinate system. Having all the sensory information in a statie 
coordinate system makes the rest of the processes independent from the initial orientation of the 
device. It should be noted that the calibration process is independent from the device position. The 
algorithm then returns to the sensing stage and observes the user’s aetivity. Once a walking activity is 
detected, the measurements are used for positioning detection and direction estimation. If the device 
position on the user’s body is unknown, the measurements are directed into the position recognition 
unit; otherwise they are fed into the direction estimation unit.
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Fig 3.2. FSM diagram of the proposed system, calibration and wearing position recognition stages are only active at 
the start o f the application and each time the position o f the device is changed.
At the position recognition unit, a complex classification process maps the measured acceleration 
and magnetic field into a set of predefined positions of the device on the user’s body. A detailed 
description of the calibration and positioning detection is presented in the next chapter.
The selected position and the associated classification confidence are then updated in the direction 
estimation unit for selecting the most appropriate direction estimation algorithm. It is worth noting 
that similar to the calibration process, the position estimation is only required at the start of 
application and each time the device’s position relative to the user’s body is altered.
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The direction estimation unit includes two types of techniques for direction estimation: the 
uDirect methods as deterministic approaches and PCA from [86] method as a stochastic method. 
According to the updated position and its associated classification confidence, a direction estimation 
method is employed to estimate the user direction.
3.5 Implementation and evaluation strategy
Herein, we explain our strategy for implementation and evaluation of the above mentioned algorithms 
and techniques. Our evaluation strategy is to isolate each segment of the system and evaluate them 
separately using state of the art techniques. Such isolated evaluations, although cumbersome, enable 
us to identify the algorithms that account for the major shortcomings alongside their error boundaries 
in a straightforward maimer. To have a realistic evaluation of the proposed algorithms we particularly 
emphasise field experiments and empirical evaluations. This often requires a prototype of the 
algorithms to be implemented on a mobile phone.
The system as a whole is finally employed to develop two mobile phone based applications, 
including face-to-face interaction detection and dead reckoning. These applications have either not 
been available before on mobile phones or their realization for real world environments has involved 
intrusiveness or inaccuracy. By evaluating the developed applications we demonstrate the 
applicability of our solution to the real-world problems.
For the purpose of development of our algorithms on mobile phones, we take advantage of the 
Android platform. Android incorporates Java as its environment platform and it is a Linux based 
operating system. Different from J2ME based operating systems. Android utilises the Dalvik Virtual 
Machine, hereby DVM, which is specifically designed for mobile devices. DVM supports multiple 
VMs to run efficiently. The files are executed in Dalvik Executable format that is designed to run with 
minimal memory footprint. Its Linux based kernel handles the underlying functionality such as low 
level memory management and threading [112]. Other important specifications of Android include the 
following: it is an open source platform, it provides the developers with access even to core services, 
allows for data sharing between applications and finally android supports multi-threading e.g. the 
applications can be run in the background in the form of services without interfering with normal 
operations of the phone. The latter is of particular importance for developing long-term sensing 
operations.
In our study three different models of Android based mobile phones have been used, namely the 
HTC Magic, HTC desire HD and HTC One S. Among these the HTC desire HD was typically used 
for implementing and evaluating the direction estimation related algorithms. This phone is equipped 
with a 1 Ghz processor and 768 MB of RAM and is operating under an Android 2.2 (Froyo) platform. 
The HTC Magic phone is typically used for benchmarking the algorithm performance. Unlike the 
other models, the design of the HTC Magic allows for connecting the energy measurement straps to
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the phone and thus it has also been used for analysing the energy consumptions of the sensing 
approaches. The HTC One S is the newest phone available to us. As is further described in chapter 
seven, its updated Android API supports important operations such as a continuous Bluetooth 
discoverable mode which is not available in older versions. The coming chapters detail our 
approaches in design, implementation and evaluation of a group of techniques that together render an 
intelligent system for opportunistic observation of the direction of the user.
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4 Direction estimation
This chapter presents our approach for determining the user direction in GCS. To estimate this 
direction, our proposed technique exploits the acceleration pattern that can be measured by a 
smartphone as the user is walking. Our approach is independent of the initial orientation of the device 
and is adaptable to various wearing positions on the user’s body, which gives the user a larger degree 
of freedom for long term observations. The proposed approach is relying on accurate recognition of 
the user gait cycles. Similar to the direction estimation techniques the gait recognition algorithms are 
customized to different wearing position of the device. A prototype implementation of our direction 
estimation approach is successfully evaluated on a smartphone, through several field experiments.
The organization of this chapter is as follows: The description of our direction estimation 
methodology is presented in Section 4.2. Our proposed approach for direction estimation comprises 
two subsequent process namely calibration and direction estimation. The calibration process and 
direction estimation process are detailed in Section 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. The proposed direction 
estimation technique relies on an accurate estimation of the gait cycles of the user, therefore in this 
section we also present our gait recognition techniques. In Section 4.5 our prototype implementation 
is introduced. This prototype is then used in several field experiments to evaluate the proposed 
direction estimation technique. The evaluation results are tabulated and discussed in Section 4.6.
In order to facilitate the perusal of the mathematical proofs that are provided in this chapter, the 
utilised variables are tabulated below.
V Unit vector in user coordinate system algined with inverse direction of earth gravity
f Unit vector in user coordinate system algined with forward direction of user
s Unit vector in user coordinate system algined with side direction of user
g Unit vector in earth coordinate system algined with direction of earth gravity
e Unit vector in earth coordinate system algined towards East
n Unit vector in earth coordinate system algined towards North
x,y, z Unit vectors in device coordinate system 
u Unit vector
h Hamiltonian
r Rotation radions
0  Angular deviation
0 Rotational velocity
0 Rotational acceleration
A Measured accelration vector
R Rotation quaternion
t Time
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4.1 Common assumptions of inertial sensor based approaches
Current efforts in detennining the user facing direction are based on statistical analysis of the mobile 
phone accelerometer readouts when the user is walking while carrying the phone. The core 
assumptions of such approaches are:
• Humans nonnally walk in forward direction.
• During the walking period the forward acceleration components dominants over the 
transverse plane of the user coordinate system.
The first assumption seems natural since our field of view is in forward direction. Before, 
discussing the second assumption it is instructive to note that when the user is walking with a constant 
speed the average acceleration that is applied to the device would be zero. In case of the second 
assumption one can now argue that depending on the wearing position of the device there might be 
moments during a walking cycle in which the side acceleration is dominated but are is compensated 
by similar acceleration from the other side. However, later we will describe that in case of trouser’s 
pocket position where these types of algorithms are applied; the second assumption seems to be valid.
Regarding the fact that the accelerometer readings contain the resultant of gravity and the body 
acceleration, the gravity components must be compensated before analysing the acceleration pattern. 
Since the gravity is aligned with the vertical direction in user coordinate system, detennining the 
direction of the gravity in device the coordinate system also helps to remove the unwanted vertical 
acceleration that is generated by body. As it will be described later our direction estimation approach 
is also dependent on determination of the direction of the gravity on the sensing module. Therefore, 
at this point it’s worth mentioning the available techniques for determining the direction of the 
gravity.
Coronal Plane Sagittal Plane
'ransversc Plani
Fig 2.2. Demonstration of a body’s coordination system and rotation planes. The intersection o f the planes shows the
position o f CoG.
4.1.1 Determining the direction of the gravity
One of the key parameters in detecting the mobile phone’s orientation is gravitational acceleration, 
which is parallel to the V direction of the user’s coordinate system (see Figure 3.1) with a constant
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magnitude. In particular, as indicated in Section 2.1.1, the main variability of acceleration 
measurements in daily activities is in a user’s vertical direction. As a simple and computationally 
efficient model, averaging accelerometer samples in a window of a few seconds provides a proper 
estimation of the gravitational vector [19]. A better approximation for gravitational acceleration is 
obtained by averaging the accelerometer samples at the moments when their variation in the sample 
window is almost zero [86]. Another approach determines the gravity acceleration by separating out 
the body movement acceleration [87] by means of a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 
approximately 0.25 Hz from the overall measured acceleration signal. In [88] and [31], gyroscope 
measurements have been used for determining the device’s orientation. Detecting the gravitational 
vector in turn gives an estimation of the vertical component of the user motion (parallel to gravity) 
and the magnitude of the resultant of horizontal components. Yet, the direction of the horizontal 
components remains undefined.
4.1.2 Decomposing the horizontal components
Alignment of the facing direction with the direction of movement during normal walking suggests 
that the generated acceleration pattern is likely to contain information about the facing direction of the 
user. Different approaches have been developed in this regard to extract the facing direction of the 
user from the measured acceleration during the walking locomotion. Chon in [89] derives the user 
direction on the phone while restricting it within the line of sensor’s axis. The user direction is 
estimated in two steps after the effect of gravity is compensated. First an abstract orientation is 
calculated based on assessment of the magnitude of the standard deviations of acceleration samples 
along the horizontal axis of the sensor. The abstract orientation is postulated to be only in parallel 
with the user direction and the absolute direction. In the second step, in order to calculate the absolute 
direction context information such the orientation of the phone when the user is messaging or 
watching video alongside with the analysis of the skewness of the acceleration during the swing phase 
of the user gaits are adopted. The estimations are then refined using the heading information from 
GPS. The main shortcoming of the Chon method is inaccuracy. Restricting the direction of the user to 
the sensor axis may cause errors up to 45 degree even if the absolute direction estimation accuracy is 
prefect.
As a more accurate alternative and similar to the Kourogi [31] approach in 2.1, Kunze et al. [86] 
have developed a direction estimation technique on a mobile phone using only accelerometer readings 
when the device is placed in the user trousers pocket. PCA analysis is then used over the horizontal 
acceleration components during walking locomotion. Horizontal and vertical components are 
distinguished by detecting gravity direction from acceleration samples in the stationary mode. 
Steinhoff et al. [90] have conducted an experimental study to investigate the performance of such 
PCA based technique on a powerful wearable sensing badge for pedestrian navigation and concluded
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that when the acceleration samples are properly filtered the results are comparable with other 
conventional dead reckoning approaches.
However, the PCA approach is prone to outliers and grossly corrupted observations giving it a 
limited accuracy. Furthermore, the current techniques are constraint to a particular wearing position, 
i.e. the trouser’s pocket. Recent studies about the most popular wearing positions of the mobile 
phones [91] show a strong gender bias in selecting the wearing position among mobile phone users. 
While the trouser pocket is the most popular position for male users, female users prefer shoulder 
bags, leaving trouser pockets to be only the third best choice. Both positions however only account for 
roughly half of the cases. Therefore, PCA based approaches are biased towards male users and 
currently miss a significant amount of data when the device is worn in other positions. In addition, so 
far it is not clear whether PCA is applicable to the other positions on user’s body. Regard to the fact 
that different segments of the body are experiencing different magnitude of acceleration and rotating 
pattern during the walking locomotion, it seems that the performance of the PCA would change based 
upon wearing position. However, still such analysis has not been performed. Finally, even if the 
approaches would be applicable to a different wearing position, they require a prior knowledge about 
exact device position(s). Requiring a user to provide manually such information (or to adhere to 
predefined positions in daily life) leads to an increased burden on user, which in turn makes the 
system more intrusive.
The dependency of the inertial sensors readings to the carrying position of the mobile phone on 
user’s body and at the same time the fact that the mobile phone position is volatile during daily life 
usage is a burden ahead of using inertial sensors for direction estimation. Ultimately the direction 
estimation techniques should be able to autonomously recognize and adapt to the wearing position of 
the device. The following section presents the past experiences in resolving the wearing position of 
the device on user’s body.
4.2 Proposed methodology
As was mentioned earlier in chapter three solutions for determining the user’s facing direction is to 
perform the estimations in two steps. The algorithm begins with a calibration process, which 
determines the device’s orientation relative to the earth coordinate system when the user is standing 
and is based on the measurements from the mobile phone’s embedded accelerometer and 
magnetometer. The results of this step allows for a transformation of the MCS into the GCS. In the 
second step, a.k.a direction estimation, the algorithm exploits the behavior of the acceleration pattern 
generated while the user is walking in order to obtain the user’s orientation relative to the earth 
coordinate system. Henceforth, this second process will be referred to as the “direction estimation” 
phase.
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The first step of the proposed approach is independent of the mobile phone’s wearing position. 
The second step, however, requires the wearing position to be known, for the proper analysis of the 
acceleration patterns. This constraint is due to the high dependency between the measured 
acceleration during different activities and the measuring position on the body (for a more in-depth 
discussion, refer to [44]). In other words, while the proposed two-step approach is valid for arbitrary 
wearing positions on a user’s body, the direction estimation process is to be customized to the wearing 
position. Our current implementation covers four of the most common wearing positions, namely 
trouser pocket, belt enhancement, hand and shoulder bag.
4.3 Calibration
We consider the earth global coordinate system (GCS) as our reference coordinate system, which is 
aligned through North, East and the opposite direction of gravity. Detecting the mobile phone 
orientation with respect to the earth coordinate system is based on two main features, namely the 
acceleration of gravity and the Earth’s magnetic field. The axes of the Earth coordinate system 
defined by N, E and V are depicted in Fig.3.1. N stands for the direction of North and is calculated 
from the magnetometer readouts after averaging out the non-deterministic magnetic noise and 
compensating for the inclination and declination angles, E is the cross product of the N and V, while 
V is aligned towards the inverse direction of gravity.
In order to map the sensed acceleration into the Earth’s coordinate system, the rotation 
components that transforms the mobile device co-ordinate system to the earth coordinate are required. 
The most common method of representing the rotation difference is by calculating the Euler angles 
and corresponding rotation matrix. However, an alternative method is to use the quaternion 
representation invented by Hamilton in 1866 [113].
Quaternions are a single example of more general class of hyper-complex numbers and belong to 
non-commutative division algebra. Analogous to complex numbers, a quaternion (H) can also be 
written as a linear combination of real and imaginary parts by H = w + za + jb + kc while f  = f ^ l ê =  -
1. Using this construction, the composition of three rotations in 3D space, can be written in more 
computationally efficient way as a simple rotation around one axis [114].
The rotation quaternion is determined in three steps: First, the quaternion that rotates z which is a 
unit vector over the Z axes of the MCS to v which is a unit vector over the V axes of GCS is 
determined by:
Rl = cos(^) + Û sin(^) (1)
G =  2 (v .z / |v ||z |)  (2)
Û = |v X z| (3)
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Then, R], the quaternion that rotates the projection of ÿ on the transverse plane into the direction 
of North (n ) is calculated. It can be represented with same notation as Ri in (1) while û is substituted 
with V and 0 with &. Where:
O' = 2(n.(v X ÿ X v)/(|n||v x ÿ x v|) (4)
Combining Ri and R2 provides the resultant rotation quaternion. This is achieved by using the 
quaternion multiplication rule so that:
R = R 1 R 2  = cos(^ / 2) cos(^' / 2) + V cos(jB / 2) sin(^' / 2) +
Û cos(^' /  2) sin(^ / 2) + û a  v
Once R has been determined, the measured values from an arbitrary orientation of the device can 
be read in the static coordinate system of the Earth. It is worth noting that the earth and user 
coordinate systems share the same vertical axis, as shown in Fig.3.1. As discussed in the next section, 
this fact helps us to confine our acceleration pattern analysis to components presented in the 
transverse (horizontal) plane. Re-calculation of the rotation is only required when the user changes the 
orientation of the phone.
4.4 Direction estimation
The calibration phase provides us with the required information to transform the estimation of the user 
direction from the MCS into the GCS. The remaining step is to resolve the user’s orientation into 
MCS. In order to do so, we utilise two types of approaches based on the body segment that is 
associated with the wearing position of the device.
In case of the trousers pocket and belt enhancement where the movements of the associated body 
segments are almost preserved during the walking locomotion a deterministic approach is adopted. In 
this case, we develop an analytical model for the aeceleration that the mobile device measures during 
walking and then we estimate the moments within a gait in which the generated acceleration is 
aligned with the forward direction of a user.
As the hand and shoulder bags positions laek of a well-defined pattern of movement of the device 
during walking locomotion, it is difficult to apply the same methodology for these positions. Instead, 
we are proposing the use of eonventional PCA based technique for in hand positions and a novel PCA 
inspired teehnique, named PCA+, for the shoulder bag position.
Having the orientation of the user eoordinate with respect to the mobile deviee coordinate system 
and the relative orientation of mobile deviee to the earth eoordinate system from calibration phase 
allows us to estimate the user direction.
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4.4.1 uDirect : approach for the positions with deterministic movements
Alignment of the facing direction with the direction of movement during normal walking suggests 
that the generated acceleration pattern is likely to contain information about the faeing direction of the 
user. Statistieal analysis of the aeceleration pattern, such as PCA of the aeceleration samples is the 
current trend to extraet this information. Such analyses of aeeeleration are, however, prone to the 
presence of outliers and noisy data, which may cause inaccurate estimations. Furthermore, such 
techniques require an additional process in parallel to ensure that the analysed samples are not 
affected with other movements of the user sueh as turning or standing.
Instead, our solution is to identify the moments within a gait eycle in which the generated 
aeceleration is aligned with the forward direetion of user. Estimations from a few specific moments 
tend to be more resilient to outlier effect as these moments are less likely to be affected by them. By 
taking advantage of gait recognition at the heart of the process, our approach is also resilient to the 
spurious acceleration patterns.
In order to determine these moments, an analytical study of the aeceleration pattern generated in 
the transverse plane (horizontal plane) of the user where the forward and side accelerations occurs is 
undertaken. The desired moments are then identified as a fraction of a walking cycle. The system will 
then be biased with the location of these moments. When operating, the knowledge of the direetion of 
gravity that is obtained during the ealibration, allows the system to distinguish the horizontal 
components from the vertical ones. Investigation of the gait cycles over vertical acceleration then 
leads to the identification of the desired moments over the horizontal aeceleration pattern.
• First, assuming that the UCS is known, the device measurements based on deviations (during 
walking loeomotion) from the user’s coordinate system is determined. Here, the device 
measurements are representing the effect of the user’s translational and body segment rotational 
movements in an arbitrary orientation of the device.
• Second, the measured components are transferred into the user’s coordinate system. This allows 
for the analysis of the behavior of the measured components in UCS. Third, the specific 
components of the measured horizontal accelerations in which the resultant aeeeleration is 
dominated by the forward components are determined.
• Finally, using the transformation information from the calibration phase, the direction of the user 
is represented as the relative orientation of the identified forward component with respect to the 
GCS coordinate system.
Different segments of the body are rotating and translating with different patterns during walking 
loeomotion. One of the most ehallenging body segments for direction estimation is the femur bone. 
This is because of significant rotations of the femur in both the transverse and sagittal planes. The 
movement of other body segments such as the trunk for chest pocket and shoulder bag as well as the 
pelvis for belt enhancements ean be simplified to only transverse rotations. Femur bone is also
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responsible for movements of the device in one of the most popular wearing positions which is 
trousers pocket. The modelling process presented in following therefore starts with modelling the 
femur bone movement.
A common approach for formulating the dynamics of body segments is to consider each body 
segment as a rigid body which allows the use of classical dynamics. In order to develop the required 
model of generation of acceleration, we base our formulation upon the same assumption as [114] and 
consider the hip joint as ball joint, which pennits Femur rotation in all directions. However, during 
walking, the major Femur rotations take place in the sagittal (around S) and transverse plane (around 
V).
In order to explain the dynamics of femur movement the following coordinate systems are 
introduced and depicted Fig.4.1 :
‘W
Zw
Z;
Fig 4.1. Coordinate systems and rotation directions, Ow stands for center o f global coordinate system, Oh center of
local coordinate system(hip joint) and Oa for center o f accelerometer coordinate system. 0 z  rotation around Zw and 0 y  
rotation around Y w .
Ow-XwYwZw is the world (global) coordinate system where Z points towards the Earth and X is 
towards the user’s forward movement. Oh-XhYhZh is the local coordinate system at the hip joint, 
which is parallel to world coordinate. Oa-XaYgZg is the accelerometer coordinate system, which is 
placed on the rigid body (i.e. the femur). For simplicity, the accelerometer coordinate system has been 
considered to be in parallel with the other coordinate systems at time 0 when the longer axis of the 
femur is in alignment with the gravity vector (or Zw).
From the relative acceleration principle, the acceleration that is measured at Oa after t seconds 
from the start of movement can be expressed as:
^ a w ( 0  — ^ a h ( 0  +  ^ h w ( 0  (6 )
Where is the measured acceleration at Oa, aah is the relative acceleration in Oa when the rigid 
body rotates around Oh and ahw is the acceleration of Oh relative to Ow Since the distance between Oa 
and Oh is constant, the relative acceleration between Oa and Oh can be expressed as:
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a^h = 0 A r  + 0 A ( 0 A r )  =
ré^y ré^z
r9z
rëy
(7)
The first term is produced by the angular acceleration of the measuring coordinate system. Here 8 
stands for the rotational velocity 0 for rotational acceleration and r represents the rotational radius as 
is depicted in Fig.4.1. The other term represents the centripetal acceleration. The relative acceleration 
of the Oa and Ow consist of the gravity and translational acceleration of the coordinate origins 
respectively. The resulting acceleration based on the rotated coordinate of the device can be obtained 
as:
ahw = Ry (0  Rz (0  (g + aho (0 ) (8)
Here Rey and Rez are the Euler rotation matrices around Yw and Zw (sagittal and transverse 
rotations) at time t by the angles of 0y(t) and 0z(t) respectively. The components Hho and g are the 
translational acceleration and acceleration of gravity in the global coordinate system Ow-XwYwZw 
respectively.
With the same method as mentioned in the previous section, the combination of these two rotations 
can be more computationally efficiently represented by one quaternion. Here the resultant quaternion 
is described as:
R (t) = ((cos(0z(t) /  2) cos(0y(t) /  2), sin(0z(t) / 2) sin(0y (t) / 2), 
œ s(0z (t) /  2) sin(0y (t) /  2), cos(0y (t) /  2) sin(0z (t) /  2))
Therefore the final equation for measured acceleration is: 
aaw (t) =  aah(t) +  R (t)(g  +  aoh (t))R (t) * (10)
Inserting values from (9) and (7) to (5) and setting a equal to g + a^ h:
‘aw (t) =
• 2 -2cos Gg (t) cos 8y (t)a^ (t) + sin 8z(t)ay(t) -  cos 8^ (t) sin 8y(t)ag(t) + r8 y(t) -  r8 z(t) 
-  sin 8g(t) cos8y(t)ajj.(t) + cos a y (t) + sin 8y(t) sin 8z(t)ag(t) + r8g(t) 
sin 8y(t)a^(t) + cos8y(t)ag(t) + rëy(t)
(11)
Equation (11) represents the measured acceleration in MCS. Recalling that the goal is to find the 
relationship between the device’s measurements and the user direction, the next step is to use 
rotational information (i.e. R(t)) to transform the measured acceleration in (11) into the directions of 
the user’s coordinate axis. Following the second step of the proposed methodology, and assuming that 
the user orientation is known, we can transfer the measured acceleration into user coordinates. The 
variable a^ yy is the measured acceleration in user’s coordinate system and can be calculated by :
akw(t) = R * (t)(aah(t) + R(t)(g + aoh(t))R(t)*)R(t) (12)
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Substituting the parameters from (7) and (8) into (12), the resulting acceleration vector can be 
expressed as Equation (13) which provides the measured acceleration in the user’s coordinate system.
cosO y(t) cos^z(t))arx(t) -  cos^ y(t))s in ^ zft))^ ryd ) + sin^y(t)arz(t)
,(t) =  sin^z(O )^rxd) “  cos^z(0)^ry(O
-  s in ^ y (t))c o s(0 z (t)a rx (t)  +  s in ^ y (t ))s in ^ z (0 )^ r y (t )  +  cos(0y(t))aj-z(t)
+ (aoh + g)(t)
(13)
As was shown in Fig.4.1 the Y and Z axes of the local and global coordinate systems represent the 
axes of sagittal and transverse rotations which in UCS, are called S (side), and V (vertical) 
respectively. From (13) it can also be inferred that compared to measurements in Oh, measuring the 
acceleration in the device (Oa) results in the addition of the rotational acceleration components along 
the user’s coordinate axis.
Although it is assumed that UCS is known, in reality, a user’s mobile phone can be carried in any 
arbitrary orientation relative to UCS and therefore the knowledge about the user’s coordinate is 
limited to its vertical direction (which is in parallel with gravity). This implies that the transverse 
rotations remain unknown^.
The third and final step of our approach for direction estimation determines the moments during a 
gait cycle in which the acceleration along the forward direction dominates the measured acceleration 
in the transverse plane. While from the sagittal rotation information the transverse plane of user’s 
coordinate system is known, the user direction in the transverse plane can be determined when the 
main acceleration components belong to the forward acceleration (F) or equivalently when the side 
acceleration components (S) are at their minimum. Adding rotational components from (7) to (13) the 
S acceleration is given by:
as(t) = -  sin(8z(t))r(8y^(t) -  8z^(t)) -  cos(8z(t))rëz(t) + (g + aoh)y(t) (14)
4.4.1.1 Estimating the optimum moments for direction estimations
As shown in Fig. 4.2 the walking cycle of humans can be divided into two main phases, the swing 
phase and the stance phase. The stance phase is usually referred to as the period of a walking cycle 
between each consequent heel strikes and toe off moments [115]. As will be shown later, the distinct 
effects of heel strikes and toe off moments on acceleration of walking locomotion helps to localize the 
moments in which the in (14) is minimized. In order to identify these moments we need to calculate 
the as during walking cycle for each position of mobile phone. As is demonstrated in (14) involves 
a combination of transverse and sagittal rotation deviation, angular velocity and acceleration. 
However, the information that is available about the movement of body segments is limited to angular 
deviations. Therefore, the pattern of rotational acceleration and velocity from the available data needs 
to be extracted. Fig.4.3.a shows the average femur transverse rotation for normal men based on
2 Calculating the sagittal rotation or equivalently tilt angle is the same as calculating the rotation required for aligning the Z axis of the 
device along gravity vector.
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empirical data from [116] and a polynomial curve that is fitted onto the empirical data. This 
polynomial will be used as approximation of real data in order to obtain the angular acceleration and 
velocity pattern through a trigonometric interpolation process. According to [116], the pattern of 
transverse rotation is preserved for different ages and heights, showing only variations in their 
magnitude. Furthermore, the pattern is continuously repeated and is almost the same for both feet.
4.4.1.2 Trigonometric interpolation
The smooth periodic nature of this pattern with a negligible variation in mean and standard deviation 
of the signal for a nonnal human, allows a decomposition of it into a finite series of sine waves with 
different frequencies and phases using Fourier transformation (FT). A trigonometric interpolation 
process then enables us to reconstruct the original signal from its Fourier coefficients in a continuous 
form. This form is particularly demanding for obtaining the periodic derivatives of the data (including 
velocity and acceleration), which is not achievable by directly taking derivatives from our fitted 
polynomial. The interpolated signal and its second derivative have the following form:
ft) = ^ (cq  +C 2 + .......................................+C n/2  cos(Njt / 2) + C(^/2+i) +
(15)
%t) =  - 167t^C2 + ...... ((N /2 -1 );:)^  C (^ /2_i) +  (N 7i/2)^C N /2 cos(N7U/2) -
( (-N /2  +  l)7 i)^ C (N /2 4 .1 )  +  . . . . +  4 7r^ C (N _l)
(16)
Where Cn is the Fourier coefficient of the nth frequency component and N is the number of 
samples we take from the polynomial curve.
Through such process, we have reconstructed the transverse rotational pattern {9^) and its
corresponding acceleration pattern (9^  ) . The pattern of transverse angular acceleration during walking
is depicted in Fig.4.3.b.
Heel Strike Toe o ff
i  t A i jl A i
<  >  <  >
Swing Phase Stance Phase
Fig 4.2. Walking locomotion, including two swing phases and one stance phase. The stance phase is started with heel
strike and ended with toe off moments.
Now, utilizing the interpolated patterns of the sagittal rotation, velocity and acceleration we can 
calculate the Os for the femur bone from (14). Fig.4.4. shows the calculated side acceleration (a j for 
the femur bone.
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Femur rotation [117] "
Polynomial fitted curve —
Co
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Percentage of walking eycle 
(a)
Reconstructed 8^
Â ^ I Â A I Â
Percentage o f walking cycle
(b)
Fig 4.3. Rotation pattern o f the femur bone, (a): Transverse rotation o f femur during walking locomotion. Average o f
data from different age groups from [117] and a polynomial curve fitted on average data are shown, (b): Transverse 
acceleration pattern, constructed from FFT components o f transverse rotation against walking cycle.
From these figures, we can now estimate the location of the appropriate moments for direction 
estimation during a gait cycle. There are four candidate regions that Os crosses zero or its magnitude is 
very close to zero as shown in Fig.4.4. In order to select, the most appropriate region we consider two 
conditions that have to be satisfied. The region should not be in at a rapid fall or raise of the curve; 
since in practice a slight timing error in detection is unavoidable. The forward direction should be 
strong enough with minimum fluctuations in the region. That is, to ensure that forward acceleration is 
dominating at the selected region. Among the candidate regions for trousers pocket positions, the first 
and the last region cannot satisfy the first condition and as is shown in Fig.4.5, the second region 
cannot satisfy the second condition. Therefore, the appropriate region for estimating the direction 
would be region 3, which happens almost at 80 percent of the walking cycle just after the toe off 
moment. As illustrated in Fig.4.5 the horizontal acceleration at this moment is in a same direction 
with the expected facing direction of the user. It is worth noting that although we have shown that the
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üs is minimum at these moments, we have no proof that the forward acceleration is large enough to 
detect the forward direction reliably. In addition, we can only expect that the direction of forward 
acceleration would be in parallel with user facing direction and the absolute directions at these 
moments are unknown. In order to clarify these ambiguities, we will investigate the second condition 
and absolute direction at each region through the empirical evaluations in Section 4.5.
To summarize, based upon the calculated pattern of acceleration samples that can be measured 
during walking locomotion, we predict the most appropriate moments for interpreting the measured 
acceleration on the transverse plane as user forward direction.
The only remaining issues are how to detect these moments and the corresponding absolute 
direction of forward acceleration. The toe off and heel strike moments as the start and end points of 
stance phase, can be accurately determined from the acceleration of Femur movement. These points 
are shown in Fig.4.5. The step recognition process in the following section explains our approach for 
identifying these moments over the trace of vertical acceleration.
S 0.5
do
IDOo
<
-0.5
Percentage of walking cycle
Fig 4.4. Side acceleration pattern reconstructed from empirical data from and in using the first method
100 120 140 160 180 200
360
270
180
40 60 80 100 1200 20 140 160 180 200
Sample number
Fig 4.5. Upper panel: the vertical acceleration during walking locomotion, heel strikes and toe o f moments are
depicted as local and global minima. Lower panel: the deviation o f horizontal acceleration from North, when user was 
walking toward east, the second candidate region for direction estimation is highlighted and the vertical solid lines show the 
moments for estimating the direction according to the 3rd candidate region location.
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4.4.1.3 Belt enhancements
Following the uDirect methodology, we first require an analytical model of acceleration that is 
measured at the belt enhancements position. The mathematical process for calculating the acceleration 
that can be measured by the phone at the pelvis is similar to what we have proposed for the femur 
bone (in case of trousers pocket position). Consequently, through the following lines only the major 
differences and results are presented.
As is demonstrated in Fig.4.6, we can consider 3 axes of rotations for pelvis. In this figure Ow- 
XwYw-Zw is the (global) world coordinate system, Oh-XhYhZh is a coordinate system placed on vertical 
axis of body at pelvis position altitude and finally the Og-XaYgZa is the mobile phone coordinate at 
belt enhancement position.
Fig 4.6. Coordination systems and rotation directions, Ow stands for center o f global coordinate system. Oh center o f
local coordinate system (on spine) and Oa for center o f  accelerometer coordinate system. 8^, 0^, 0  ^ are rotation around
Zw,Yw and Xw.
Similar to the trousers’ pocket position and using the aforementioned configuration the measured 
acceleration at belt enhancement position on the mobile phone coordinate system is calculated based 
on relative acceleration principle as:
^ o a (0  — ^ a h (0  +  ^hw(^) (15)
Where, again is the relative acceleration of Oa with respect to Oh and is the relative 
acceleration of Oh with respect to Ow. During walking locomotion a^ h is due to the rotational 
movement of pelvis around the vertical axis of the body and ahw includes the translational acceleration 
of body and the effect of gravity. The sagittal (0y) and coronal (8%) rotations of pelvis are negligible in 
comparison with its transverse rotation [118] thereby we only consider the transverse rotation to 
simplify the calculations. The a^ h and ahw can be foraiulated as :
2'
(16)a ah = 0 xr + 0 x(0 xr)
— r0g
r0,
0
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Here again (o stands for the rotational velocity «  for rotational acceleration and r represents the 
rotational radius as is depicted in Fig.4.6.
hw -  R(G + )R * (17)
Where, R is the rotation quaternion around vertical axis as :
R = cos — — sin — k (18)
2 2
and Hoh is the translational acceleration of the body at Oh.
The next step is to transfer the Eoa into the user coordinate system. Using the presented
parameters and following the same operations as is presented in [119] ; the side acceleration is 
calculated as follows.
as(t) = -sin(0z(t))r(0z^(t)) -  cos(0z(t))r0z(t) + (g + aoh)y(t) (19)
By utilizing the interpolated patterns of Sagittal rotation for pelvis from [116], to obtain rotational
velocity and acceleration of the pelvis we have calculate the Os values during a gait cycle. Fig.4.7 
shows the calculated side acceleration (a j for the pelvis. Having a^  pattern, we can now estimate the 
location of the moments in which the side acceleration is zero during a gait cycle. The appropriate 
moments are depicted in Fig.4.7 as region 1 and 2 near 50 and 90 percent of walking cycle. Now the 
only remaining issue is to detect these moments in real time. We observed that taking the average of 
the estimated direction at these moments for each stride provides more accurate estimation than the 
individual use of them.
o
2
8O
<
Percentage of walking cycle
Fig 4.7. Side acceleration pattern o f the pelvis constructed using empirical data from o f rotation o f pelvis from [38],
the potential moments for direction estimation are highlighted
4.4.2 PCA approach for the positions with nondeterministic movements
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a major technique for reducing dimensionality in high- 
dimensional data. PCA identifies the directions in which the observations vary the most. If we 
consider x(i) as multi-dimensional observations and û an arbitrary direction in this multi-dimensional 
space the principal components are calculated by maximizing the following equation:
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j m T' 0
™i=l
ûT (20)
It can be inferred from (20) that maximizing this equation subject to ( û . û =1) gives the 
eigenvector of empirical covariance matrix of the data (assuming it has zero mean).
In our study, the data is the horizontal acceleration that is generated during walking locomotion 
and the first principal component (the one with biggest Eigen value) is expected to be in parallel with 
the user direction. The absolute direction of the user is then calculated by integrating the data over 
each side of this component and taking the direction with positive results [86]. The horizontal 
acceleration is a combination of translational acceleration and rotational acceleration of the body 
segment to which the mobile device is attached. Fig.4.8 shows a sample of the captured horizontal 
acceleration during four steps of walking towards North.
Since PCA considers the sum of the magnitude of projection of each data sample on a candidate 
direction, presence of outliers near the real direction leads to confusion of PCA and consequently 
suboptimal results. As shown in Fig.4.8, a number of strong samples are happening in arbitrary 
directions that differ from the user direction resulting in deviation from the expected direction. These 
components can be the result of a combination of moderate side-to-side acceleration with strong 
forward-backward accelerations or even the presence of gravity components when the device 
orientation is altered with respect to its initial orientation, the during walking locomotion.
2
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Fig 4.8. The result o f PCA based approach when user was walking toward North. The outliers as the main source o f
error are demonstrated.
In this study we are examining the use of PCA based approach for the hand positions where due to 
its arbitrary motions during walking, the uDirect methodology is not applicable.
The only modification that we have added to the conventional PCA based approach is to filter the 
data before the analysis, similar to what is recommended in [90] when applying PCA based model for
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trousers pocket position. Performing several trials with different users, a 6-point double moving 
average filter was selected.
4.4.3 PCA+ approach for the positions with semi-deterministic movements
In daily life situations, mobile phones are often found in positions that are loosely and indirectly 
connected to the user body. Shoulder bag is one of these positions and is considered the most popular 
position of the mobile phones for female users [91].
Our empirical evaluations have shown that the PCA based methods perform very poor in 
determining the user direction in such positions. One reason for this is that the side acceleration is at 
times measured with a magnitude comparable to that of forward acceleration.
One explanation for this phenomenon is to consider the bag as if it is hanged as a solid object 
from the shoulders. The side acceleration from movement of the shoulders are amplified at the bag 
position with a magnitude related to the shoulder bag handles length and the angle that the bag makes 
with the vertical axis of the user. However, this is the case when shoulder bag is only hanged from the 
shoulders and is not controlled by user arms. When the shoulder bag is firmly controlled by users arm, 
the movement of the bag would be the same as the trunk of the user. In reality the shoulder bag 
situation is an inter-mediate of these two cases and is depended to the users and type of the bag.
Also, the uDirect approach fails in determining the accurate direction as there is no well-defined 
pattern of movement for shoulder bag positions. In order to address this problem we propose a new 
algorithm, which incorporates both uDirect and PCA methods capabilities into a robust user direction 
estimation technique called PCA+.
Similar to the uDirect algorithm, in PCA+ we start with modelling the pattern of the side 
acceleration that is generated by the body segment to which the measuring device is attached. The 
same equation as eq.9 can be used so as to estimating the side acceleration as a function of time. 
However, here the rotation pattern of trunk is replaced the pelvis rotation. The next step is to identify 
regions over the side acceleration pattern where the magnitude of the acceleration is relatively small. 
This region should be also long enough to provide an appropriate amount of data for PCA analysis. 
As is shown in Fig.4.9, in case of shoulder bags, the regions between 35-50% and after 75% of a 
walking cycle are demonstrating the demanded characteristics. Note that in contrast to uDirect, PCA+ 
is not interested in a particular moment but on specific regions instead. Finally, the PCA analysis is 
performed over the concatenated data set from the selected regions. By doing this process, we confine 
our analysis to a smaller subset of data, which is likely to be dominated by forward-backward 
acceleration of the body and the effect of side accelerations are avoided.
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Fig 4.9. Side acceleration pattern o f the trunk constructed using empirical data o f rotation o f trunk from [117]. The
selected region for PCA analysis is highlighted.
4.4.4 Gait recognition
Gait recognition is a critical process in direction estimation since the proposed deterministic 
algorithms and PCA+ rely on accurate determination of the moment of interest over the user’s gaits. 
Our aim is to utilise the readouts of the inertial sensors of the mobile phones for uncovering the user 
steps in a fast and accurate fashion. Detection of the user steps from accelerometer measurements is 
an indispensable part of pedestrian dead reckoning systems and a variety of step recognition 
techniques are existing in literature in this regard. The number of taken steps is critical in such 
applications and in this regard, the proposed gait recognition algorithms aim to detect all of the taken 
steps. However, for the purpose of direction estimation identifying the steps that are taken with an 
undisturbed pattern is prior to capturing all the steps of the user. Therefore, a slightly different 
approach for the gait recognition must be adopted.
In sequel, some of the recent approaches for user step detection are discussed. The lessons 
learned from these approaches serve as a basis for our gait recognition algorithms that are presented 
afterwards.
4.4.4.1 Existing approaches
The repetitive pattern of the acceleration that is generated from a particular segment of body during 
the gait cycles suggest that a simple pattern matching algorithm should be enough to detected the user 
gaits over the acceleration samples. The pattern matching is typically performed using peak detection 
algorithms or by threshold based analysis of several movements of interest, once the measurements 
are properly smoothed and filtered.
The presented approach in [120] takes advantage of the fact that during the stance phase the foot 
acceleration is almost zero and the gravity acceleration is almost constant. Therefore derivation of the 
acceleration during the stance phase should be independent of the gravity at this period and would be 
almost equal to zero. A threshold based technique is then suggested for estimating the stance phase in
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this regard. However, sometimes the swing phase shows the same property by having the 
differentiation almost equal to zero at the intersection of the acceleration and deceleration of the foot. 
In order to avoid the over counting of the steps due to this phenomenon an integration technique is 
applied over small window of samples. The window size is less than duration of the stance phase and 
the number of times that the sum is less than a threshold is counted and compared with another 
threshold to determine whether the integration is close to the stance phase. Although the proposed 
method has been successfully evaluated, several shortcomings still remain. For example, it is not clear 
that the utilized threshold is user specific or not. In addition, it is likely that the appropriate values for 
thresholds would be dependent to the speed of a user are walking. Finally, method requires several 
integration and summation to find the right moments. The complexity of the algorithm is in the order 
on (N+1)*T where N is the sliding window size and T is the number of taken data samples.
As mentioned earlier, peak detection algorithms are popular tools for pattern analysis in step 
recognition algorithms. In [34] for example, the steps are detected by performing a peak detection 
process over the vertical acceleration. Here, the numerical differentiate of the data is used for 
identifying the peaks. In order to avoid the spurious fluctuations of the measured accelerations 
confuse the peak detection algorithm the acceleration data is first filtered and smoothed. The step 
detection algorithm then selects four extrema in each second and verifies them with additional 
conditions to avoid false detection. The conditions include a threshold for maxima and minima, 
elapsed time between maxima and minima and finally whether the maximum/minimum detection 
alternate.
Sun has proposed a method in [33] for detecting the user steps when the accelerometer is attached 
to the belt. In this study, the accelerometer data is first smoothed by applying a wavelet transform and 
the wave let coefficients of the third scale were served as input of the step detection algorithm. Here, 
they have empirically found that when maximal decomposition scale was set to three the best results 
were obtained. The algorithm then initiates a peak detection process. In order to check the sliding 
window for peak detection the length of the window is approximated as the ratio of the sampling 
frequency and the dominant frequency of 256 samples which is assumed to be the steps frequency. 
The window is then shifted over the acceleration data and new samples are analysed. If the middle 
sample in the sliding window satisfies the following conditions the potential step is detected: first, to 
be greater than other samples and second if the elapsed time from the previous step is longer than 
minimum step period.
Another study in [30], assumes that the sensing module is attached to the waits of user and 
proposes a threshold based step detection method. Here, after removing the gravity components, 
acceleration samples are smoothed using an elliptical digital filter with cut-off frequency of 5Hz. The 
step detection is based on the analysis of the components of a feature vector that is calculated over a 
window of accelerometer readouts. The analysed features include maximum and minimum 
accelerations in forward/backward axes and minimum acceleration in up/down direction. A new step
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is detected only if the mentioned features alongside with the elapsed time between steps and the 
autocorrelation between consecutive windows of samples for up/down acceleration cross certain 
thresholds.
An analytical model of the acceleration that is generated from foot, as carrying position of the 
sensing module, during walking locomotion is used for step recognition in in [122] . The expected 
pattern of acceleration is then derived from the analytical model of the acceleration. A threshold based 
step detection algorithm identifies the actual steps over a window of acceleration samples. The 
algorithm discards the whole sample once one of the thresholds is not met.
Current inertial step recognition algorithms are not only limited to the above mentioned 
approaches based on the accelerometer readouts. For example, Gouwanda in [122] has made use of a 
gyroscope to identify different moments of walking cycle. The measurement signal undergoes two 
level of wavelet decomposition and the resulted components are afterwards processed for detection of 
heel strikes and toe off moments. At first, the approximated signal is differentiated two times and the 
maximum and minimum of both positive and negative spikes are identified. The heel strikes and toe 
off moments are detected as the first max and the last min of spikes between two consequent mid 
swings. While, the mid-swings moments during the walking cycles are identified using a threshold 
based approach. The results show good agreement between the estimations of the proposed model and 
their empirical counterparts.
It can be inferred from the stated approaches that using a simple peak detection algorithm over 
accelerometer measurements alongside with proper threshold based decision tree should be sufficient 
for step recognition with acceptable accuracy and computation complexity. Yet, it is in general 
difficult to define a threshold which works for individuals with different physical characteristics.
While the current approaches are typically designed for a particular wearing position we require 
our mobile phone based approach to perform the step detection from various wearing positions that a 
user may select for carrying the device. This with regard to the fact that the properties of the measured 
inertia are highly correlated with the wearing position of the device on user’s body suggests that our 
step detection algorithm should be able to adapt to the wearing position of the device on the user’s 
body. Findings of the recent study in [123] also confirm that providing the wearing position 
information significantly improves the step detection accuracy. Through the next subsection we 
elucidate our strategy in tackling these issues which has further led us into the development of our 
novel step recognition system.
4.4.4.2 Proposed approach for gait recognition
As was mentioned, accelerometers are of the most popular sensors for determining steps in wearable 
sensing systems. The aforementioned approaches also emphasises on the diversity of the positions 
from which an accelerometer-based approach can be successfully used for step recognition. Our 
proposed techniques also make use of the embedded accelerometer on the mobile phone. Since
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lobserve application is already based on accelerometer readings, performing the step recognition 
based on the same sensor exempt our system from any added computation and energy burden that an 
extra sensing module such as gyroscope would add.
Accelerometer readings are susceptible to the orientation and wearing position of the device. The 
orientation of the phone is compensated in calibration phase of our application. Yet, the distinct 
pattern of movement that each segment of the body undergoes during walking locomotion implies that 
the step recognition approach should be position specific.
Our step recognition approach in this regard, comprises a group of step recognition algorithms 
customised for each wearing position. Our focus is on the most popular wearing positions of the 
mobile phones which as was introduced in previous chapter includes trouser pocket, shoulder bags, 
belt enhancements and in hand position. It is worth reminding that, the primary goal of our gait 
recognition technique is to identify the steps that are taken with appropriate and undisturbed pattern so 
as to be used in direction estimation algorithms.
At the heart of our step recognition algorithm design is the Aminian [125], findings concerning 
the presence of heel strikes and toe off moments on acceleration in vertical direction during the 
walking locomotion. Where, the heel strikes are described as local minima and toe off moments as a 
global minima in each gait. Although Aminian’s observations were performed when the 
accelerometer was attached to the user thigh, which corresponds to trousers pocket position in our 
case, the same idea can be adopted for the other wearing positions with modifications to definition of 
these moments.
In case of shoulder bags the movement of the trunk was analysed for direction estimation. Zijlstra 
study in [126] shows that the heel strikes appears very close to a global maxima in vertical 
acceleration of the trunk. Similarly, the observations in [126] implies that the maxima in vertical 
acceleration of the trunk represent the start middle and the end of gait cycle.
The acceleration from belt enhancement position should be studied from the movement of the 
pelvic. Menz et.al [127] analysis of the vertical acceleration of pelvic the pelvic during walking 
implies that similar to the trunk the heel strikes are happening close to the global a maximum and the 
global minima reflects the impact of toe off moments of alternate feet.
We have developed two types of direction estimation processes, the first type, which is used for 
trousers pockets, only detects the heel strikes and toe off moments of the user. We have previously 
shown that in this position identifying the toe off moment in a gait cycle is enough for estimating the 
direction of the user. Since the upper body segments such as pelvic and trunk are affected by the 
movement of the both feet of the user and also the underlying direction estimation algorithm requires 
the whole gait period to be distinguished, a more complicated solution for gait recognition in those 
positions is adopted as the second type of step recognition algorithms.
Both algorithm types start with filtering the accelerometer samples using a moving average 
filtering scheme, then a peak detection algorithm is applied over the vertical acceleration components
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and the minima and maximas are recognised. Then a pattern analysis process starts to select the 
appropriate steps or gait for direction estimation. The major difference between the mentioned types 
of step recognition algorithms rests at this stage. Since in contrast to the trousers pocket, for belt and 
shoulder bags not only the quality of each individual step but the whole gait cycle i.e. two consequent 
steps must be authenticated.
To mitigate the adverse effect of hard thresholds in the state of the art approaches, our strategy is 
to rely on oncoming measurements instead of using predefined threshold values. Although the extra 
processes for determining the thresholds to some extend increases the computational costs, the 
threshold values would be in return flexible to the difference between physical characteristics of the 
users and even the possible variations of measurements from the same user at different times. 
Furthermore, in situations where allocating a certain value is inevitable an stochastic optimization 
with simulated annealing algorithm is performed over an extensive dataset to find the optimum 
values. The mentioned data set is collected from ten participants including five female and five male 
users through numerous trials. Fig.4.10 and represent a pseudo-code of the developed gait 
recognition mechanism. The major difference between algorithms as mentioned earlier is in the 
pattern recognition segment.
The pseudo code in fig 4.10.a represents the filtering and peak detection schemes at the beginning 
of gait recognition processes. The characteristics of the filter and peak detection algorithm thresholds 
are calculated empirically based on the aforementioned optimization process and are customised for 
each wearing position of the device.
Fig 4.10.b presents our simple step detection algorithm for trousers pocket. Here, the basic 
criterion is to have a subsequent presence of local and global minima with sufficient delta in their 
respective magnitudes. The threshold value is learned from the current taken samples and is used in a 
way that protects the process from the small arbitrary fluctuations of acceleration. The same 
methodology is adopted for in hand positions. Step recognition is not required for the PCA based 
direction estimation algorithm that is used for in hand position. However, we later utilise it for our 
dead reckoning application in chapter seven.
1. GET acceleration  sam p les
2. COMPUTE Filtered sam p les
3. COMPUTE [m inim a, m axim a]= p eak D etection  (Vertical acceleration )
(a)
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3.
4.
5.
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7.
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9.
10. 
1 1 . 
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
GET v e r tic a lA c c e le ra tio n  
C O M PU TE F ilte re d  s a m p le s
C O M PU TE [m in im a , m a x im a ]=  p e a k D e te c t io n  (v e r t ic a lA c c e le ra t io n )
SET tre s h h o ld V a lu e =  (g e tM a x im u m (m in im a ) -g e tM in im u m (m in im a ) ) /o p t im is e d V a lu e  
SET i & c l  & c2  = 0  
W HILE ( i < S iz e (m in im a ) - l)
If (m in im a [i]-  m in im a [ i+ l]>  tr e s h h o ld V a lu e )
SET i=i+2
ELSE
END IF 
END WHILE
RETURN "A  n e w  s t e p  is d e t e c t e d "
SET i= i+ l
(b)
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10. 
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13.
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18.
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25.
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SET i & c =0
SET 5 = size (maxima)
SET treshholdV alue=  getM axim um (m axim a)-getlV linim um (m inim a)/optim izedV alue
WHILE ( i < size -1 )
WHILE (count < 2 && i + 1 < 5)
WHILE { index (m axim al i ] ) > index(m inim a[ j ] ) && j + 1  < size( m inim a) ) 
SETj=j+l 
END WHILE
IF (maxima [ i ] -m in im a l J 1 > treshholdV alue)
SET m inlndex [count] = j 
SET m axindex [count] = i 
WHILE (i + 1 <  5)
IF ((m axim a [i + 1 ] -  minima[j] > treshholdV alue)
&& (index(m axim a[i + l])>index(m inim a[j]))
SET co u n t= co u n t+ l 
SET m axlndex[count] = 1 + 1 
SET i=i+l 
BREAK
ELSE
END IF 
END WHILE
SET i=i+l
ELSE
SET i=i+l
END IF 
END WHILE
IF (m inim a(m inlndex[0]) > m inim a(m inlndex[l])) 
RETURN "a new  gait is d e tec ted "
SET count=0
ELSE
SET coun t = 1;
SET m axlndex[0] = m axlndex[l] 
SET m axlndex[l] = m axlndex[2] 
SET m inlndex[0] = m inindex[l]
END IF 
END WHILE
(c)
Fig 4.10. The step recognition algorithms pseudo code: (a) gets the input samples and filters them and is common 
between (b) and (c), (b) is the gait recognition used for trousers pocket and in hand positions, (c) tis he gait recognition 
process for belt enhancements and shoulder bag where the whole gait of the user is marked.
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Fig 4 .10 .C  illustrates our methodology for capturing the user gait cycles. The proposed algorithm 
strives for two subsequent steps that are taken with the desired pattern. The desired pattern includes an 
alternating combination of three maxima and two minima which starts with a global maximum i.e. 
representing a heel strike. The differences between magnitudes of each maximum point and 
subsequent minimum and also between subsequent minima are investigated to validate of the gait 
pattern. Once the gait is found the markers of the gait over samples would be presented in maxindex 
and minlndex variables.
Fig.4.11 demonstrates the results of applying the gait recognition algorithms over the real 
acceleration samples from trousers pocket, belt enhancement, in hand position and finally shoulder 
bags respectively. Although, our approach provides sufficient accuracy for evaluating our direction 
estimation algorithms, there are still situations where our algorithm fails to correctly recognise the 
steps or gait cycles. For example the last maximum in Fig.4.1 l.c shows one of the few case where our 
existing algorithm is confused. In this regard, lessons learned from existing state of the art approaches 
such as considering the minimum and maximum delay between different moments of the gait can help 
to improve the results in future.
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Fig 4.11. The examples o f step recognition algorithm from different wearing positions : (a) traousers pocket (b) belt 
enhancements (c) in hand positions (d) shoulder bags. The i , m and e characters in figure legends stands for initial, middle 
and ending words.
The shoulder bag samples are more severely affected with noisy samples among the other wearing 
positions. This could be due to the arbitrary movement of the shoulder bag. It can be observe in 
Fig.4.1 l.d that our algorithm has discarded the last gait samples as its pattern does not provide the 
desired characteristics.
4.5 Implementation
In order to evaluate the proposed approach for direction estimation we have developed a sensing 
application on an HTC Desire HD phone. The phone is equipped with a tri-axial accelerometer 
combined with a Hall-Effect magnetometer. The latter implements a Dynamic Offset Estimation 
(DOE) algorithm to automatically compensate for the magnetic offset fluctuations thereby making it 
more resilient to magnetic field variation within the device. In addition, we have also mitigated the 
effect of high frequency ambient noise by averaging the measurements prior to the calibration of the 
device orientation. Our application is able to simultaneously log accelerometer, magnetometer and 
GPS signals into a database with frequency of 25Hz for accelerometer and magnetometer and IHz for 
GPS.
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Our sensing platfonn provides the required data for our direction estimation algorithms as well as 
two other algorithms that have been developed on the mobile phone as baselines for comparison. Both 
of approaches have been previously introduced in chapter 2. The first algorithm is a standard heading 
estimation algorithm^ from GPS samples. Due to the limited accuracy of mobile phone GPS in 
localization (~ 8 meter) calculating the heading requires the subsequent positions to be sufficiently 
separated. In order to obtain the required distance we only calculate the heading when a certain 
threshold of time (i.e. >6 sec) is passed between two samples. The second implemented benchmark 
algorithm is a PCA based approach from [86] . In order to enable the PCA algorithm to cope with 
quick turns during walking while providing the required number of samples for PCA analysis, 
modifications similar to [90] are used. Data is segmented into 2s windows before applying the PCA 
analysis. All relevant processing from data acquisition to estimating the final direction with different 
approaches are performed online on the phone.
The information about the wearing position of the device is to be provided by the user. A user 
interface is developed in this regard to take the wearing position information.
The flow chart of the implemented algorithm for direction estimation is depicted in Fig.4.I2. 
Here, the temporary infonnation flows are depicted with patterned arrows.
Direction estimation
Gait recognition
Filtering
P a tte rn  analysis
D e tec t h eel strike  an d  to e -o ff  m o m e n ts
Direction estimation
uDirect
D etecting  
e s tim a tio n  p o in ts
S electing
h orizon ta l
c o m p o n e n ts
PCA
PCA analysis
A bso lu te
d irec tion
es tim a tio n
PCA+
D etecting  
e s tim a tio n  p o in ts
PCA analysis
A bso lu te  d irec tio n  
e s tim a tio n
R eading th e  a b s o lu te  d irec tio n
Set the wearing position
Sensing
Calibration
Standing /w alk ing  m odes 
recognition
A nalysis o f th e  v a rian ce  o f th e  
acc e le ra tio n
Device orientation 
compensation
A veraging  th e  se n so ry  d a ta
C alculating  th e  ro ta tio n  
 q u a te rn io n _______
Updating the device 
orientation
Fig 4.12. Flow chart o f the proposed system, including three main stages: sensing, calibration, and direction 
estimation. Calibration is activated at the start o f the application and each time the orientation o f the device is changed.
 ^Heading is calculated in degrees East of true North when traveling along the shortest path between two locations. The shortest path 
is defined using the WGS84 ellipsoid [186].
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Depending on whether or not the device’s orientation with respect to the Earth coordinate system 
is available, the system may send the sensory data directly to the direction estimation unit, or trigger 
the calibration process. At the calibration unit, the algorithm first verifies the variance of the measured 
acceleration samples against a predefined threshold for identifying whether the user is standing still. 
If this is detected, the relative orientation of the device’s orientation in the Earth coordinate system is 
estimated according to the process presented in Section 4.2 and is updated in the direction estimation 
unit. When the orientation of the device is captured, the algorithm starts a gait recognition process 
based on the current wearing position of the device. The gait recognition unit detects the starting and 
the termination points of each individual gait on the data stream according to one of the algorithms 
presented in Section 4.3.4.2. The last component of the direction estimation phase then selects an 
appropriate algorithm for direction estimation based on the wearing position information. Finally, the 
estimated directions are transferred into the Earth coordinate system using the transformation 
information determined during the calibration phase, in order to provide the global direction of the 
user.
4.6 Evaluation and Results
The primary goal of our evaluation process is to verify the predictions of our analytical models for 
direction estimation in practice. Two sets of field experiments have been conducted for empirical 
evaluations. The first set evaluates in detail the performance of the uDirect algorithm that is 
customised to the trousers’ pocket position and benchmarks it against the other state of the art 
techniques. The trousers’ pocket position is selected for our detailed analysis of the uDirect since it is 
considered as the most popular wearing position of the mobile phones [91] and our state of the art 
benchmarking techniques i.e. PCA and GPS is proposed for this particular position. The second set of 
experiments extends the initial experiments to the evaluation of the accuracy and reliability of the 
proposed techniques for all variations of wearing positions.
Through each set of experiments a number of participants have been recruited to walk on a 
distinct trajectory while carrying a mobile phone equipped with our prototype implementation. A 
numerous estimation samples are collected in this regard for analysis. In sequel the evaluation 
processes are described in more detail and the results are presented.
4.6.1 First set of experiments: uDirect for trousers pockets
Through this section, we describe a set of experiments that aim to examine the performance of the 
uDirect algorithm for trousers’ pocket. We further present a summary of the results and provide a 
discussion of the main findings. We group the discussions on the performance of the proposed 
approach into three categorize. The first assesses the accuracy and reliability of the model in 
estimating the direction of the user and compare it against the other state of the art approaches. The
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second category validates the suitability of our algorithm for cases where the steps taken within a 
walking cycle are not necessarily aligned in the same direction (e.g. such as on curved walking paths). 
The third investigates the computational overhead and energy consumption of the proposed algorithm 
and benchmarks it against the PCA and GPS based approaches.
4.6.1.1 Accuracy and reliability:
In order to study the perfonnance of our model with different physical characteristics of the users, we 
recruited ten participants (four female and six male) from PhD students of our EE department. The 
experiments involved a data collection procedure, during which the subjects were asked to walk on a 
set of four paths in different directions. The corresponding trajectory is shown in Fig. 4.13 The total 
length of the path is 54 meter, which has been walked with an average of 26 strides (=52 steps) by the 
participants. Each participant has walked at least 10 times along this trajectory. As we only consider 
the steps of the foot that the mobile is attached to (the carrier foot), 2600 samples could be collected 
for the evaluation of our algorithm. The users were free to change the orientation to any arbitrary 
orientation at the beginning of each walking segment. During the experiments, the collected data was 
fed to all three implemented algorithms running on the participant’s mobile phone. For each 
algorithm, the resulting estimations of a user’s facing direction and computation times of each 
algorithm were stored in a database local to the phone. The experiments were performed in an open 
space area, in order to minimize the noise due to ambient magnetic field and to avoid the shadowing 
effects of buildings while logging the GPS estimations. Furthermore, we developed a digital compass 
on the device and asked our participants prior an experiment to compare the compass measurements 
with a predefined direction, in order to avoid the effect of deterministic magnetic interference 
including the ferrous materials (soft iron) and magnetized materials (hard iron) effects in their 
surroundings. In the case of a major deviation, the device dynamic off set estimation unit was run to 
compensate for the effect.
East
"-North
Fig 4.13. The base line trajectory including 4 sections : first 20 D and ISmeter,second 110 and 12 meter, third 200 D 
and 15meter and the forth 290 degree and 12 meter
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According to the PCA based model, the first principal component is expected to be only in 
parallel with user direction and the absolute direction of the user is calculated by integrating the data 
over each side of this component and taking the direction with positive results. Likewise, our 
analytical model (as discussed in Section 4.3) only guarantees that the samples are parallel with the 
facing direction of the user but do not provide any information about the absolute direction of the 
user. The absolute direction of the user is determined by empirically evaluating the analytically 
predicted samples. Therefore, a thorough evaluation has to assess each phase of direction estimation 
separately.
Fig.4.14 demonstrates the distribution of the error relative to the true direction for the first phase 
of direction estimations for both PCA and uDirect algorithms. The error distribution of the uDirect 
algorithm shows less skew compared to the PCA based approach and is centred more closely to zero. 
In addition, the uDirect estimations are more concentrated around their mean leading to a sharper 
peak in comparison with the PCA based model. The values of the mean and the standard deviation in 
Table.IV.I confirm these observations. It can be inferred fi*om the obtained distributions that the 
uDirect estimations are more reliable and as they are less likely to take large magnitude of errors. The 
wider distribution of the errors of in PCA based model could be explained as the effect of outliers in 
arbitrary directions on the horizontal plane.
The orientation of horizontal plane is computed during the calibration phase when the user is in 
standing mode. By the start of walking mode, the measured horizontal acceleration would be the 
combination of translational acceleration and rotational acceleration of the body segment to which the 
mobile device is attached. It also contains the projection of gravity components, which are relative to 
the difference between the initial orientation of the mobile phone during calibration at standing mode 
and consequent orientation of the mobile phone at each moment of walking.
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Fig 4.14. The en-or distribution o f the algoritlims from the experiment results without considering their capability in
distinguishing between forward-backward directions: (a) uDirect error distribution. (b)The PCA based model error 
distribution.
T A B L E .IV .I E r r o r e  d is t r ib u t io n
M odel Error (°)
mean std dev. 2 5"'percentile 75'*' percentile number o f  samples
uDirect -1.11 27.58 -16.47 15.00 2190
PCA 3.67 32.34 -15.62 23.87 2525
GPS -1.47 47.55 -45.07 33.81 427
As we discussed in 4.3.2, acceleration samples that are happening in arbitrary directions different 
from user direction, resulting in a deviation from the expected direction. These components can be the 
combination of moderate side-to-side acceleration with forward-backward accelerations, grossly 
corrupted measurements of accelerometer, or even the presence of gravity component. In contrast to a 
PCA based approach, our proposed algorithm is able to identify and utilize the moments in which the 
side-to side acceleration is minimized to provide more accurate estimation of the user direction. As 
the measurements are verified through the pattern recognition process for gait detection, only the 
segments that provide the expected pattern are passed. The resulting model is thus less susceptible to 
the presence of outliers such as gross measurements.
The other notable point of the uDirect algorithm is the use of filtering for smoothing the 
measurements before gait recognition. Our proof of concept implementation and evaluation in this
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study has shown that a common filter size for all the users provides reasonably good results. 
Although, it should be noted that as the magnitude and frequency component of the measured 
acceleration differs between users, a common filtering size can sometimes degrade the performance of 
the model by hiding the optimal estimation points. Our observations indicate that a user specific 
configuration of the filter improves the accuracy of the model.
Fig.4.15 demonstrates the uDirect estimations for one of the users when walking in the second 
section of the trajectory (i.e. 110 degrees from the north) and the effect of changing from a generalized 
filtering size for all users to a user specific one. The top part of this figure shows the vertical 
accelerations ( v ) and the local and global minima corresponding to heel strikes and toe off moments 
that are detected via the peak detection algorithm. The bottom part of the figure shows the relative 
deviation of the resultant horizontal acceleration components ( h ) from North and the estimation 
points detected by uDirect algorithm. A comparison between Fig.4.15 (a) and (b) shows that adapting 
a personalized filter size can to some extent improve the accuracy of estimations.
Table.V.l also contains the information about the GPS based model estimations. Different from 
PCA and uDirect algorithms, GPS based approach directly provides the absolute direction. The 
standard deviation of the GPS error shows that the GPS based models are not a reliable approach for 
direction estimation in short distances such as our trajectory. Since obtaining an estimation of 
direction with GPS demands the input locations to be sufficiently separated, the number of 
estimations for the GPS is significantly less than for the other two approaches.
The uDirect algorithm provides an independent estimate of the direction at each stride of the user. 
Our previous experience from analysing several trials suggests that there are performance variations 
of our algorithm between different strides of a walking section, in particular when a user starts or 
stops walking. This is down in the change in acceleration patterns, which leads to a degradation of 
performance at the starting and ending strides. Our herein presented version of uDirect overcomes 
these problems by a pattern recognition unit that discards the strides with distorted patterns. This leads 
to a lower number of samples to be considered than what was initially expected, as evident in 
Table.IV.I. The effect of this pattern recognition unit can be also observed in Fig.4.15 between 1000* 
to 1050* sample and around 1500* sample where the estimation process is stopped due to 
incompatible pattern of acceleration.
A more detailed analysis of the performance of the algorithms along a walking segment is 
provided in Fig.4.16.a where the mean of the absolute error of the each stride for each section is 
presented. As there are slight variations in the number of strides users have taken for each of the 
sections, the average number of strides is reported. The results show that a more stable distribution of 
errors between different steps has been achieved. To have a comparison with PCA based approach we 
have also presented the distribution of absolute error between different estimations of the PCA based 
model in Fig. 4.16.b . Similar to the Fig. 4.16.a, here the duration of walking for each section has been 
different across users resulting to different number of estimations. Again, the average numbers of
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estimations have been used for this analysis. A comparison between Fig. 4.16.a and Fig. 4.16 .b shows 
that the uDirect estimations are more accurate and show less variation for the different estimations 
along a walking segment.
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Fig 4.15. The sensing platfonn measunnents and the direction estimation with uDirect algorithm.Top part: Vertical 
accelerations( v  ) with highlighted toe off and heel strike(T and H) monments. Bottom part: Deviation angle between the
horizontal acceleration samples ( h ) and North direction during walking and the estimated directions, (a) : the results when 
the deafult filter size is used . (b) the results when the user specified filter size is used.
The overall trend of the errors in (b) shows a minimum near the middle of the sections, implying 
an optimum region for direction estimation with the PCA. The phenomena can be the effect of 
misclassification of samples during transition between standing and walking at the beginning and the 
effect of change in the pattern of acceleration when users tend to stop or turn at the at the end of each 
section. Furthermore, as the samples in PCA are time window based, the samples can be taken from 
different periods of walking cycles resulting in larger variations between samples in comparison with 
that of uDirect. Therefore, it seems that the use of a pattern recognition unit, similar to what we have 
used in uDirect, could improve the performance of PCA based approach. However, finding an 
optimum period of a walking cycle as input for PCA based models and subsequent implementation of 
such algorithm remains an open challenge for further studies.
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The overall performance of the algorithms in terms of distribution of the absolute error of the 
uDirect and PCA for the entire mentioned steps or samples and the GPS based approach for the entire 
sections is presented in Table.IV.II.
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Fig 4.16. Comparison o f the absolute errors o f the estimations within different sections: (a) Mean absolute error o f  
uDirect at each stride ( b) : Mean absolute error o f the PCA based approach for each window o f samples.
The presented results in Table.IV.II confirm that our approach provides more reliable and accurate 
estimations for direction estimation. While the value of the median for PCA and uDirect approaches 
are pretty close, the large differences in mean and standard deviation show that the magnitudes of the 
over 50 percentile errors in PCA have been significantly more in comparison with uDirect. The results 
of the GPS based approach shows less accurate estimations than for PCA and uDirect but more stable 
results in comparison with PCA based approach.
Both uDirect and PCA are susceptible to forward-backward ambiguity during the estimation 
process, and require an additional step to resolve this ambiguity. In the following, we examine the 
performance of this step for both of the approaches. In the PCA based approach, the absolute direction 
of the user is calculated by integrating the data over each side of this component and taking the 
direction that provides positive results. In uDirect, we simply rely on the absolute direction that
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estimation points provide during empirical evaluations. In the case of the current version of the 
uDirect for the trousers’ pocket, the directions of the estimating points are aligned towards the 
forward direction of the user. Table.IV.III summarizes the success rate of the mentioned approaches 
implying a significant improvement when the uDirect methodology is used.
TABLE.IV.II Ab s o l u t e  e r r o r  f o r  e n t ie r  s te ps
Model Absolute error (")
mean std dev. median
uDirect 20.64 18.35 15.2
PCA 27.00 27.61 15.3
GPS 41.13 22.83 38.05
TABLE.IV.III A v e r a g e  Ab s o l u t e  d ir e c t io n  e st im a t io n  c o n fu sio n  e r r o r
Model uDirect PCA
Success rate (%) 94.5 81.85
4.6.1.2 Effect of curved path
Although the proposed methodology assumes that the user steps are taken in forward direction, there 
is also interest in the behaviour of the estimations made when the user’s steps are not performed along 
a straight walking path. To investigate this matter further, a new walking trajectory was designed with 
several parabolas in different sizes. The trajectory is about 92 meters long and is established in an 
open area. Fig.4.17 pictorially presents the configuration of the walking trajectory. Four participates 
including two female and two males were recruited to walk over this trajectory. The uDirect 
estimations are continuously logged throughout the entire trajectory.
Fig 4.17. Evaluation o f the proposed dead-reckoning algorithm (a): The baseline trajectory with two types o f  
parabolas: the small parabolas are 6.05(m) in arc length and the large parabola is 16.7(m) in arc length. The trajectory is 
located at the University o f Surrey campus.
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We obtained 2028 estimations from the uDirect algorithm through the recent experiment. Among 
those 358 estimations were taken over the straight section i.e. hereby the first section , 1272 
estimations were taken in the sections that consist small parabolas, i.e. second section and 398 
estimations were taken from the section with a long parabola i.e. section three.
The error distribution of the obtained estimations is provided in Fig.4.18. The results demonstrate 
that, overall, the estimations are slightly degraded when user walk along the curved paths. An analysis 
of the P-values indicates that the measurements in the straight path are statistically different from 
those in curved paths (i.e. P<0.005). The non-overlapping notches of the boxes also indicate that the 
true median of the datasets are different with 95% confidence. In comparison with the straight 
section, the absolute heading error and the standard deviation indicate an increase by 2.71 and 2.51 
degrees for the second section and 2.08 and 1.32 degrees for the third section.
Walking over curved paths, to some extent, changes the pattern of the measured acceleration, 
which in turn confuses the algorithm when the optimum moments for direction estimation are to be 
detected. This explains the resultant variations of the measurements error. Still, the degradation of the 
algorithm’s performance is not significant. This implies that the algorithm has been able to handle the 
frequent change in movement direction. It should be noted that although the estimations benefit from 
the removal of the measurements that are not following the expected acceleration pattern by means of 
the gait recognition process, the positioning results indicate that missing steps (and consequently 
direction estimation) through this process are not significant even in the curved sections.
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Fig 4.18. Comparison o f the uDirect performance when the user is walking along the straight and curved paths. The 
first section is straight, the second section includes ten small parabolas and the third section is a large parabola.
4.6.1.3 Computational overhead and Power consumption
As mobile phones are not originally designed to act as ubiquitous sensing platforms, there is a 
challenge to embed the required techniques for sensing and detecting the user direction without
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jeopardizing the phone experience. Therefore, computational overhead and energy consumption of the 
techniques are two key factors that must be considered when developing any applications on mobile 
devices. With regard to this fact, we have investigated the energy costs of different direction 
estimation approaches.
During our experiment we have logged the CPU time required for the processing of both PGA and 
uDirect algorithms at the end of each section. Fig.4.19 shows the average computation times of 
uDirect and PGA based model for the different sections along their standard error. We can see that the 
uDirect algorithm performs faster than the other algorithm while the computational times are subject 
to larger standard deviation. The result of overall measurements presented in Table.IV.VI confirms 
these observations. The main reason for the larger variations in computation times of uDirect 
algorithm is the fact that the pattern of the acceleration and in particular the number of peaks 
processed at the gait-recognition unit can vary across users.
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Sections
Comparison o f the computation time o f different sections for uDirect and PCA based model, method
TABLE.rv.rv C o m p u t a t io n  T im e
M odel C om putation tim e(s)
Mean Std
uD irect 0.124 0.0859
PCA 0T38 0.0825
Measurements of the energy consumption were performed using an N6705A Agilent DG Power 
Analyzer with a N6781A source measure unit for battery drain analysis. The connections between the 
mobile phone and the power measurement device were flexible enough to allow for the mimicking of 
device movement during the walking locomotion. For these measurements, any other services and 
applications that were running on the phone were stopped so as to minimize any extraneous data from 
the measurements. Each measurement was performed over an average duration of 10 minutes and 
repeated at least twenty times for each algorithm, in order to minimize the effect of multitasking and 
possible internal services that were running on the phone.
Table.rV.V. summarizes the measurements of energy consumptions. As for GPS, the available 
API does not provide any access to the exact frequency of sensing. Instead, it can be determined by
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the minimum delay between each sample. We observed that reducing the delay from six seconds to 
continuous sampling did not significantly change the energy consumption. This implies that the 
system keeps the sensor on during the short delays.
It can be inferred from Table.IV.V that the uDirect and PCA-based approaches consume almost 
30% less energy than the GPS based approach, despite the significantly higher sampling rates. 
Moreover, the slight increase in energy consumption in the PCA model, in comparison with uDirect, 
corroborates the computation time results. The standard error provided in the table quantifies the 
margin of error for the reported energy consumptions.
In case of the GPS the available API does not provide any access to the exact frequency of 
sensing, instead we can determine the minimum delay between each sampling. We observed that 
reducing the delay from 6s to continuous sampling did not significantly change the energy 
consumption suggesting that the system keeps the sensor continuously on for the short delays. 
Fig.4.20 provides a comparison of the energy consumption of different sensing modules, it can be 
seen that the sensing with accelerometer and magnetometer is more energy efficient than using GPS 
despite the significantly higher sampling rates.
TABLE.IV.V ENERGY CONSUMPTION
Model
Energy consumption (mW)
Mean Std. Err.
uDirect 341.37 0.672
PCA 343.70 0.793
GPS 486.82 0.502
GPS
Accelerometer & 
M agnetometer
Time(s)
Fig 4.20. A comparison o f the energy consumption o f accelerometer and magnetometer sensing against using GPS.
4.6.2 Second set of experiments: uDirect for all wearing positions
As part of our work on direction estimation we proposed two novel algorithms for direction 
estimation, which we first validate individually for correctness, before evaluating the overall 
performance of the direction estimation system.
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The first algorithm assumes that the phone is placed in the belt enhancement position. As a 
deterministic approach, this algorithm relies on an accurate detection of specific moments during the 
walking cycle in which the side acceleration is close to zero - or in the other words, the horizontal 
acceleration is dominated by forward acceleration at these moments. Our analytical model determines 
these moments to be at 45 percent and 90 percent of the walking cycle, which we aim to empirically 
validate.
Fig.4.17 shows the case for a user walking on a straight line with a deviation of 285 degrees from 
north. The upper part of the figure shows vertical acceleration and the identified heel strikes and toe 
off moments during three gait cycles, while the lower part of the figure presents the direction that 
horizontal acceleration are making relative to North. In this figure, the dashed line and solid lines are 
at 45 and 90 percent of each gait.
Observing the direction of the horizontal components at the 45 and 90% of walking cycle, 
confirms the estimations of our analytical approach concerning the alignment of the direction of the 
horizontal components at these moments with the user forward direction.
The second novel algorithm for direction estimation, PCA+, presumes that mobile device placed 
in a user’s shoulder bag. Instead of performing the PCA analysis of the entire data set, the proposed 
algorithm selects specific parts of the acceleration pattern during gait cycles that are less affected by 
side acceleration as a basis for subsequent PCA analysis. Fig.4.18 depicts the results of several trials 
of direction estimation for both PCA and PCA+ algorithms for a user that has walked toward north 
(i.e. 0 degree in the figure). While the PCA estimation are spread between any direction from -90 to 
90 the results of PCA+ are concentrated around -30 to 30 suggesting a significant improvement 
through the initial evaluations.
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Fig 4.21. Walking locomotion toward 285 degree from North, Top part: Vertical accelerations! v  ^  ) with highlighted 
toe off and heel strike moments (H &T) detected by a peak detection algorithm. Bottom part: Deviation angle between the
horizontal acceleration samples ( h H ) and North direction during walking. The vertical black lines demonstrate the end o f  
each stride. As is shown, the samples belong to 45 and 90 percent o f walking cycle are giving the best estimations o f the 
user direction.
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We have also benchmarked our implemented direction estimation techniques for different wearing 
positions including uDirect for belt enhancements and trousers pocket and PCA for hand and PCA+ 
for shoulder bags against the conventional PCA and GPS based techniques. In particular, we assessed 
the accuracy of the available algorithms in estimating the absolute user direction meaning that the 
errors are independent of the forward-backward confusion Our initial inspections during the 
establishment of the baseline for our experiments showed that the mobile phone magnetometer 
azimuth measurements, even after calibration, are not constant and vary with standard deviation of 
6.43 degrees. A similar observation is reported in [90].
The due to the limited accuracy of the GPS, heading estimation are calculated between the starting 
position and any other consecutive position that is at least 8 meter distant from the starting point. The 
location of the starting point is accurately measured by logging the GPS signals in various days and 
times and taking the average of the latitude and longitude measurements. More than 200 samples were 
collected for each starting point in this regard. The reason behind this configuration is to simplify the 
heading estimation error assessment by confining the errors only to those resulting from the 
localization of the consecutive points.
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Fig 4.22. A comparison between PCA and PCA+ estimations when a user was walking toward north (0 degree).
The results are summarized in tables IV.VI and IV.VII. Table IV.VI, demonstrates the distribution 
of errors from the direction estimation algorithms. It should be noted that uDirect based approaches 
are providing one estimation per each gait; considering the fact that a typical gait cycle takes 
approximately 1 sec [117] to complete, the number of estimations are almost twice as many compared 
to what PCA based models provide.
Starting from the uDirect algorithm for trouser pockets, it can be observed that the mean of errors 
is closer to zero than the one of the PCA algorithm and the standard GPS technique. In addition, the 
smaller standard deviation of errors of uDirect in comparison with the other techniques suggests less
In an PCA based algorithm, the direction is first detected as a line in parallel to the forward direction and the decision about which end 
o f this line is towards the facing direction o f the user is taken through another process - its evaluation is out o f  scope o f  this study.
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dispersion of the data around its mean. The Kurtosis value of the error distribution also indicates that 
the uDirect errors have a more distinct peak near its mean, which in turn implies that it is more error 
prone to outliers. It should be noted that the number of data samples are higher than for the other 
positions as this wearing position was evaluated for both male and female participants.
Distribution of the absolute value of errors in Table.IV.VII implies that uDirect model provides 
more accurate and reliable estimations.
In case of the belt enhancement position, the uDirect model has shown a considerable 
improvement in terms of standard deviation and kurtosis relative to PCA and GPS based model. 
However, the magnitude of the average of uDirect errors is slightly higher than that of the GPS. 
Furthermore, when absolute errors are considered the uDirect method outperforms the other models 
by demonstrating significantly smaller mean and standard deviation of errors. The median of the 
uDirect is slightly more than GPS in this case. Yet, considering the standard deviation of the models, 
it is clear that the uDirect results are more reliable.
For the shoulder bag position, our approach makes use of the PCA+ algorithm. From Table.IV.VII 
it can be observed that the performance of this algorithm has been close to GPS based technique while 
performing significantly better than PCAbased approach. The absolute error assessment also shows a 
close average error value between PCA+ and GPS based model following with better standard 
deviation value for PCA+ model. Now considering the smaller median with GPS estimations relative 
to uDirect model it can be inferred that GPS estimations although more accurate are more susceptible 
to outliers.
TABLE.IV.VI The ERROR DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIRECTION ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS.
Model (position)
Error (°)
mean std dev kurtosis number o f  
samples
uDirect (Trousers) 7.45 2&6 3.50 1363
PCA (Trousers) -17.1 39.4 2.57 633
uDirect (Belt) -9.8 23.0 2.87 740
PCA (Belt) -13.1 44.8 2.57 380
PCA+ (Shoulder bag) -10.5 3&8 2.84 723
PCA (Shoulder bag) -14.3 40.4 2.55 404
PCA(Hand) -18.1 31.5 2.52 557
GPS (N/A) 7.71 31.4 383
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TABLE.IV.VII T h e  ABSOLUTE ERROR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIRECTION ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS.
Model (position)
Absolute error(°)
median mean std dev.
uDirect (Trousers) 18.4 22.1 19.0
PCA (Trousers) 2&0 35.4 25.7
uDirect (Belt) 19.6 20.6 14.1
PCA (Belt) 37.3 39.7 24.5
PCA+ (Shoulder bag) 2 3 J 29.3 14.1
PCA (Shoulder bag) 29.5 34.1 25.9
PCA(Hand) 24.0 2^6 21.0
GPS (N/A) 18.0 29.0 3&6
Finally, the evaluation of the PCA based approach for hand position has shown comparable results 
with GPS based technique. While its kurtosis value suggests a flatter distribution, the results are less 
dispersed with respect to GPS based approach. The absolute error evaluation also shows very close 
average for both models. In addition, the smaller median of GPS results in comparison with PCA is 
counter balanced with its large standard deviation.
Finally, the deviation of the mean of estimations from zero, to some extend can be explained by 
the variance of magnetic field measurements. Still in extreme cases such as PCA model for belt, 
shoulder bag and hand position this implies that the estimator is likely to be biased.
4.6.3 Summary
We have empirically evaluated our direction estimation algorithms through two sets of experiments. 
The first set of experiments provided us with a detailed analysis of the performance of the uDirect 
algorithm for trousers’ pocket position. The findings confirm that our algorithm outperforms the 
conventional GPS and PCA based techniques in terms of accuracy, reliability and energy 
consumption.
The second set of experiments extends the initial experiments to evaluate the accuracy and 
reliability of the algorithms for variations of wearing positions. uDirect models for belt enhancements 
and trousers pocket achieve the most accurate estimations among the available techniques. The results 
of PCA and PCA+ for hand position and shoulder bags, although comparable with GPS, suggest that 
further investigation towards more reliable estimations are required. Our initial solution for PCA+ 
model is to combine the data from a number of steps, instead of two, to reduce the effect of possible 
remaining outliers. Direction estimation in the in- hand wearing position can be also enhanced by 
adopting a PCA+ based approach instead of existing PCA based model.
Apart from better energy consumption, accuracy and reliability the uDirect algorithm has further 
advantages that make it more suitable for pervasive observation. First, in contrast to contemporary
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GPS and PCA based models, uDirect performs independent direction estimating on each stride. 
Consequently, its predictions are not prone to sudden changes in user direction and estimation can be 
performed almost instantaneous after a user change of walking direction. In contrast, PCA based 
approaches assume for each analysis step that the data window over which the analysis is performed 
only contains data when moving in one direction. Our error analysis in 4.5.1 has shown that in our 
experiment such assumptions can lead to large variation of error at the start and the end of the walking 
sections. In order to make PCA based approaches more reliable, additional algorithms are required to 
identify the unidirectional walking segments in a data stream and adjust the evaluation windows 
accordingly. In case of GPS based approaches, the best accuracy obtained fi*om the mobile phone 
embedded GPS was around 8 meters, which limits its applicability for to situations where the location 
samples are more than 8 meters apart. Furthermore GPS based approaches are susceptible to 
shadowing effect of buildings and cannot be used for indoor applications.
The presented direction estimation algorithms rely on a priori knowledge about the wearing 
position of the mobile device. In real world applications however this requires an intelligent system to 
recognise the wearing position in real time and provide it to the direction estimation system. The next 
chapter describes our approach towards the development of such systems.
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5 On-body position recognition
The positioning of a mobile has a strong impact on the magnitude and patterns of the acceleration 
signals measured by the sensing module and consequently may affect the performance of a direction 
estimation algorithm. Recognizing the position of the mobile phone on a user’s body is therefore 
crucial in order to select an optimum strategy for estimating the direction the user is facing. Relying
on the user to annotate the position makes the system more intrusive and error prone. Therefore,
automatic position recognition is preferred. The reader should recall from discussions provided in 
chapter two that the available techniques for resolving mobile phone position on the user’s body 
impose long delays and sometimes their targeted positions are not ideal for mobile phone based use 
cases. Aiming to address the shortcomings of the current techniques, in this chapter we present a 
machine learning based approach for automatic recognition of the positioning. We report on a detailed 
analysis of various feature sets and classifiers in order to determine an optimum selection of those for 
recognizing the positioning and evaluating the accuracy and reliability of our overall implementation 
through an extensive measurement campaign.
The remainder of this chapter first provides an overview of our approach. Then the pre-processing 
techniques are discussed in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 elucidates the steps that are taken in order to 
select an appropriate classification algorithm. Then the prototype implementation is detailed in 
Section 5.4 and finally the evaluation results are tabulated in the last section. Below a summary of the 
variables that are used in this chapter is provided.
R Rotation radius
R V  Rotation velocity
SRV Synthesized value o f the rotation velocity
B  Measured magnetic field
fs Sampling frequency
H Entropy
fi Frequency o f the i* feature
G Gain ratio
Wi Assigned vote for the i* feature
N Number o f analysed features
5.1 Overview
We present an automatic on-body position recognition service for mobile devices which detects the 
device’s position during the walking activity. The walking activity has been selected as it is known to 
be easy to capture independent of the device’s position [4] and it is considered one of the most 
fi-equent activities in everyday life [11]. Our key target is to mitigate two of the major limitations of 
the current state of the art works including processing time and applicable positionings.
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As was previously mentioned, the currently available approaches for on body position 
recognition, although accurate, are not appropriate for online applications that require instant results. 
In addition, these models are typically trained on positions for wearable sensors which are not with 
the same as typical choices for the placement of mobile phones.
In order to improve the required time for classification while maintaining high accuracy, we 
propose a number of modifications to the current state of pre-processing of data and feature 
extraction. The reason lies in the fact that using simple classifiers and feature extraction methods the 
classification after data gathering can be performed in a fi-action of a second while in order to generate 
informative features, data segments with tens of seconds of measurements are required with 
conventional techniques.
The window size that we are proposing in this study is equal to 64 samples, which is less than 2 
seconds of data collection with our sensing system, nearly equal to the duration of a normal men gait 
cycle [16]. Furthermore in contrast to existing work our position recognition system is tailored to the 
most common positionings of the mobile phones, increasing its applicability to real life conditions.
5.2 Pre-processing
The pre-processing unit is responsible for preparing the measured data by transformation and 
generating feature vectors to be used in the classifier.
5.2.1 Transformation
Inertial sensors and a magnetometer embedded in wearable sensing packages have been widely used 
for activity recognition applications and recently for on-body device position recognition. As these 
sensors measure the inertia or the magnetic field over their sensitive axes, changes to the orientation 
of the device relative to the user’s body can provide different measurements along each axis for the 
same activity. Common solutions for this problems include the transformation of the measured data 
into a scalar value by considering only the magnitude of the samples e.g. [128], [49] and [129] or 
utilizing the direction of the average of the measured acceleration as indicator of gravity direction to 
divide the measured data into horizontal and vertical components e.g. [49]. However, as Mizlle argues 
in [19], such methods are discarding a part of the valuable information that is presented in three 
dimensional data.
In this study, we have added a fiirther step to the previous studies by using the principal 
component analysis on horizontal data for determining two major axes of variation. Utilizing such an 
analysis and incorporating it into the vertical direction obtained from sensing the direction of gravity 
creates a coordinate system that enables us to perform further processing in three dimensions. Hereby, 
the axes of this coordinate system are denoted as PCI, PC2 and V that are standing for the first and
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second principal components (PC) and the vertical axes. The measured acceleration and the magnetic 
field are projected to this new coordinate system.
It is worth noting that the vertical components are taken fi*om the calibrated data of the calibration 
unit that was described in the previous section. The only assumption we have made here is that for the 
same activity, the major axis of the variations in the horizontal plane remains the same (with respect 
to the user coordinate system).
We have examined the effectiveness of this transformation in providing discriminative features 
for position recognition in the following section.
5.2.2 Dataset preparation
While the current state of the art approaches are limited to exploitation of only accelerometers e.g. 
[92] , [131] or the combination of accelerometer and gyroscopes e.g.[126], in this study we have 
incorporated the measurements from the magnetometer to accelerometer readings.
By utilizing magnetometer measurements, we are aiming to capture the rotational movement of 
different segments of the body. The utilization of a magnetometer for rotational movement detection 
in our approach is motivated by the results of a recent study in [131], which has shown that 
magnetometer measurements can effectively replace the popular gyroscopes in wearable sensors for 
capturing the rotational movements in activity recognition applications. In addition, since our 
direction-estimation approaches are dependent on accelerometer and magnetometer sensors, utilizing 
magnetometers for obtaining the rotational movement information allows us to develop an accurate 
position recognition system without adding a new sensor.
Magnetometer measurements are known to be susceptible to ambient magnetic disturbance and 
the orientation of the sensor relative to the geomagnetic filed. Nevertheless, as long as the deviation of 
the magnetic field measurements are utilized for feature extraction, the resultant features are not 
significantly affected by magnetic disturbances and are not dependent on the sensor orientation with 
respect to the geomagnetic field [131].
Despite the variations of the raw magnetic field data, we are also interested in the rotational 
velocity of the movements of body parts. The rotational velocity can be calculated fi*om deviations of 
the magnetic field fi'om the axes of a known coordinate system. In our study, we utilize the same 
formula that is presented in [131] to produce the rotational velocity components from magnetic field 
measurements in three dimensions as follows:
(Ê / 2)(Bi(t + 1) -  B i(t -1 )  + Bi
RVi = M   (1)
Where, RVi is the ith angular velocity component as a result of deviations of the angle between 
the magnetic field component on the axis i (Bi) and the total measured magnetic field when the
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magnetic field is sampled at the fi*equency fs. We have calculated both the angular velocity for the 
axis of transformed data and the synthesized value of the rotational velocity (SRV) which is equal to 
the norm of the rotational velocity vector.
The recent study in [101] has shown that the radius of the rotation can also be an informative 
source for on-body position recognition. In this regard, we have also incorporated this value into our 
raw data sets. The rotation radius is calculated according to the following equation:
R = , (2)
VSRV  ^+ ((Ê / 2)(SRV(t + 1) -  SRV(t -1)))^
Where, R is the rotation radius that is calculated from the synthesized value of the acceleration 
(SA) and angular velocity (SRV). The second term of the denominator is the squared differentiate of 
SRV. Since the SRV values are discrete, a numerical differentiation method that is proposed in [131] 
is used for calculating the differentiation of SRV.
The final dataset contains the transformed measurements of all the three dimensions of the 
accelerometer and the magnetometer, angular velocities, the synthesized value of the acceleration and 
magnetic field and the rotation radius values. The latter sources of data are particularly exploited so as 
to have an evaluation of the effectiveness of our proposed transformation process against the 
conventional synthesis based approaches.
5.2.3 Feature extraction
Based on the raw dataset prepared as discussed in the previous section, the feature extraction modules 
then extract compact representations of these values, namely features, which are used in classification. 
The values inside the dataset are segmented into windows of 64 samples and each window is 
processed through several feature extraction methods producing a feature vector that can be used to 
train the classifiers. The adopted feature extraction methods are summarized in Table V.I. At this 
stage, 163 features were extracted for evaluation.
Note that the extracted features fi’om the magnetometer’s raw data are independent of the 
magnitude or the orientation of the measured magnetic field.
In order to evaluate the proposed features, we have exploited a ranking scheme based on the 
features information gain ratio from (3)
G(Chss, Attribute) = (H(Class)-H(Class\ Attribute)) 
H(Attrihute)
Where G is the information gain ratio and H is the entropy function. The information gain ratio is 
the default method for attribute evaluation in the renowned C4.5 decision tree learner [132].
One major advantage of this method is the penalization of the attribute arity. Thereby, features 
with higher information gain value tend to be more informative and at the same time take a smaller
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range of values. The features are then evaluated through an extensive set of data obtained through a 
measurement campaign as reported in Section 5.5.
The ranking results are shown in Fig.5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. In these figures, similar to [133], votes are 
assigned to the features according to their ranks from (4).
Wj = N-rank(fj) (4)
Where w, is the assigned vote for ith feature (f) and N is the total number of features.
TABLE.V.I s u m m a r y  o f  THE EXTRACTED FEATURES , A , M , SA AND SM ,RV AND R STAND FOR THE ACCELEROMETER (IN 3D ),
M a g n e t o m e t e r  ( in  2D), S y n t h e s iz e d  A c c e l e r a t io n  , S y n t h e s iz e d  m a g n e t ic  f ie l d  d a t a . R o t a t io n a l  V e l o c it y , S y n t h e s iz e d
R o t a t io n a l  V e l o c it y  AND t h e  r o t a t io n  r a d iu s .
# Feature Description Data
1 Entropy
Measures the uncertainty associated with the data; Measuring from 
different positions during a walking activity provides different periodical 
patterns. Adapted from [134]
A, M, SA, SM, 
RV, SRV,R
2 Mean
The signal average is taken similarly in [99], [49] and [10]. The absolute 
value o f  this parameter is then considered.
A, SA, RV, 
SRV,R
3 SumPowerDetCoeff
Measure o f the power o f the detailed coefficients derived form the discret 
wavelet transformation [92]
A, M, SA, SM, 
RV, SRV,R
4 Variance
The variance o f  the data is taken similar to [135]. As the position o f  the 
device gets closer to the vertical axis o f the body this parameter is 
expected to reduce.
A, M, SA, SM, 
RV,SRV, R
5 75% percentile
Also known as the third quartile this, is calculated analogous to [49] and 
[92].
A, SA, RV, 
SRV,R
6 25% percentile Also known as the first quartile.
A, SA, RV, 
SRV,R
7 InterQuartileRange
As introduced in [92] and [49] is the difference between the 75th 
percentile and the 25th percentile.
A, SA, RV, 
SRV,R
8 Spectrul varience
The variance o f FFT coefficients between .5Hz to 5.5Hz, covering the 
range where the majority o f the energy for the activities o f daily life lie 
[48].
A, M, SA, RV, 
SR V,R
9 Main frequency
The frequency component with the highest energy is calculated; the peak 
frequency tends to get higher in positions fiirther away from the vertical 
axis o f the body.
A, SA, RV, 
SR V,R
10 Intensity
Analogous to [128], the intensity is calculated as the sum o f the numerical 
derivative o f a window o f  samples, normalized to the length o f the 
window
A, M, SA, SM, 
RV, SRV, R
11 ZCR
Analogous to [49], measures zero crossing rate while zero level is set to 
the mean o f  the signal
A, M, SA, SM, 
RV, SRV, R
12 Kurtosis
Kurtosis measures the peakedness o f the data relative to the normal 
distribution. It has been suggested in [101], [98], [136]
A, M, SA, SM, 
RV, SRV, R
13 Skewness
A widely utilised feature e.g.[101], [98], [136] that measures the 
symmetricity o f  the data.
A, M, SA, SM, 
RV, SRV, R
14
Average Main 
frequency
The main frequency is averaged over 3 axes similar to [133]. A ,R V
15 Eigen ratio
The ratio between the Eigen values as an indicator o f the distribution o f 
the variance along horizontal axes (eigen vectors)
A
16
Correlation
coefficient
This is the ratio o f  the covariance and the product o f  the standard 
deviations o f  each pair o f  axes. It has been utilised for activity recognition 
purposes in [133], [136], [99] and [137].
A, M, RV
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Although the ranking is performed over all the features, for reasons of clarity we present the 
features in separate figures based on the measurements fi*om which they have been derived, namely 
raw accelerometer data (Fig. 5.1), raw magnetometer data (Fig. 5.2) and angular velocity data (Fig. 
5.3).
In these figures the 1 st and 2nd PC stand for the features that are generated along the horizontal 
axis after transformation i.e. the first and second principal components. Moreover, since we are 
particularly interested in individual evaluation of the data components that are now available with our 
proposed transformation technique (e.g. 1st and 2nd PC), the features 14-16 that combine the data 
fi*om different components are not presented in these figures. In addition Fig. 5.4 shows featured 
based on the rotation radius R.
The ranking evaluation confirms that the proposed transformation technique can provide a new set 
of features fi*om both the accelerometer and magnetometer that performs better in comparison to the 
features fi*om synthesized data.
Similar to features fi'om synthesized data, the acceleration-based features that are generated from 
data projected over the vertical axis are also outperformed by the features from the new components. 
This is of particular interest, as in contrast to our findings, the acceleration components along the 
vertical axis has been known to provide the most informative features in activity recognition [49].
The other interesting point in this ranking result is that the velocity of rotation around the vertical 
axis is the source of the more informative features compared to the other rotational velocities. 
However, in general the rotational velocity and rotation radius based features have shown relatively 
poor performance in comparison with raw acceleration and magnetic based features.
Finally, fi*om the highly ranked features that are generated by the magnetometer it can be inferred 
that a magnetometer can be an effective complimentary source for the accelerometers in device 
position recognition techniques.
The presence of redundant features in the feature vector can cause deterioration in the 
classification performance. In addition, training on such high dimensional feature vectors requires an 
extensive dataset for training and it imposes an arduous feature extraction process to the end system. 
It is therefore important to identify only the features that are most informative and remove redundant 
and less discriminative features prior classification. This can be done by performing feature subset 
selection analysis.
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IstPC ■2ndPC ■Vertical Synthesized
10 11 12 13
Feature number
Fig 5.1. The ranking evaluation based on information gain ratio over the features taken horn raw accelerometer 
measurements.
■ IstPC ■2ndPC ■Vertical Synthesized
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Fig 5.2. The ranking evaluation based on information gain ratio over the features taken from raw magnetometer
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Fig 5.3. The ranking evaluation based on information gain ratio over the features taken from angular velocity and 
rotation radium based on magnetometer measurements.
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To assess the relevance of the features and their capabilities in discriminating different positions, 
we have used a filter feature subset selection scheme namely, Correlation based Feature Subset 
Selection (CFSS) [138] based on its implementation in WEKA toolkit ^ . The CFSS technique 
considers both the individual information gain of each feature and the redundancy between features 
for selecting the optimum subset of features.
To improve the chance of having less redundant features, at this stage, we have added a number of 
relative features representing the ratio of the extracted features from different axes to our initial 
feature set before performing the final subset selection. This increased our feature set to 301 features 
and 27 of them were selected after subset selection. The final selected features are summarized in 
Table .V.II.
TABLE.V.II FINAL FEATURE SUBSET FOR POSITION RECOGNITION
Source Features
Accelerometer
r*pc
Entropy,Eign Ratio,Variance, Main 
frequency. Intensity, Skewness
2"‘^ pc
SumPowerDetCoeff, Intensity, 
InterQuartileRange
Vertical
Mean, Entropy, SumPowerDetCoeff, 
Intensity
Synthesized 25* percentile. Mean, Intensity
Relative
values
Intensity ratio between PC and 
vertical axes, Variance ratio between F ‘ 
PC and vertical axis
Magnetometer
2”“pc Entropy, Intensity
Vertical Entropy, Spectral Variance
Relative
values
Ratio o f entropy between F* PC and 2”^* 
PC axes, Ratio o f entropy between 2""^  
PC and vertcial axis.
Rotational
velocity
Relative
values
Pearson correlation coefficient between 
rotation velocities around 2ndPC and 
vertical axis. Variance ratio between 
rotation velocities around 1st PC and 
vertical axis
Rotational
radius Synthesized Main frequency
5.3 Classification
In order to select the most promising classifiers, a number of classifiers have been trained over a 
training data set. This data set was collected by performing several trials with a number of 
participants, in different days and multiple rounds.
' http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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A set of different base classifiers that are commonly in state of the art approaches for activity and 
position recognition, has been trained using the training data set. It included Naïve Bays e.g. [139] , 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) e.g. [131], KNN e.g. [52] and J48 decision tree e.g. [129] and [49] 
alongside meta classifiers such as Voting which has been suggested in [137]. In addition to these 
prominent classifiers the WEKA implementation of Bayesian Networks, Naïve-Bayes tree and 
Logitboots classifiers were also evaluated.
The classifiers were then ranked according to their required memory and, computation time. The 
top four classifiers of this ranking were then further evaluated according to their classification 
performance.
We have taken a filter-ranking scheme to select the final classifiers. The adopted scheme first 
evaluates the memory consumption, followed by computation cost and finally the classification 
accuracy. Through this process, we have taken out KNN and Bayesian-Tree because of their extensive 
memory consumption, and as well as Voting technique due to its computation cost. Moreover, 
NaiveBayes and the Bayesian Network were found to be very close in terms of their computation 
time, but the Bayesian Network was preferred as it provides higher classification accuracy. Thus J48 
decision tree, SVM, Baysian Networks and LogitBoost were finally chosen for evaluation. A detailed 
evaluation of these classifiers with an extensive dataset fi-om a number of the users and using the 
selected features in from the previous section was performed. The corresponding experimentation 
details and the results of final evaluations are provided in Section 5.6.
5.4 Implementation
We have developed a prototype of our proposed system on an Android based HTC Desire HD phone. 
The prototype includes all major functionalities of the proposed system, namely sensing and 
calibration, position recognition and direction estimation, which are described in more detail below.
5.4.1 Sensing and calibration
The sensing module is a service that makes use of the mobile device’s tri-axial accelerometer and a 
Hall-Effect magnetometer. The latter implements a Dynamic Offset Estimation (DOE) algorithm to 
automatically compensate for the magnetic offset fluctuations thereby making it more resilient to 
magnetic field variation within the device. In addition, we are mitigating the effect of high frequency 
ambient noise by averaging the measurements prior to the calibration of the device orientation. The 
service is able to simultaneously log the accelerometer and magnetometer measurements into a 
database with a frequency of 25Hz.
Performing several trials examining the variance of measured acceleration, a threshold value of
0.2 (m/s2) was selected so as to determine the user status between standing and walking. The 
calibration unit then calculates the rotation information required to transform the device’s coordinate
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system into an earth coordinate system. Hereby, all the measurements are transformed into the new 
coordinates.
5.4.2 Position recognition
The position recognition unit comprises two major components, namely pre-processing and 
classification. The primary aim of our evaluation was to determine which of the four identified 
candidate solutions in Section 5.3 performs best on our identified feature set and to provide a 
comparison of those with other proposed approaches in the field. This would allow us to select a 
suitable approach for implementing a complete position recognition approach on mobile phones. In 
order to avoid an unnecessary implementation of all four solutions, our strategy was first to 
implement a pre-processing unit, which is able to extract all identified feature sets from the sensing 
data generated by the sensing module on the mobile phone. We performed the classification stage 
offline based on the outputs of the pre-processing units, in order to determine the most accurate 
classification technique. We then complemented the prototype by implementing the selected 
classifier.
5.5 Evaluations and results
The goal of our evaluation process is to gain a better understanding of the actual performance of the 
proposed position recognition technique. We evaluate the accuracy of the four pre-selected classifiers 
on our proposed feature set in order to determine the one with the highest accuracy. While doing so 
we benchmark our implementation against those proposed in the state of the art solutions.
In the following we first briefly describe the implementation methods used for the evaluation and 
then subsequently discuss in more detail this methodology and the results.
5.5.1 Experiment design
In order to evaluate the performance of our proposed position and direction estimation techniques an 
extensive experimental evaluation campaign has been performed in an outdoor environment. An 
outdoor environment has been selected, in order to minimize the noise due to ambient magnetic field.
The experiments involved 8 participants, including 4 female and 4 male users. During each 
experiment, the participants walked several times in a known direction for 50 metres, at each of the 
times carrying the mobile phone, at different positionings on the user’s body.
The respective positions were manually annotated on the device and are used by the application 
for labelling the generated features (for position classifiers evaluation) as well as the selection of the 
direction estimation algorithm to be run on the phone. No specific instruction about the orientation of 
the device was given to the participants, so their choices would reflect their natural orientation. Fig. 
5.4 demonstrates the adopted positions on users’ bodies.
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In the case of the shoulder bags position, three bags with different handle lengths have been 
randomly used to avoid the possible bias regarding the stmctural characteristics of the bags
Fig 5.4. Configuration o f the position for the baseline(B) and different positions o f the mobile phone (X) for male 
and female users.
5.5.2 Position recognition results
1750 samples were obtained to evaluate the performance of our on-body position recognition 
approach. The device position classifiers are evaluated with 10-fold cross validation over the obtained 
dataset. The results show that all the classifiers are able to classify the positions with high accuracy.
With 95.6%, the LogitBoost algorithm showed the highest classification accuracy, followed by 
93.0% by the J48 (or C4.5), 92.9 % when using Baysian Networks and finally 90.8% with an SVM 
classifier. Table V.III demonstrates the confusion matrices of the selected classifiers.
As the system is expected to operate in real life conditions where the classifiers are not necessarily 
trained over data from the user, the evaluation over the full training data is not enough. Instead, we 
have trained our classifiers on a random subset including 20 percent of the whole dataset and 
evaluated it against the remaining. The results are provided in Table V.IV.
From Table V.IV one can observe that the LogitBoost provides an excellent performance 
followed by Bayesian networks, SVM and J48 classifiers. This time, the average accuracies range 
between 94.8% for LogitBoost to 86.7% for the SVM classifier. One reason for the degradation of J48 
and SVM accuracy could be their susceptibility to over-fitting when creating boundaries between 
different classes of data during the training process.
It is worth noting that with regard to the results of our evaluation process, one can infer that the 
LogitBoost algorithm, which has not been previously used in this area, seems to be a better option 
than the conventional and widely used classifiers such as SVM or J48..
TABLE.V.III Th e  c l a s s if ie r s  c o n f u s io n  t a b l e
SVM Trousers Shoulder bag Hand Belt
Trousers 0.90 0.02 0.01 0.07
Shoulder Bag 0.03 0.80 0.04 0.13
Hand 0.00 0.01 0.98 0.00
Belt 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.93
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Bayesian
N etw ork Trousers Shoulder bag Hand Belt
Trousers 0.88 0.03 0.01 0.08
Shoulder Bag 0.00 0.96 0.02 0.02
Hand 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00
Belt 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.90
T48 Trousers Shoulder bag Hand Belt
Trousers 0.96 0.02 0.01 0.02
Shoulder Bag 0.06 0.87 0.03 0.04
Hand 0.00 0.02 0.97 0.00
Belt 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.88
LogitBoost Trousers Shoulder bag Hand Belt
Trousers 0.96 0.01 0.00 0.02
Shoulder Bag 0.04 0.92 0.03 0.01
Hand 0.01 0.01 0.98 0.00
Belt 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.95
TABLE.V.rV T h e  CLASSIFICATION PRECISION AND RECALL FOR DIFFERENT POSITIONS
SVM Trousers Shoulder bag Hand Belt Average accuracy
Precision 0.91 0.76 0.96 0.77
86.7Recall 0.97 0.92 0.98 0.90
Beysian
Network Trousers Shoulder bag Hand Belt Average accuracy
Precision 0.92 0.83 0.97 0.78
89.1Recall 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.97
J48 Trousers Shoulder bag Hand Belt Average accuracy
Precision 0.92 0.73 0.96 0.71 87.02Recall 0.97 0.86 0.98 0.93
LogitBoost Trousers Shoulder bag Hand Belt Average accuracy
Precision 0.96 0.91 0.97 0.91 94.8Recall 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99
The results in Table V.III show that the shoulder bag and belt enhancements positions have been 
the most confusing classes overall. This phenomenon could be because of users that tend to keep the 
shoulder bags attached to their body, which in turn makes the bags to mimic the movements of the 
trunk which is close to the pelvis. The most severe effect can be observed for the SVM classifiers.
Furthermore, specific placement and orientation of the device on belt enhancements can 
sometimes make the device move with the flexion or exertion of the thigh. This can explain the case 
where trouser pocket and belt enhancements are confused.
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Due to the difference of targeted positionings, a direct comparison with the results of previous 
approaches was not possible. However we provide in the remaining part of the section a comparative 
discussion of the average accuracy and recognition process timing against previous work..
Even for the least accurate classifier (in our case the SVM classifier) we achieve a similar 
performance as reported in [131] , [101] and [92] (~ 90%), while our other classifiers show better 
performance. Moreover, when classifiers are trained with a smaller subset of data for assessment of 
their generalization error, a significant improvement, particularly when LogitBoost is used, is 
observed in comparison with the previous approach in [131] that achieves 89% after a similar 
evaluation process.
Note that in contrast to the previous approaches in [101] and [131] we have attained such high 
accuracy by using a smaller window size of data (about 2 sec or 64 instances) which confirms that our 
approach can provide a faster position recognition.
The closest approach to ours in terms of timing performance is the one presented by Kunze in 
[92]. Using a window size of 1 sec, Kunze achieved an average accuracy of 89.81% with the J48 
classifier. In order to improve classification accuracy to 94%, Kunze later sacrificed responsiveness 
by smoothening the recognition results with a window of 10 sec that jumps at 5 sec. In contrast our 
approach achieves comparable accuracy with the same J48 classifier without smoothening and 
performs even better when the Logitboost classification algorithm is used..
A further point to consider is that our data is gathered by sensors that are available in off the 
shelve Smartphones, while the other works such as [92] and [131] used powerful standalone 
wearable sensing systems with specialized sensing hardware.
5.6 Finalizing the classifier and implementation of position recognition
After selection of the LogitBoost algorithm for learning and classification of the device position, the 
dimension of our feature vector can be even further reduced by examining the effect of removing each 
feature on the performance of this specific learning algorithm. Feature selection techniques of this 
type are called wrapping or scheme-dependent feature selections.
It’s worth recalling that in our previous features selection process we used a filtering or scheme- 
independent approach for feature selection.
We have utilized a genetic searching algorithm to find the optimum set of features from the initial 
feature vector. Table V.V represents the selected features and tables V.VI and V.VII demonstrate the 
evaluation results. The evaluation results imply that very close classification accuracy has been 
obtained with the reduced feature set. The final classifier is then trained over the whole dataset and is 
implemented on the mobile phone..
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TABLE.V.V FINAL FEATURE SUBSET FOR POSITION RECOGNITION
Source Features
Accelerometer
r*pc Eign Ratio, Main frequency, Intensity, 
Skewness
2"^pc InterQuartileRange
Vertical Mean, Entropy, Intensity
Synthesized Intensity
Relative
values
Intensity ratio between F* PC and vertical 
axes. Variance ratio between F* PC and 
vertical axis
Magnetometer
2"‘^ pc Entropy, Intensity
Relative
values
Ratio o f entropy between PC and 
vertical axis.
Rotational
velocity
Relative
values
Pearson correlation coefficient between 
rotation velocities around 2ndPC and 
vertical axis. Variance ratio between 
rotation velocities around 1st PC and 
vertical axis
TABLE.V.VI The FINAL CONFUSION TABLE
LGB Trousers Shoulder bag Hand Belt
Trousers 0.96 0.02 0.01 0.01
Shoulder Bag 0.03 0.93 0.03 0.02
Hand 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00
Belt 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.96
TABLE.V.vn The CLASSIFICATION PRECISION AND RECALL FOR DIFFERENT POSITIONS
LGB Trousers Shoulder bag Hand Belt Average accuracy
Precision 0.94 0.91 0.98 0.95 0.949
Recall 0.97 0.92 0.97 0.90
Nevertheless, even exceptional misclassifications may have unpredictable effects on the outcome 
of our direction estimation system. In order to make implementation robust, a smoothing process is 
added after the classification. Here once the walking activity is detected, the position recognition unit 
starts to provide a time series of estimated position entities each of which, as described in section 
three, are estimated over 64 sensors readouts. At the same time, our smoothing algorithm starts to 
calculate the likelihood of the presented classes in the time series. Once position likelihood hits the 
threshold of 75 percent it will be retained as the current positioning.
We have evaluated our algorithm over the same dataset that was described in 4.7.2. The 
evaluation process includes assessment of the required number of data samples for obtaining the 
specified classification confidence i.e. 75% and final classification result. The smoothing algorithm 
starts the classification with a group of 3 samples and iteratively adds a new sample till the
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classification confidence threshold is met. The results are demonstrated in tables V.I and imply that 
the misclassification errors would be zero after the smoothing process. In Table V.VIII the accuracy is 
represented as the number of classified group of samples divided by the total number of groups for 
that position.
T A B L E .V .V III  N u m b e r  o f  a n a l y z e d  s a m p l e s  f o r  a t t a in in g  t h e  sp e c if ie d  c l a s s if ic a t io n  c o n f id e n c e
On body position Accuracy
Number of classified samples
Min Median 95*^  percentile
Hand 151/151 3 3 3
Shoulder 8 6 /8 6 3 3 5.25
Trousers 199/199 3 3 6
Belt 103/103 3 3 6
It is worth noting that similar smoothing technique in the earlier work of Kunze [92] requires up 
to 10 min of sensing to achieve the prefect classification accuracy. However in our approach even in 
worse cases it does not take more than 12 sec i.e. 6 samples and each contains 2 seconds of sensory 
data.
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6 On-the-fly calibration of the magnetometer
According to the uDirect methodology the readings of the magnetometer during the calibration phase 
are utilised to transfer the user direction information from sensing coordinate system into the earth 
global coordinate system. The magnetometer readouts, as described in chapter two, are prone to 
deterministic and non-deterministic magnetic interferences. While the non-deterministic error was 
mitigated by averaging the measured samples we have taken advantage of the mobile phone’s 
magnetometer dynamic offset estimation system to overcome the non-deterministic errors. However, 
this requires the user to hold the mobile phone in its hand and rotate it in a particular pattern to 
activate the error compensation algorithm. Obviously, such intrusive process is not appropriate for 
pervasive observations and a substituting calibration algorithm for the magnetometer is required. 
Such algorithm should ideally provide a similar accuracy with the complex state of the art solutions, 
give the results in a timely way in spite of the limited sensing capabilities of the mobile phone and at 
the same time impose a minimum computational overhead.
The main contribution of this chapter is a novel self-contained calibration algorithm that 
accurately estimates the deterministic error parameters with a minimum number of data samples. Our 
approach requires only nine distinct measurements to estimate and compensate the effect of nine 
unknown interference parameters as well as low computational overhead, in order to satisfy the 
resource constraints of mobile devices and the real time demands of applications. The proposed 
algorithm requires no external information other than the data recorded from rotating the sensor and 
the true magnitude of the magnetic field being measured. Instead of relying on predefined orientations 
during the data collection phase, our approach can exploit the natural movement of the device when 
carried by a user in daily life activities, making it far less intrusive for pervasive observation.
The proposed method is successfully evaluated through extensive simulations and an empirical 
study. The results show that the algorithm provides accurate and reliable estimations, and at same 
time converges very fast. The accuracy of the proposed algorithm is shown to be superior compared to 
the more complex state of the art solutions while requiring considerably less computational cost. In 
addition, the performance of the algorithm has been independent from the initial parameters guesses. 
Similar to the existing approaches the performance of the algorithm degrades with the level of non- 
deterministic noise that is present in the calibration data. The proposed methodology is also 
potentially applicable to the other sensors such as accelerometers in which the error can be 
represented with a similar formulation.
To ease the following of the mathematical process that is provided in this chapter, a summary of 
the variables is provided below.
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Mo Effect o f non-orthogonality o f the sensor axes
M f Effect o f soft iron error
Ms Effect o f difference in sensitivity o f the axis as scaling factors 
M Aggeregated scaling factor o f the determinsitic purterbations
b Aggeregated bias o f o f the determinsitic purterbations
hs Sensed magnetic field
h Megnetic field o f the earth
n Non deterministic purturbation
E]ç Estimation error at k* itteration
M Estimated scale factor at k* itteration
b Estimated bias at k* itteration
M Correction factor for scaling parameter at k* itteration
b Correction factor for bias parameter at k* itteration
6.1 Background
Deterministic errors in magnetometer sensors have a diverse set of sources. The main ones are the soft 
and hard iron errors as the effects of ferromagnetic and magnetic materials in the proximity of the 
sensor. Other sources stem from manufacturing errors of the sensor in the form of non-orthogonality 
and the difference in sensitivity factors and bias of the axes. Hereby we will use the term 
magnetometer error to refer to the aggregated effect of these errors.
According to [110], the effect of different magnetometer error sources on the measured magnetic 
field can be represented as follows:
* M g * (M y  » h +  b/^) +  b^ +  n (1)
where hs is the measured value of the true magnetic field (h), Ms is a 3D-diagonal matrix 
representing the difference in sensitivity of the axis as scaling factors. Mo and Mf are 3x3 matrices 
representing the effect of misalignment due to the possible non-orthogonality of the sensor axes and 
the effect of soft iron errors respectively, bh and bs are constant vectors representing the remembrance 
of the effect of permanent magnetized materials and the sensor’s offset, n is a Gaussian wideband 
noise. Eq. (1) can be simplified to a more generic term as:
=M»h + b (2)
where M is a 3x3 matrix combining scale factors, non-orthogonality and soft iron’s errors and b 
is the combined bias. As discussed above, we make the assumption that the nondeterministic noise
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(i.e. n) can be filtered out, so we ignore this parameter throughout the rest of the calculations. A 
calibration algorithm is then required to recover the h from h$ according to (2).
As described in the next section, our calibration relies on the magnitude of the measured magnetic 
field instead of taking the whole three dimensions of the measurements into account. That is down to 
the fact that the orientation of the magnetometer may not be known during the calibration.
It can be easily derived from (2) that, the locus of the magnitude of the true magnetic field (i.e. h), 
which is a sphere with a radius equal to the true magnitude of the magnetic field, will be changed into 
an ellipsoid when it is derived for the measured magnetic field (i.e. hs). As mentioned above this fact 
is also exploited by the traditional ellipsoid fitting algorithm for calibration.
6.2 Iterative method for calibration
As was mentioned earlier, the ultimate goal of the calibration process is to estimate the values of M 
and b, in order to calculate h from the measured hs values. Our proposed algorithm utilizes an 
iterative process for estimating the M and b values. The algorithm starts with an arbitrary initial guess 
of the calibration parameters and through subsequent iterations refines them until the convergence 
condition is met.
Inspired by [140], we have rewritten (2) to fit our iterative method as
(3)
and
1 -  -  -  H m ,- = M j , b o + 2 ^ b ,  = b i  (4)
V/-0 J /=0
Here M^ a^ndb^  are the calculated calibration parameters at the kth iteration and are expected to 
match their true counterparts when the algorithm converges. The initial values of calibration 
parameters ( Mo and bo) can be an arbitrary matrix (e.g. an identity matrix) and a vector. The aim of
the iterative method is then to calculate M^.^and b^-i so as to determine M^ a^nd bjt fi*om M^_iand 
b^_i in a way that minimizes the estimation error. The estimation error is defined as follows.
Considering that the magnitude of the true magnetic field at the device location is constant and 
given, we define an error term i.e. E^.j as a difference between the square of the magnitudes of 
estimated magnetic field at the kth-i iteration and the actual one.
Ek-l =  h ' -  h '  «  h  (5)
From (3) the estimated magnetic field, at the k-lth iteration, can be calculated as:
h^ r- i  = ( M ; t - l )   ^ * ( h s  - b / : _ i )  ( 6 )
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We remind the reader that when the algorithm converges at the kth iteration the h&is expected to 
converge to h.
In order to construct the iterative process we replace the value of h in (5) with h;t •
E k - \  = h % _ i  ( 7 )
Using the relations provided in (3) and (4), (7) can be expanded as follows.
E k-l = * h t - l  -  * h * .i -
By performing the multiplications and additions, (8) can be further expanded as follows.
^k-l = h ' * (I -  Q;t_i )h t-i + h‘k-\ * «&_] » bt_i + 
b t- l ' * M r ‘ *bt_i (9)
where I is the identity matrix and
a;t-i
The last term in (9) is expected to become almost zero as the algorithm converges since the bias 
difference values i.e. b&_i converge to zero.
In spite of that, (9) has nine parameters to be calculated, six of which belong to ^Qk-i and three to 
b^_i. Note that the loss of three degrees of freedom that occurred when calculating Qk_i is a common 
problem within the existing works, particularly when the formulation of the calibration process is 
based on the magnitude of magnetic field, e.g. [I l l] ,  [110] and [108]. However, the current state of 
the art approaches have shown that this problem does not significantly deteriorate calibration results.
The iterative process would be completed if these values can be calculated at each iteration (e.g. 
the Â:-7th iteration) from the known values of the iteration, i.e. -É'it-i ,h^_i ^ndbyt-i. If so, the 
estimated calibration parameters of the next iteration, i.e. , bjt as well ash& and will be 
calculated from (4) , (6) and (5), respectively. Rearranging (9) into (11) suggests that if only nine 
independent measurements of the magnetic field are available, the objective values can be calculated 
according to (13) as
Ek-l = 4-1(1)^(1 -  Qk-\{n))  +  4 -1(2)^(1  -  & - l ( 2 2 ) )  +
h-\{3) (1 -  &-i(33)) “ ~ '^h-\{\)h-\{y)Qk-\{n)
-  2 à^:-1(2)4 - 1(3) & - 1(23) + '^h'^k-\(\) + '^h'^k-\{2) +
In (11) the representation form of the %n(ij) stands for the value of the i^  ^row and j“ column of the 
X in its n* iteration.
* From (9) Qk would be a semi-positive definite matrix,
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Ik-i is calculated as: 
(12)
2 -  Q k - l ( i i )
2 -  Q k - 1 ( 2 2 )
2 -  Q k - 1 ( 3 3 ) E k - i ' ^
^ Q k - l ( 1 2 )
=  *
E k - i 4
^ Q k - l ( 1 3 ) E k - i ^
^ Q k - 1 ( 2 3 ) E k - l ^
E k - f l
^ k - l ( 2 ) ^ t -1 8
h - l ( 3 ) E k - i 9 _
(13)
where H is : H=
h (1‘2^h h -(h h h  -é 'ih h  (^l>2h (^l‘2h
h  (^3^)9 - ( k h ) 9  ~ ^ \h ) 9  -(l> 2h )9  ^ 1)9 2(^ 2^
Each row of H is calculated based on the estimated values of one independent measurement of the 
magnetic field at the k-fh iteration. Here (hi)j is the estimated value of the i* component of the 
sample of the magnetic field measurements.
Once Qk 1 components and Ik-i are calculated, is determined by solving (12) and can
be computed by eigenvalue decomposition of Qk Nevertheless, there is no unique answer for the 
calculation of My^ -i 6 cm Qk One option is to impose the constraint that is a symmetric matrix. 
This implies that M is symmetric. A similar assumption has been made in [110] and [111]. Assuming 
that M is symmetric prevents any spurious rotation in heading to be introduced by the calibration 
process, because any rotation must be anti-symmetric [141]. Please refer to [141] for a detailed 
discussion about various advantages of a symmetric M.
Now, since Qy^ -i 6  a positive semi-definite matrix, it can be uniquely decomposed as follow:
Q t = VDV' (14)
where V comprises the eigenvectors of Q and D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues.
Mk - i - i = v Vd V^ (15)
The algorithm converges when the components of b^ _j become close to zero and M;^ _i turns into
a unity matrix. The resulted iterative algorithm is demonstrated in Fig.6.1.
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Fig 6.1. Flow chart o f the proposed iterative algorithm
At this point it worth to return to (9) and further explain the effect of its last term. Before the 
convergence of the algorithm, for example at the i^ ”^ iteration, the effect of the presence of this term in 
i-1* iteration rests in the estimation error i.e. Ej. The algorithm then computes My and by that 
eliminate this estimation error from (12) and (15) and this process continues till the algorithm 
converges when b = 0 . The last term in (9) represents a quadratic form that is added to the estimation 
error and converges into zero as the magnitude of b decreases through the iterations of the algorithm.
6.3 Evaluation and Results
Our evaluation strategy involves both simulations and empirical evaluations. Simulations are 
particularly desirable since in reality it is difficult to attain the true values of the error parameters. The 
empirical evaluations on the other hand demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm in 
comparison with the other available solutions in an unconstrained situation.
6.3.1 Simulation results
A number of simulations are performed to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed model. In these 
MATLAB simulations, nine random distinct magnetic field vectors are generated at each Monte-Carlo 
run. The generated vectors are infused with known magnetic error parameters creating a set of noisy 
pseudo-measurements. During initial experimentation it was found when the nine generated vectors 
are close to each other (less than approximately two degrees) the precision of the algorithms is
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decreased. This was due to the precision limitations of the experimentation environment. The 
simulation thus ensured that selected vectors had a deviation of at least two degrees.
The calibration process is subsequently performed over the noisy data in order to estimate the 
interference parameters and recover the original magnetic field vectors. The magnitude of the local 
magnetic field was set to 0.5 G. In addition, in order to have a realistic example of interference 
parameters, the same interference parameters as reported in [142] and [III] are adopted.
Prior to calibration, Gaussian noise is added to the pseudo-measurements. Although our 
algorithm assumes that the non-deterministic interferences (e.g. wideband noise) are to be filtered 
with a different technique, we have introduced white Gaussian noise with different variances into our 
data to simulate the effect of residual noise after an imperfect filtering.
Finally, the deviation of the magnetic field vectors and calibration parameters from their original 
counterparts are investigated for evaluation. We have also examined the computational overhead of 
our algorithm. Timings were taken on a PC with a dual-core Intel processor that runs at a nominal 
clock speed of 2.1 GHz.
In order to benchmark our algorithm against the state of the art approaches we have considered 
two recent approaches including the algorithm from [III] and [110]. Both algorithms are theoretically 
capable of performing the calibration with a similar number of data samples without any 
simplification on errors formulation. However, their performance on small data samples has not been 
verified before.
One thousand simulations were conducted for each pair of interference parameter sets and noise 
levels for the utilized calibration algorithms. The respective results are discussed in the following.
As aforementioned, the correct locus of the magnetometer readings is a sphere centred at the 
origin. In presence of the magnetic interference this sphere is shifted and changed into a distorted 
ellipsoid. Fig.6.2 shows how the algorithm has recovered the true magnetic field readings from the 
noisy data. The reference sphere is also depicted at the center of the coordinate system for 
comparison. In this figure, the interference parameters are adopted from [III] :
'0 .8807 -.1875 -.0961 ■ - o . r
M= - .1875 1.1372 - .0 1 8 3 a n d  b = 0 .05
- .0 9 6 1 - .0 1 8 3 0.5814 0.1
In addition a Gaussian noise with the standard deviation of 0.1 (mG) is added to sampled data.
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Calibrated data 
Raw data 
Baseline —
Fig 6.2. Pseudo-measurements and calibrated data using our proposed algorithm over the reference sphere, 9000 data
samples (i.e. 1000 simulations) are generated using the interference parameters from [1111 infused with a wideband noise 
with std o f 0.1 mG. The locus o f the pseudo-measurements is a distorted ellipsoid, which after the calibration is scaled and 
shifted to form a sphere with a radius o f 0.5 G, centered on the origin. The reference sphere is depicted with black lines at 
the center.
Based on the same data set, Fig.6.3 demonstrates the absolute deviation of the heading 
measurements before and after the calibration process. In Fig.6.3.a comparison between the two parts 
of this figure confirms that the accuracy of the heading estimations have been significantly improved 
after the calibration based on the proposed algorithm.
In figures 3.c and 3.d we have replicated the same simulation scenario with the algorithms from 
[110] and [111] tor comparison.
The significant errors of the heading estimation in Fig.6.3.d highlight the inability of the algorithm 
in [111] to perform calibration based on small number of data samples. Our further simulation results 
also confirm that both our proposed algorithm and the one from [110] provide a more reliable and 
accurate result than the algorithm from [111]. For example in case of the aforementioned simulation 
scenario the standard deviation of the heading error of the algorithm from [111] has been three times 
larger than our algorithm. Finally, although the algorithm in [111] has been faster than [110] its 
computation time was in the same order as our algorithm.
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Fig 6.3. Comparison o f the absolute values o f the heading errors after calibration (a): the heading error o f  the initial
pseudo-measurements (b): the heading error o f the calibrated data using our proposed algorithm, (c) :the heading error o f the 
calibrated data using the algorithm from [110] .(d): the heading error o f the calibrated data using the algorithm from [111].
Based on our findings we concentrate our further evaluations and comparison only on [110] which 
provides more accurate and reliable results.
The simulation results are summarized in Table VI.I. In this table, a represents the standard 
deviation of the applied Gaussian noise, EE stands for the standard deviation of the parameters 
estimation error in gauss, HE is the abbreviation of of Heading Error and CTime column shows the 
average of computation time and corresponding standard deviation.
It is worth noting that presuming a minimum angular deviation between the generated pseudo­
measurements improves the performance of the algorithm in [110] in a similar way as the one of our 
algorithm.
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The simulation results confirm that our algorithm provides very accurate and reliable estimations 
of the interference parameters. There is no significant difference between the estimation accuracy of 
M and b also the error standard deviation grows with the same order for both when higher values of 
a  are applied. Furthermore, the accuracy of the algorithm does not vary significantly between 
different interference parameters sets. Based on the consideration that the initial guesses of the 
parameters were the same for all the simulations, this implies that the estimations have been 
independent from the difference between initial guesses and their true counterparts.
TABLE.VI.I. SIMULATIONS RESULTS USING THE INTERFERENCE PARAMETERS FROM [111] AND [142 ]
Calibration parameters Catibration
method
^(G )
EE H E D
CTime(ms)
b(mG) M(G/G mean std
b M
mean Std
Propose 
d model
le-4 5.00 8.00 0.317 0.977 1.60 0.05
le-5 0.50 0.80 0.032 0.107 1.60 0.07
“- O . r
0 .0 5
0.1
'0.8807 -.1875 -.0961' 
-.1875 1.1372 -.0183  
-.0961  -.0183  0.5814
le-6 0.04 0.10 0.003 0.008 1.60 0.03
Model
from
[111]
le-4 4.00 113.0 0.335 0.786 730.7 1190.9
le-5 0.50 112.0 0.040 0.115 642.4 1124.5
le-6 0.03 112.0 0.003 0.007 678.3 1158.9
Propose 
d model
le -4 3.00 6.00 0.271 0.538 1.00 0.04
-0 .5 4
0.202
-0.051
'1 .0 2 4  0 .001  0 .007  
- .1 8 7 5  1.014 0 .002  
0 .007  0 .002  1.060
le-5 0.40 0.80 0.032 0.069 0.10 0.07
le-6 0.05 0.09 0.003 0.009 0.10 0.07
Model
from
[142]
le-4 5.00 61.0 0.358 0.911 1214.0 1550.0
le-5 0.50 50.0 0.035 0.090 1167.0 1410.0
le-6 0.07 50.0 0.004 0.012 1218.0 1380.0
Propose 
d model
Ie-4 3.00 5.00 0.304 0.520 1.60 0.04
-0.061
0.196
0.048
0 .8 7 0  0 .0 0 3  0 .0 0 7  
0 .0 0 3  0 .8 5 3  0 .0 0 9  
0 .0 0 7  0 .0 0 9  0 .8 9 3
le-5 0.30 1.00 0.033 0.057 1.60 0.07
le-6 0.03 0.10 0.004 0.005 1.60 0.07
Model
from
[142]
le-4 5.00 347.0 0.357 0.884 743.4 1189.0
le-5 0.40 346.0 0.036 0.084 694.7 1153.0
le-6 0.05 344.0 0.004 0.009 842.3 1250.0
The results also revealed that our approach performs superior to the other technique in terms of 
interference parameters estimation accuracy and reliability. However, the accuracy of both algorithms 
degrades with the increase of non-deterministic interference. This suggests that in order to get the best 
performance in noisy areas, our model should be used alongside with another algorithm that 
effectively compensates the effect of non-deterministic noise.
Moreover, our proposed algorithm typically requires no more than three iterations to converge. 
This in turn suggests a very short convergence time. In contrast the algorithm proposed in [110] 
requires few hundreds of iterations to estimate the calibration parameters. The average computation 
times that are presented in Table.VI.I also agree with the above statement. In particular, our proposed
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algorithm imposes considerably less computational overhead and its processing time is subject to less 
variations. It is worth noting that the timings should be taken as a reference rather than the absolute 
values that will be achieved.
We have also observed that the magnitude of the readings have been considerably stabilized after 
the calibration. For instance, the standard deviation of the magnitudes of the all data that were 
generated for the highest level of noise of the first parameters set in Table.VI.I, has been in an order 
of O.I G prior to calibration, which after the calibration process was substantially improved to le -15 
G. Similar results have been obtained fi*om the other parameters sets. The model reported in [110] has 
been less effective in this respect. For instance when it was applied over the same parameter set the 
improvement in reducing the magnitudes of the standard deviation was in an order of 10.
6.3.2 Empirical evaluation
The ultimate goal of our empirical evaluation is to see if our algorithm is applicable to real world 
situations. Empirical evaluation of the algorithm is difficult since it is very challenging to control and 
measure the true values of the magnetic interference parameters during the experimentation without 
specialized experimentation environment. However, given that enough data samples and computation 
time are available, one can expect that the traditional ellipsoid fitting based calibration methods can 
effectively compensate the magnetic errors. In this regard, we have utilized the outcome of the 
calibration method in [110], when it is feed with a large number of data sample, as our baseline. The 
heading estimation error of this model when applied over a large number of data samples has been 
shown to be around ± 2 degrees [110].
We have conducted several experiments to collect real-world data in presence of actual magnetic 
interferences. The data is collected using the magnetometer embedded in a mobile phone (HTC Desire 
HD) with the sampling fi*equency of 28 Hz. During the data collection the mobile phone is rotated in 
the horizontal plane to capture samples with different orientations. In order to create the effect of 
various sources of magnetic disturbance the data collection is performed in an indoor office 
environment in proximity of different types of magnetic perturbation sources including electronic 
office devices, a small permanent magnet and ferromagnetic materials. The magnitude of the 
surrounding magnetic field is set to the 0.4853 G which is the magnetic field strength at the location 
of the experiments i.e. Guildford, UK according to [143] . Fig.6.4 pictorially represents our data 
collection process.
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Fig 6.4. collecting magnetic field measurements in presence o f different sources o f the magnetic disturbance. The
phone undergoes one or two complete ( 360 degrees) rotation during each experiment. The nature o f the sources and their 
configuration around the device varies across experiments.
Nine data sets ranging from 313 data samples to 8426 data samples are collected in different 
configurations of the sources of the noise, and the calibration results are evaluated against the 
provided baselines. Each data set provides the basis for 1000 evaluation processes during which 9 
random data samples are first selected for the estimation of the required calibration parameters. The 
estimated calibration parameters are then utilized for the calibration to the all remaining data samples 
of the dataset. Having 9 distinct datasets, overall 9000 evaluation processes are perfonned.
To mitigate the effect of non-deterministic noise, the measurements are smoothened before the 
calibration. The smoothing process is performed using a simple double point pseudo-Gaussian 
smoothing algorithm with a kernel size of 10 samples. However, the initial evaluations showed that 
the imperfect removal of noise confuses the calibration algorithm and degrades the results. The effect 
is more significant when the orientations of the samples are getting close to each other. In order to 
address this problem we have set a threshold of 10 iterations for our algorithm to decide whether it 
should discard the current data and take a new set of samples. The raw and smoothened data samples 
of the first data set are shown in Fig.6.5. Finally, to avoid the presenee of outliers the results are 
truncated beyond their 95* percentiles.
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Fig 6.5. Real magnetic field measurements and smoothed data, 313 data samples are captured in different
orientations. The locus o f the pseudo-measurements is a distorted ellipse on the horizontal plane.
Fig.6.6.a, demonstrates the calibration results of the proposed algorithm after 100 distinct 
calibrations using the first dataset. The concentration of the results around the base line shows that our 
algorithm has been typically able to accurately estimate the calibration parameters. However, there are 
few occasions in which the results deviate from the baseline. This is mainly due to the incomplete 
cancelation of the non-detenninistic noise by the smoothing algorithm. Fig.6.6.b shows the evaluation 
results of the same dataset using the algorithm in [ 110]but this time with only 9 data sample as was 
previously used during the simulations. The comparison between figures 6.6.a and 6.6.b shows that 
our algorithm is able to provide a more robust calibration performance.
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Fig 6.6. Magnetometer readouts, baseline and calibration results. 313 data samples are captured and among them
each time 9 random samples are taken for the estimation o f calibration parameters and the results are applied to the rest o f  
samples, a) Heading direction results after the calibration by our proposed algorithm b) Heading direction results after the 
calibration by algorithm form [110].
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Fig.6.7 represents a comparison between the results of the heading direction estimations over the 
entire datasets using our proposed algorithm and the algorithm proposed in [110]. The results show 
that although a very small number of samples for the calibration are utilized, our algorithm has been 
able to provide accurate and reliable estimations. The improved approximation of the heading 
direction in comparison with the other algorithm also agrees with the outcomes of the simulations. 
The increase in the magnitude of the error in case of the third dataset as observed in Fig.6.7 is most 
likely down to the presence of the remaining non-deterministic noise after the smoothing process.
Model from [110]
Proposed model
o  15
y  10
Dataset
Fig 6.7. A comparison o f the average o f the absolute heading estimation errors between the proposed model and the
model form [110].
We have also studied the number of iterations that each algorithm requires for estimating the 
calibration parameters. Fig.6.8 shows that once the appropriate data samples are captured, our 
algorithm requires significantly less number of iterations to complete the calibration process. The 
evaluation of our algorithm also shows no considerable variation between the numbers of iterations 
both inter and intra datasets.
Model from lllO T :^#^
Proposed model I
25
m 20
4 5
Dataset
Fig 6.8. A comparison o f the average o f the number o f required iterations for calibration between the proposed
model and the model from [110].
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It is worth noting that the reduction in the number of iterations of the calibration model of [110] in 
comparison with its counterpart after the simulations is due to the algorithm design of the 
convergence threshold, which is dependent on the magnitude of the estimated noise at the data.
The significant difference between the typical number of iterations required for the calibration 
i.e.4 and the threshold that we set for our algorithm i.e. 10 confirms that the added threshold process is 
not likely to discard relevant datasets.
6.4 Use of the calibration algorithm for other sensors
One important aspect of our work is that the presented algorithm can be easily applied for calibrating 
other sensors such as accelerometers, as their measurement error can be represented with similar error 
formulations.
Although some of the error sources differ for magnetometers, it has been shown in [111] that the 
overall formulation of the erroneous measurements of the accelerometer would be similar to the one 
in (2). Therefore, assuming a constant acceleration is applied to the sensor during data collection (e.g. 
the accelerometer is in a stationary mode) a similar iterative process can be performed for calibrating 
the accelerometer sensor. However, this also means that the calibration cannot be performed on-the- 
fly.
Apart from providing a very fast convergence, the proposed algorithm is likely to outperform the 
conventional algorithms in terms of accuracy. The reason is down to the fact that our algorithm is able 
to estimate not only the diagonal but also off diagonal parameters of the M matrix. It therefore has the 
potential to address the effect of possible non-orthogonality in the sensing axis, as a common 
manufacturing error, which has been ignored in the state of the art approaches such as [140] and 
[144].
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1 Real world applications
In this section we demonstrate the usefulness of our proposed opportunistic sensing techniques for 
user direction estimation on two concrete real world example applications. The first is a dead 
reckoning application, which utilises the inertial sensors embedded in the mobile phone to track the 
user location. Dead reckoning systems have many applications in the healthcare, logistics and 
entertainment industries. The current mobile phone based solutions for dead reckoning require direct 
user involvement which renders them unsuitable for pervasive observation and they provide only 
limited accuracy. The second is a face-to-face interaction detection application. The direction humans 
face with respect to each other during a social interaction is an important clue to the nature of the 
interaction. Existing face-to-face interaction detection systems however are limited to wearable 
sensing approaches which are normally perceived as intrusive by users and not suitable for long term 
observation. In this regard, non-intrusive detection of the direction humans face during social 
interactions has been a salient concern in the social signal processing research field.
By enhancing the current state of the art techniques with our direction estimation technology, we 
provide novel approaches for realization of such applications on the mobile phone and overcome 
some of the above-mentioned challenges.
Through the remainder of this chapter, in section one our approach for the dead reckoning 
application is described and in the second our face-to-face interaction detection approach is detailed.
7.1 Dead reckoning application
One of the most interesting and important uses of our approach is in inertial navigation systems on the 
mobile phones. In this section we describe how our approach helps to overcome the challenges that 
are facing the realization of such systems on the mobile phones. This section starts with a brief 
introduction to the current trend in positioning systems and in particular the dead reckoning 
approaches. Then the design principles and implementation details are provided. This section ends 
with a discussion of the experimental setup and evaluation results of a prototype implementation of 
the proposed solution.
7.1.1 Background
The current opportunistic localisation techniques can be categorised into three types. The first 
type of opportunistic positioning systems takes advantage of the environmental fingerprints to localise 
the users. The location of the user is determined based on matching the values of different
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characteristic features of the environment with their counterparts on the device which has been 
previously learned along with the location information. A wide range of such approaches with various 
features from different mobile phone sensors have been proposed in the literature and some successful 
localisation systems have been also developed. . Examples include the use of colour and light from 
opportunistically captured pictures e.g. [98] and[10], audio samples e.g. [10], [98], [129], [145], and a 
movement model e.g. [146].
The fingerprinting approaches which are also referred to as Logical localisation can be an 
important complementary technique to other positioning systems in situations such as distinguishing 
between two different places on different floors where only two dimensional geographical position 
information is not sufficient. However, logical localisation techniques suffer from poor accuracy and 
require pre-training with the characteristics of the objective locations.
The second type utilises the embedded GPS e.g. [147], [5] or the wireless transceiver signals such 
as GSM e.g. [2], [148], [149] and [151] or Wi-Fi e.g. [10]and Bluetooth e.g. [151] on the device for 
estimating the position of the user. However, utilisation of such systems is constrained to the positions 
where the required infrastructure is available. In addition, the accuracy of these techniques is 
dependent to a high extent on the characteristics of the surrounding environment of the user (e.g. the 
signal attenuation due to terrain or manmade obstructions or in the presence of jamming). 
Furthermore, such systems are typically power demanding [5] which renders them unsuitable for 
long-term observational tasks on the mobile devices. The evaluation of GPS energy consumption in 
the previous chapter also agrees with this fact.
The relative positioning is the third type of the available positioning techniques. The relative 
positioning with wearable inertial sensors is now known to be a de facto backup method for the 
absolute positioning methods such as the abovementioned approaches. The reason for naming such 
systems relative positioning is down to the fact that in contrast to the aforementioned absolute 
positioning approaches such as GPS and GSM, the relative positioning systems do not generate 
independent absolute location information for each estimation. Instead, estimations of the position 
provide the relative displacement of the user from a previously known location. In other words, 
knowledge of the current position is obtained by incremental integration of the previous information. 
The knowledge of the initial location can be provided by an absolute positioning technique and needs 
to get updated over time to mitigate the undesirable effects of error accumulations. In typical relative 
positioning techniques, the displacement information is taken from a handful of wearable sensors 
attached to the user’s body. Relative positioning is also referred to as dead reckoning or odometry. 
Due to its acceptable accuracy and independence of any infrastructure, relative positioning can 
complement absolute positioning schemes well and provide a proper option for pervasive positioning.
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7.1.1.1 Dead reckoning techniques overview
The traditional approaches for relative positioning with inertial sensors can be divided into two main 
categories, namely Pedestrian Dead Reckoning systems (FDR) and Inertial Navigation Systems (INS).
INSs rely on a double integration of the acceleration samples used in estimating the displacement 
vector of the user. Since even a small amount of noise in the accelerometer measurements causes 
significant errors when they are doubly integrated, INS is not a suitable option for low-cost sensing 
modules such as those found in commodity smartphones. In contrast to INSs, FDR techniques 
estimate the heading and length of the displacement in separate processes. Typical FDR systems (e.g., 
[33], [34]) presume that an a priori knowledge of the user’s heading direction in the sensing 
coordinate system exists. Therefore, an estimate of the direction of the movement can be determined 
by tracking the variation in orientation of the device in GCS. The estimation of the traversed distance 
is based on the analysis of the impact of the user’s steps that are measured by accelerometers or 
gyroscopes. Although the available sensors on mobile phones suffice for the requirements for FDR 
systems, the volatile orientation of the mobile phones during normal usage does not allow the FDR 
system to have an a priori knowledge of the direction the user is facing in the sensing coordinate 
system. Furthermore, the measured impact of the user’s steps varies between wearing positions of the 
device on the user’s body. Since the position of the mobile phone device is subject to change over 
time, a mobile phone based solution should also adapt its step recognition process to the position of 
the device. The mobile phone based dead reckoning applications such as [153] and [89] that did not 
adequately address these challenges in their design are providing poor tracking results. Our proposed 
direction estimation approach may be able to resolve these issues.
7.1.2 Design principles
In this section we argue how the proposed direction estimation technique can address the previously 
mentioned challenges in realisation of the FDR systems on the mobile phones.
As was described in the previous section, the creation of displacement vectors in Fedestrian dead 
reckoning systems includes two major processes, user orientation tracking and step recognition. Both 
of these processes can benefit fi*om our proposed direction estimation technique to overcome the 
problems that are associated with the volatile orientation and position of the mobile phones. Herein, 
we briefly introduce our proposed modifications to the state of the art techniques. Complementary 
discussions are then provided in the next subsections.
In case of the orientation tracking, our solution is to split the process into two independent sub­
processes: first is to resolve the relative orientation of the user with respect to the sensing fi*ame, and 
second is to track the orientation of the user in the GCS. The first task relies on the estimations 
generated by our direction estimation algorithms fi*om chapter four. Once the user starts to walk, our 
direction estimation algorithms estimate the direction of the user in MCS and represents the estimated
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direction in GCS. Then the second process calculates the variations in the device’s azimuth in GCS 
with respect to its initial value at the time when the user starts to walk. This process is accomplished 
by careful manipulation of the accelerometer and magnetometer measurements.. The absolute heading 
of the user at each point of time is estimated by adding the azimuth delta at that time to the initial 
direction of the user that is obtained in the first process.
As described in chapter four the direction estimation operation for user-device orientation 
estimation requires the gait cycles to be accurately determined. The gait recognition process was also 
specified for each device position to provide the optimum performance. Our proposed PDR system 
takes advantage of the provided information about the gaits to calculate the length of the steps.
Having the lengths of the steps and aligning that with the user orientation record to form a 
position vector, the new location of the user can be estimated using the trivial dead reckoning 
calculations.
In the following subsections, we initially present our approach for utilising the accelerometer and 
magnetometer readouts for tracking the orientation of the user. Afterwards the step length estimation 
approach is described. The next section details how these components are integrated and used in our 
prototype implementation.
7.1.2.1 Tracking the user orientation
Assuming that the mobile phone’s wearing position is detected and remains static between position 
recognition updates, the change in the orientation of the phone with respect to the geomagnetic 
coordinate system (GOS) during the walking activity is indicative of the user’s body rotation. The 
natural movement of the body segments causes part of such rotations , which is continual and periodic 
during the walking activity and the rest, is due to the actual change of facing direction of the user.
Our strategy for direction tracking is then to track the rotational movement of the device, 
eliminate the effect of the movement of the body segments by means of a proper filtering scheme and 
accumulate the remaining rotation information. Of course the obtained value by this method would be 
only the deviation with respect to the initial orientation of the device at the beginning of the 
positioning process. Therefore, in order to acquire the actual direction the user is facing at each 
moment, the relative orientation of the user and the device, which is estimated by our direction 
estimation algorithms, must be also added as an offset to the accumulated deviations at that moment.
The gyroscope and magnetometer have been hitherto the sensors of choice for detecting the 
variations of the azimuth of the sensing device. In this study we have exploited the magnetometers for 
estimating such variations for the following reasons.
First, utilisation of the gyroscope sensors is prone to the presence of the drift and error 
accumulation in the gyroscope measurements that in turn may cause a growing angular error while 
tracking the orientation. This is due to the fact that the readouts of the gyroscopes are to be integrated
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to provide the orientation information and then accumulated for tracking the azimuth variations. 
Therefore they are not suitable for long-term observations unless proper error compensation is 
performed. However, such approaches are not typically suitable for the mobile phone based 
approaches.. For example, taking advantage of zero velocity moments during walking cycles [17] to 
reset the gyroscope measurements is a typical approach to reduce the error accumulation in gyroscope 
measurements. Since the generated rotation pattern and consequently zero velocity moments vary 
between the different body segments, such algorithms cannot be implemented for the mobile handsets 
that may take several different positions during daily usage.
The second reason is that since the gyroscope measurements are relative they require a reference
i.e. the initial direction in the global coordinate system, to provide the azimuth of the user. Hence, its 
realisation requires the presence of another sensing modality such as a magnetometer or GPS to 
provide the reference information which in return increases the computation cost and the energy 
consumption. On the other hand, the magnetometers provide an independent estimation of the 
orientation at each epoch and in this regard are prone to the error accumulation. Furthermore, simple 
filtering techniques e.g. [34] and calibration schemes such as the one presented in chapter four for 
calibration are typically sufficient for compensation of the magnetic perturbation of the environment.
In our study the calibration of the magnetometer against the hard-iron and sofi-Iron effects is 
performed using the dynamic offset estimation of the sensing module. In addition, we further filter 
and transform the magnetometer readouts to mitigate both the remaining noises and the effect of 
unwanted orientation variations during the walking activity.
Through the filtering process we first remove the outliers as the effect of impulse noises over the 
magnetometer readings. The distribution of the data over a window of data samples is studied to 
detect the outliers. The remaining readouts are then effectively filtered to remove the body rotation 
components. Averaging the measurements over a sufficiently large window of data samples mitigates 
both the non-deterministic magnetic disturbance effect and the body rotation components.
Furthermore, to avoid the presence of the spurious rotations around a different axis than gravity, 
the overall rotation information is transformed into the GCS and to confine the rotation information 
into azimuth variations. The GCS coordinate system is calculated following the same approach as the 
algorithm in Section 4.2, with minor modifications explained further below. However, this time the 
gravity components are to be extracted fi*om the accelerometer measurements which could have been 
taken during a walking activity and consequently include the translational and rotational acceleration 
components of the user’s body.
Considering the fact that when the sensing module is attached to a body segment, the sensed 
components of gravity will vary with the same velocity as the orientation of the corresponding body 
segment changes during the walking cycles, so one can design a proper filter to exclude the gravity 
components from the other acceleration components that are available in the measurements.
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Conducting several simulations and experiments we decided to use an ideal low pass filter with a cut­
off frequency at IHz, which is the same as the normal human step frequency and is similar to the 
approach that is adapted in [17].
The measured gravity acceleration and the filtered magnetometer readouts are then utilised to 
calculate the device orientation in the GCS coordinate system. The final step is to accumulate the 
variation of the device azimuths and integrate it with the initial direction of the user to provide a new 
absolute heading direction.
7.1.2.2 Step length estimation
A variety of techniques have been proposed in the literature for estimating the step length from the 
accelerometer readouts. Examples include algorithms that exploit a good correlation between the 
frequency of the steps and their length e.g. [103], algorithms that model the movement of the user’s 
leg as an inverted pendulum [153] and empirical solutions based on vertical movement of the 
accelerometer e.g. [154]. Jahn et al. [155] has evaluated a variety of the aforementioned estimators 
and concluded that with appropriate user calibration and the accelerometer bias compensation, all the 
evaluated step length estimation techniques have been able to provide an estimation error less than 5 
percent. One very successful candidate of Jahn’s study is an empirical model which relies on the fact 
that the waking speed is strongly correlated with the magnitude of generated acceleration. Equation 
(1) represents how this model estimates the step size based on the acceleration amplitude.
Step length = “  ^min * ^  G)
Where A^ax and Amin are the maximum and the minimum amplitude of the vertical accelerations 
during each stride and X is a constant. While K  in essence is a parameter that needs to be calibrated 
and personalised for each user, the study in [34] has shown that its variation is not considerable from 
person to person. In addition, estimations based on the differential acceleration results in reduced 
sensitivity to drift [34].
The low complexity of the estimator formulation along with the high accuracy of its estimations 
has made it a very popular candidate for the online PDR systems e.g. [103] and [34] . In our study we 
have also exploited a similar approach to estimate step size.
Finally, recent studies in PDR systems e.g. [89] have emphasised that in order to obtain the 
optimum performance for the step recognition and the stride length estimation, the mounting position 
of the device must be taken into account. Our wearing position detection approach, presented in 
chapter five can be used as a complementary technique to enhance our PDR application in this regard.
It is worth recalling that in Chapter 4 we discussed that the position is also key knowledge 
required for the detection of the strides from the accelerometer measurements.
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Once the heading of the user and the distance traveled at each epoch are available a new 
displacement vector can be generated. Later trivial dead reckoning calculations can be adopted to 
integrate the displacement vectors and provide a new estimation of the user location. The 
implementation details along with the evaluation scenario and its results are presented in the coming 
sections.
7.1.3 Prototype implementation
The proposed step recognition and user heading tracking components are incorporated with the 
direction estimation units in a coherent system for dead reckoning on the mobile phones. Fig.7.1 
shows how the new dead reckoning unit is connected to the different components of the direction 
estimation system that was initially depicted in Fig. 4.12.
The application starts with sensing the acceleration and the magnetic fields that are applied to the 
device. Once the calibration process is finished and walking movements are detected, the position 
recognition process is triggered. Meanwhile, the sensory data are buffered to avoid the loss of the 
user’s walking trace.
At the position recognition unit, the measurement enters the pre-processing which according to 
the presented methodology in 5.2 processes the raw data and extracts the required features for 
classification. The Logitboost algorithm is employed to classify the extracted features. Finally, the 
smoothing algorithm from 5.6 selects the most probable position fi*om the recognised positions and 
feeds it into the direction estimation. Thereby, the calibration and position recognition unit are put 
into the standby mode. Next the direction estimation unit estimates the initial orientation of the user, 
which basically resolves the user-device orientation ambiguity. The estimated direction is then 
updated in the dead reckoning unit.
The dead-reckoning unit continuously receives new updates fi"om the sensing and direction 
estimation components. The update from the direction estimation component includes the information 
about the gaits and estimations of the user-device orientation. The sensing component also 
continuously feeds the dead-reckoning system with new magnetometer and accelerometer 
measurements. The position update component of the dead-reckoning unit uses the gait information 
to calculate the displacement of the user according to (1). The accelerometer and magnetometer 
measurements are then used for tracking the variation of the device orientation with respect to the 
GCS according to the methodology that was described in Section 7.1.2.1. Next, a new estimation for 
the user heading is generated by combining the calculated rotation of the device in GCS with the 
initial user orientation. The outcome of the position update unit is a new displacement vector that is 
generated based on the estimated travelled distance and heading. The algorithm then integrates the 
new displacement vector with the previous estimations in order to derive the new location of the user.
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The proposed application is implemented on a mobile handset as a proof of concept for demonstration 
and possible evaluations.
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Fig 7.1. Flow chart o f proposed system, including five main stages; sensing, calibration, wearing position
recognition, dead reckoning and direction estimation. Calibration and position recognition stages are only active at the start 
o f the application and each time the position o f the device is changed. Their related information flow is depicted as patterned 
arrow
7.1.4 Evaluation and results
The implemented prototype application has been used to conduct several experimental trials to 
evaluate the presented proof-of-concept implementation. The evaluation scenarios are in two types. 
The first provides a detail evaluation of the perfonuance of dead reckoning application for trousers 
pocket. We have previously argued that the trousers’ pocket position has been in the centre of 
attention for mobile phone based direction estimation solutions. The second type extends the initial 
experiments by incorporating other wearing positions.
The first experiment is performed over the trajectory that was introduced in 4.5.1. The trajectory 
is about 92 meters long and is established in an open area. The participants were asked to walk over 
the trajectory while carrying the mobile phone in their trouser pocket. The experiment was repeated 
with four participants and a total of 40 traces were collected and analysed. The position tracking 
results are presented in Table VI. Fig. 7.2 provides several examples of the resultant traces in 
comparison with the baseline trajectory.
T A B L E .V II.I D e a d - r e c k o n i n g  e r r o r
Mean (m/m) STD (m/m) MIN (m/m) MAX (m/m)
0.086 0.040 0.011 0.173
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The results are presented as a fraction of the trajectory length. The positioning results indicate that 
accurate tracking is achievable through the integration of simple dead-reckoning components with the 
proposed direction estimation algorithm.
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Fig 7.2. Evaluation o f the proposed dead-reckoning algorithm; the estimated trajectories from the proposed relative
positioning algorithm are contrasted against the baseline.
Our dead reckoning algorithm is also verified in an indoor environment. In this set of experiments, 
a user wears the mobile phone in a trouser pocket and takes several walks inside an office building. 
The experiment location is the corridors of the first floor of the BA building at the University of 
Surrey in Guildford. The results and the actual plot of the building are depicted in Fig.7.3.
As demonstrated in this figure, there is a good agreement between the trajectory baseline and the 
recorded traces, which confirms the applicability of our dead reckoning approach for indoor 
environments. We have been able to achieve accuracies close to our outdoor experiments.
Through the third set of experiments we asked our participants to randomly place the mobile 
phones in one of our suggested positions including trousers pockets, hand and or belt enhancements 
and then walk on a pre-deflned trajectory. The users were not instructed about the position or the 
orientation of the phone. However, their chosen wearing position is recorded for comparison with the 
position that is estimated by the system.
The walking trajectory is about 86.7 meter long and is established in an open area to allow the 
reception of GPS signals for benchmarking. This time, the participants were not obliged to precisely 
follow the trajectory path but to walk in close proximity of the trajectory lines and return to their 
starting point at the end. Fig.7.4 pictorially presents the configuration of the walking trajectory. The 
positioning results are then evaluated based on the deviation of the starting point and ending point of 
the user at the end of each walking round.
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Results o f indoor experiments, the obtained traces shows good agreement with the baseline trajectory.
Fig.7.5 demonstrates instances of the obtained results. Through the evaluation the position 
algorithm is able to detect the position free of error. The evaluation results show that overall the 
trouser pocket position provides more accurate results than the other positions. This is also evident 
from the traces that are provided in Fig. 7.5. In this figure, the provided dead reckoning algorithm can 
achieve an accuracy up to 3.3 percent of the walking distance when the mobile phone is placed in the 
user’s trouser pocket, 9.1 percent when placed on a hand and 10.0 percent when used for belt 
enhancement.
11
Fig 7.4. The adopted trajectory located in the campus o f the University o f Surrey for outdoor experiments.
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Fig 7.5. Instance o f the results o f the relative positioning algorithm alongside the trajectory baseline. The results
tends to be more accurate when the trousers pocket is selected as wearing position o f the device.
The difference of the positioning accuracy between the positions could be down to the different 
pattern of movements of the body segments that are associated with those positions which in turn 
affects the accuracy of the step recognition and also the tracking processes. For example, any arbitrary 
movement of the mobile phone when placed in the user’s hand during walking can confuse step 
recognition and step length estimation. In order to overcome such problems more sophisticated step 
recognition techniques should be considered. Tracking processes also suffer from similar problems; in 
order to enhance the tracking a proper filtering algorithm should be adopted to distinguish the 
movement of the body during walking from a real change in the user’s direction. Such filtering 
schemes can ideally take advantage of the position information to customize the filter parameters.
It is instructive to give a picture of what can be achieved from a GPS based navigation system in 
the same situation. Fig. 7.6 represents the results of the Assisted GPS (AGPS) solution that is 
commonly used in mobile navigation systems. The algorithm for combining the GPS and GSM or Wi­
fi network signals is according to the strategy that is provided in [156].
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Fig 7.6. Instance o f the results o f an standard GPS based positioning alongside with the trajectory baseline. Due to
the shadowing effect o f the buildings in proximity o f the trajectory the positioning results o f AGPS are far less accurate than 
that o f the relative positioning approach.
7.2 Face-to-face interactions detection
Studies in human behaviour show that a person’s behaviour is highly dependent on perception, 
context, environment, prior knowledge and interaction with others. In this regard, various studies (e.g.
[157], [158], [159]) have concluded that in order to model human behaviour a complete picture of 
activities, interactions and surrounding environment is required. These contexts are sometimes 
referred to as spatial, personal, and social aspects [159] or User Context (UC) in context aware 
systems [160]. While the detection of activities and the surrounding context has been the subject of 
intense research in the past decade, mining, modelling and exploiting the information on interactions 
between humans has so far remained an under-explored area. Basically, computers are socially 
ignorant and don’t account for the fact that human-human comiuunication is not just facts but a part of 
a larger social interplay. On the other hand, advances in the human sciences, and especially psycho­
sociology, have argued for the indispensable role of understanding this infonuation for social life. 
Social intelligence, which stands for the ability to understand and manage social signals in our 
communications and interactions, has been argued to be the most important factor for success in life 
[20]. Social signals in communications and interactions are manifested through a multiplicity of non­
verbal cues such as facial expressions, vocal behaviour and body postures. Despite the nature of 
interaction, modelling one’s interactions is shown to be the most powerful clue for predicting his/her 
future activities [25].
Implementing such social intelligence in computing devices, or Social Signal Processing (SSP), 
for improving the quality of life has recently attracted the attention of the technological research
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community. For example, the MIT Technology Review Magazine identifies Reality Mining, which is 
a main application of SSP, as one of the 10 technologies likely to change the world [28] and applying 
SSP in business environments is predicted to create a revolution similar to what the invention of the 
microscope caused for medicine a few centuries ago. In short, social signal processing refers to a new 
research domain that aims to enable machines to sense and understand human’s social signals.
Vinciarelli et.al. through a recent survey about social signal processing [20] presented a 
taxonomy of the behavioural cues and social signals. Facing direction is a social signal that is 
particularly emphasised in Vinciarelli’s study and will be discuss more in the following chapters.
7.2.1 Facing direction as a precious social signal
Facing direction is classified under the body’s postural social signals. The direction of facing is 
typically associated with the direction of the focus of the individuals. In this manner, facing direction 
information is considered key information for interpreting the social behaviours from social signals. 
For instance, facing in opposite directions with respect to others is a clear sign of non-inclusion and 
having a face-to-face interaction implies that people are involved in a conversation. Since frontal 
positions imply a continuous mutual monitoring, the face-to-face interactions are more active and 
engaging than parallel positions where people tend to be buddies or less mutually interested.
As well as being an informative behavioural cue, augmenting the information about the face-to- 
face interactions of people in the form of networks is also a valuable source of information. For 
example, in the social sciences the group of people whose views are most important to us are named 
as our primary group and the primary groups are identified as those small groups in which all the 
members have enduring, intimate face-to-face interaction and cooperation [162].
The characteristics of an individual’s primary group network is an important factor in determining 
social status, organisational behaviour, marketing purposes and information spreading algorithms.
The other important social signal that should be studied alongside face-to-face interactions is the 
relative distance of the people in their social interactions.. Pentland in [25] argues that the location, 
proximity and signalling behaviour of the user are key properties of human networks that affect the 
propagation of information (the face-to-face interaction in this categorisation is understood as 
signalling behaviour).
The type and quality of people’s relationships determines their interpersonal distance. One of the 
most common classification of mutual distances differentiates the interpersonal distances of different 
relationships in western societies into the Intimate zone (less than 0.5 metres). Casual personal zone 
(between 0.5 to 1.2 metres), Socio-convulsive zone (between 1.2 to 2 metres) and the Public zone 
(more than 2 metres) [163] (see Fig.7.7). The relative distance of the people is so important that in 
some studies estimation of interpersonal distance has replaced the actual detection of face-to-face
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interactions e.g. [2]], meaning the close proximity of another human is considered a signal for a 
possible face-to-face interaction.
0 .5 m ~ ~
T2m
2m
Fig 7.7. Concentric zones around each individual associated with different type o f rapport
7.2.2 Detecting facing direction and relative distance
In this section, we introduce the common approaches that have been recently proposed in the research 
community for sensing face-to-face interaction and interpersonal distances.
Up to now, several wearable systems for social signal processing have been proposed. One of the 
most popular solution for face-to-face interaction detection is based on the utilisation of an IR 
transmitter in wearable badges such as Meeting Mediator (MM) [146] and Sociometer [164]. Here, 
the face-to-face interaction is detected by logging the information from IR transceivers, which rely on 
the line of sight between transmitter and receiver pair. According to [26] and [165] using IR 
transmitters in detecting face-to-face interactions is limited to the moments when the receiver is in a 
signal cone, with height ( h  < 1)  and ±15 degree width, of transmitter signal. It has been claimed 
that this technique is able to detect 87% of face-to-face interactions [166]. The transceiver and the 
other sensors are mounted on the shoulder [164] or hanged from the neck. [167] [26].
25 cm
'Irri'
Fig 7.8. Configuration o f Sociometer in [26] and [165] for detecting face-to-face interactions
Due to the limitation in height of the signal cone, interactions between people of bigger 
differences in height (children and older people of middle age or young adults) or even when the 
standing ground is not level (such as steps) cannot be detected properly (the maximum vertical 
difference is 23 centimetres). Furthenuore, the classification of the interpersonal distances [163]
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suggest that the IR detection method is unable to detect the face-to-face interactions related to the 
socio-consultive and public zone. It is worth noting that improving the range of signal (height of the 
cone) in this case may increase the noise (e.g. false positive cases) since it would increase the radius 
of the bottom of the cone. Finally, frequent scanning of IR transmitter is reported to cause significant 
power consumption.
Recently OpenBeacon project [168] has introduced a wearable device for detection of face-to-face 
interaction based on an active RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tag. The standard behaviour of 
these is to periodically send a radio packet that carries a unique identifications associated with the 
device.
In [169], and [170] these RFID tag are modified to also perform low power bidirectional peer-to- 
peer communication between themselves. The detection process includes alternating cycles of 
transmitting and receiving on a radio channel called the contact channel. The radio power in the 
contact channel is selected in a way that only allows for communication in face-to-face situations and 
in close proximity (1-1.5m). In addition, the line of sight between two devices that can exchange radio 
packets lies in a solid angle that is claimed to be narrow enough to generate very few false positives in 
crowded situations. The detected interactions are then reported to a backend server using the standard 
radio of the RFID tags. Another approach in [171]makes use of a wearable camera and a gaze 
recognition algorithm to detect the face-to-face interaction of the user during daily life. The 
information about face-to-face interactions is then enhanced with information about user activities to 
infer the social activity of the user.
Although these approaches have addressed the need for an effective face-to-face interaction 
detection technique in many studies, they have been constrained to small scale and short term 
applications. One reason for this lies in the fact that making users carry a device mounted from their 
neck e.g. sociometers or RFID tags, or attached to their head as camera based approaches require, is 
clearly intrusive. In addition, in many cases the system demands a backbone network to communicate 
with a backend server. Realization of such a network is another issue that has limited the spatial scale 
of these applications.
Our solution to tackle these issues is to utilise the available sensing resources on mobile phones 
which are carried almost everywhere by users during daily life. Up to now, the efforts in developing 
mobile phone based sensing platforms for detecting social interactions such as SocioXensor [172], 
Censeme [10], PeopleTones [173], Serendipity [8] and SoundSense [174] have been based on data 
collection about user proximity via Bluetooth, GSM signals or Wi-Fi access points and detecting the 
presence of conversation in the user surroundings using audio signals from a microphone, giving a 
coarse observation of the user’s social context. Now, the question is to what extent this level of 
information about user context can reflect the real presence of face-to-face interactions of the user. 
The many possible scenarios in daily life in which the presence of other users and conversation in the
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proximity of the user does not lead to a face-to-face interaction clearly shows the limited functionality 
of these modalities for detecting face-to-face interactions.
A better approach is to exploit the information about the individuals facing direction in a global 
coordinate system and aggregate this information from a large number of the users to derive the 
presence of face-to-face interactions. Our proposed direction estimation technique is a good candidate 
for providing such information since it is designed for implementation on the mobile phone devices 
with minimum user interventions and its estimations are given in a global coordinate system. The 
individual devices can then use a low power radio to exchange their information about their user 
facing direction to peers in their proximity or to upload their position and facing direction to a 
backend server.
Different approaches for estimating interpersonal distance have been proposed in the literature. 
These include the detection of the Bluetooth ID for identifying the proximities to a variety of signal 
strength analysis and signal triangulation algorithms (e.g. [2] & [25]), and can be extended to other 
short-range radios e.g. or Ant+ that is now available on the commodity mobile phones.
Our initial inspection also confirms that the relative distance of the people can be calculated with 
an acceptable accuracy using the strength of received Bluetooth signals (RSSI). Bluetooth 
communication can also provide the required medium for exchanging the user direction information 
between devices for determining possible face-to-face interactions on the mobile phones.
In order to utilise Bluetooth, the mobile devices must be able to keep their Bluetooth 
communication device alive all the time and frequently execute device discovery tasks for detecting 
devices in its proximity. In addition, all the devices must be kept in discoverable mode all the time so 
other devices can find them during the discovery process. Finally, the mobile phones should be able to 
establish and exchange the user direction information in a very short time to cope with possible short 
contacts between users. Realization of such mechanisms on the off the shelf mobile phone is faced 
with several challenges.
Firstly, due to implementation of the scanning protocol there would be cases where a device fails 
to detect another device in successive scans or reports largely variable RSSI values, fri this regard in
[175], the authors suggest that a calibration phase for training on the received signals from different 
monitoring locations is required. Secondly, making mobile phones constantly discoverable and doing 
frequent discoveries may quickly exhaust the battery. Therefore, in some studies the duty cycles of the 
scans has been reduced, e.g. to once in every five minutes in [2], with the cost of losing some possible 
short interactions. Finally, some mobile APIs have restricted the discoverability time or the capability 
of making insecure connections. The latter is of particular importance, as we cannot expect that all the 
devices would go through a paring process to each other in advance. Fortunately, as will be later 
explained, these issues have been resolved in the recent APIs. We believe this approach would be a
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significant step toward enabling pervasive and longitudinal data collection of the face-to-face 
interactions of people during their everyday life.
7.2.3 System overview
The direction estimation is performed by the available inertial sensors on the mobile phone using the 
direction estimation technique that was described in Section 4. Bluetooth communications are 
established between each pair of devices for exchanging the facing direction information while the 
relative distance of the users is estimated by analysing the received Bluetooth signal. Fig. 7.9 
demonstrates how new components are added to the previous architecture of the direction estimation 
system that was presented in Section 4.4.
7.2.3.1 Implementation
The user direction estimation approach lies at the heart of our new system. Figure 7.9 provides an 
overview to our new implementation approach. Similar to the previous relative positioning 
applications, once the initial orientation of the user with respect to the device and earth coordinate 
system is detected the user direction variations are tracked by means of the direction tracking unit. 
The user direction information is continuously updated in a direction exchange unit where the user 
direction is exchanged with other users in the proximity and compared against the received directions 
for determination of possible face-to-face interactions. Since the direction tracking process is 
described thoroughly in the previous section, we ignore this unit and start our discussion with the 
direction exchange unit instead.
The direction exchange unit comprises two services that operate at the same time and a few 
threads that are initiated when required.
The first service continuously listens to the Bluetooth socket for incoming connections. Once a 
relevant connection is requested the system spawns a thread to accept and establish the connection 
with the new device. The name of the connected device is recorded in a list of connected devices.
The second service continuously initiates a connection with the devices in the proximity, 
excluding the ones in the coimected devices list. Once a connection is established with another device 
a new thread is established to handle the new connection and the name of the connected device is 
updated in the connected devices list.
In real world situations the face-to-face interaction detection system is expected to support 
opportunistic coimections i.e. without user involvement in the connection processes. Fortunately, 
recent android APIs support INSECURE connections which allow a device to establish an RFCOMM 
connection to another device without paring, provided that the MAC address of the other device is 
available. At the same time, the MAC address of the surrounding devices can be collected via a 
Bluetooth device discovery service. Therefore, our second service can occasionally run the device
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discovery service to collect the MAC addresses of the nearby devices and then initiate the INSCURE- 
RFCOMM connection to the target devices.
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Fig 7.9. Flow chart o f proposed system, including five main stages: sensing, calibration, wearing position
recognition, dead reckoning and direction estimation. Calibration and position recognition stages are only active at the start 
of the application and each time the position o f the device is changed. Their related information flow is depicted as a 
patterned arrow.
Once the connection is established between the mobile phone devices, the facing direction 
infomiation is continuously exchanged between mobile phone devices. Each device then compares its 
user’s facing direction with the received facing direction to determine the possible face-to-face 
interactions. At this point instead of the exact direction of each individual user, a range of angles 
centred on their facing directions is considered. This is down to the fact that users tend not to be 
exactly confronted in everyday face-to-face interactions. Moreover, expanding the range of angles 
mitigates the effect of the possible errors in direction estimation and the direction tracking process 
over the interaction detection results. A range of +-15 degrees around the estimated facing direction 
of the user is adopted in this regard.
Furthermore, in order to distinguish the real face-to-face interactions from the arbitrary situations 
when random individuals are facing in opposite directions, the relative distance of the users should 
also be considered.. Previous studies such as [2] relied on the fact that low power Bluetooth 
communication only allows for close distance interactions to be detected. However, a better solution 
could be to use the Bluetooth signals Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) or external 
references to refine the relative distance of the users. We have presumed the presence of such a unit in 
our system architecture but we leave the development of that to future work.
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7.2.4 Evaluation
In order to evaluate the proposed method we recruited 4 users and gave them mobile phones equipped 
with the face-to-face interaction detection system. The users were asked to walk freely in different 
indoor and outdoor environments while occasionally making face-to-face interactions with each other.
The system is configured in such a way that when a face-to-face interaction occurs the mobile 
phone vibrates in a distinct pattern, so the participants can check whether the interaction has been 
correctly detected. The results are then manually recorded by users. In order to mimic the interactions 
of real world situations the users were free to choose their orientation during interactions as far as it 
seemed natural to them (e.g. participants were not obliged to exactly face each other).
From the very first trials we noticed that the detection process is delayed while the mobile phones 
are creating a connection. Such a situation happens once at the beginning of the trials and later 
whenever the users are coming together after a period of being out of communication range. In this 
regard, the users are instructed to continue their interaction for at least a minute.
The other problem arises when the users are passing each other and are still in communication 
range or are standing parallel to each other with opposite facing directions. Such situation confuses 
the system as if a face-to-face interaction has happened. The first issue was solved by discarding the 
very short interactions. The second issue is a common problem amongst Bluetooth based social 
interaction detection systems such as the well-known Reality Mining [2] study.
In order to resolve this issue we plan to integrate our previous positioning system with this face- 
to-face interaction detection in the future work. We have isolated our experiments from the situations 
related to the second issue for the time being.
Over 50 face-to-face interactions were recorded through our initial evaluation. We recorded 11 
misdetections in total, which in turn suggests that our approach was able to detect 78 percent of social 
interactions correctly. The errors were partially down to the failure of the information exchange 
between devices, which accounts for 36 percent of the errors, and the rest are the due to misdetection 
of the user’s directions.
7.3 Recommendations for further improvements
The dead reckoning and face-to-face interactions detection as two example applications of our 
direction estimation were discussed in this chapter. In addition, we presented and initially evaluated a 
proof of concept implementation of the proposed approaches.
Although the evaluation results of our proof of concept implementation stressed the potential of 
our approach for being adapted as a platform for various applications on the mobile phones, there are 
still several shortcomings in our implementation that must be tackled before considering them as 
complete solutions.
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In the case of the dead reckoning application for instance, the tracking of the user direction can be 
enhanced by utilizing the gyroscope readings and combining it with a magnetometer. Such techniques 
are of particular interest when location recognition is performed in environments with high magnetic 
interference. The recognition of the steps has also been based on the requirements of the direction 
estimation algorithm which as discussed in 4.3.4 is not optimal for dead reckoning applications. It is 
worth reminding the reader that in addition to the comments above in section 7.1.4 we argued that to 
improve the step recognition and tracking processes more sophisticated filtering and step estimation 
schemes are required.
In order to enhance face-to-face interaction applications, analysis of the received signal strength 
for estimating the relative distance between the users seems crucial in order to avoid the confusion of 
the system at the accidental confrontation instances within the communication range. Also the 
extension of the range of the acceptable directions around the estimated facing direction of the user, 
when detecting face-to-face interactions, should be determined based on the error characteristic of the 
estimation algorithm for user direction. Finally, similar to the positioning application tracking, facing 
direction tracking can be improved by incorporating gyroscope measurements and also adopting 
proper calibration for the magnetometer.
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8 Conclusions
8.1 Key Achievements
This thesis addresses the major challenges for user direction estimation on mobile phone platforms. 
The knowledge of a user’s facing direction is crucial for a diverse set of applications ranging from 
dead reckoning techniques to providing enhanced localisation to improved human computer 
interaction in smart environments and social context awareness. Providing user direction estimation 
on mobile phones not only opens the door for these applications to be realised as mobile phone based 
services and applications but also allows them to experience a new realm of user centric sensing. 
Moreover, thanks to the penetration of the mobile phones in our everyday life, sensing processes can 
be extended to new locations that so far have not been accessible and observations can last for longer 
periods of time than possible with the help of trivial sensing techniques.
Our work provides an initial proof that conventional off-the-shelve smart phones can serve as a 
suitable platform for pervasive user direction estimation, provided that adequate algorithms are 
deployed on it. The system presented allows fast, accurate and reliable user direction estimations for 
the most common positionings of mobile phones on a user’s body by exploiting inertial and magnetic 
sensors readily available on today’s devices. The system calibrates itself to arbitrary orientations of 
the mobile phone and determines its position automatically in order to select an appropriate direction 
estimation strategy.
Compared to existing approaches for position recognition, the recognition time is improved by 
extracting informative features from a shorter window of data. This has been achieved through an 
extensive feature selection process, the exploitation of magnetometer readings for capturing rotational 
movements and performing the feature extraction in three dimensions using a novel transformation 
technique. Our evaluations through several field experiments show that the LogitBoost classifier 
provides the most accurate and reliable classification method on our feature sets, while meeting the 
computational limitations of mobile sensing platforms and being less susceptible to over fitting.
For the direction estimation we were able to show that there is no one-size-fits-all solution that 
performs well for different wearing positions. Better performance is achieved if user direction 
estimation algorithms optimized for a particular position are utilized. The previously described 
automatic wearing position detection facilitates this.
Overall, our approach for direction estimation has clear advantages in comparison with 
conventional GPS and PCA based models. In spite of providing more accurate and reliable 
estimations, our approach is independent of any external infrastructure such as GPS and consequently 
is susceptible to the errors rooted in such dependencies e.g. shadowing effects. Furthermore, it does 
not require a specific distance between estimation points to achieve reliable estimation results.
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In order to highlight some of the cases of real world use of our direction estimation system, we 
have developed two example applications on mobile phone platforms in the form of dead reckoning 
and face-to-face interaction detection.
One major drawback of our approach lies in the fact that in order to calibrate the device 
measurements into a global coordinate system frame, we rely on magnetometer measurements. Since 
magnetometers are susceptible to ambient magnetic interference, using them in unfettered situations 
requires an appropriate calibration scheme to occasionally rectify their measurements. Yet, the trivial 
calibration algorithms are either not accurate enough or require long and arduous computations.
Our final contribution has therefore been a novel algorithm for fast and accurate calibration of 
magnetometers. The proposed iterative algorithm overcomes the limitations of the previous 
approaches by 1) modelling the magnetic interference through an integration of the effects of major 
sources of errors 2) keeping the required data for calibration to a minimum, thus allowing the 
calibration process to be performed in real-time even with low sampling frequency and limited 
alteration of sensor orientation 3) using a computationally efficient iterative algorithm for estimating 
the interference parameters.
The algorithm has been successfully evaluated through a number of extensive simulations and 
empirical evaluations. The results show that the proposed algorithm outperforms ellipsoid fitting 
algorithms in terms of accuracy, reliability and computation time. In addition, the results show that 
the performance of the proposed algorithm is invariant with respect to the initial guess of the 
calibration parameters. Moreover, the accuracy and reliability of the studied algorithms degraded with 
the increase of non-deterministic interference.
The outcomes of this research are not indeed limited to the aforementioned algorithms and 
techniques. In the following section, we review the outcomes of our work from an abstract level and 
present new perspectives from our study’s outcomes.
8.2 Lessons learned and new directions for research
The above-mentioned techniques allowed us to overcome a number of challenges that pervasive 
estimation of the user direction faces. Apart from that, these approaches provide useful insights and 
contributions to other opportunistic sensing applications. In the following we elucidate how some of 
the lessons learned from the experience of this study open new directions for further research.
First of all, we have estimated the user facing direction as latent data within what we sense from 
humans walking behaviour and argued that the walking behaviour is an example of the very common 
and frequently occurring behaviour of the users in their everyday life. The same idea can be further 
extended to other common and frequently occurring behaviours of the users to obtain various 
information about the users. As a recent trend in mobile computing studies such solutions have great 
potential to be recognised as an efficient way of addressing major challenges of mobile phone based
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sensing. The key element of these techniques is to identify an activity that is performed with a pattern 
that is almost identical amongst users and is distinct among the various activities of users and at the 
same time directly or indirectly contains the targeted information. For example, in our study, walking 
in a forward direction contained the direction of the user, or in [89] holding the mobile phone while 
typing helps to estimate the facing direction of the user.
Secondly, while previous algorithms aimed to overcome the problem of orientation and position 
dependence by using orientation independent features, training the algorithms on all possible positions 
or just restricting them to external assumptions, our approach determines both the orientation and 
position of the phone before commencing other functionalities. Incorporating the information about 
the device’s position and orientation allows other functionalities such as direction estimation to be 
accomplished with lower complexity and better accuracy. New approaches can now be realized that 
similarly leverage the knowledge of the orientation and position of the phone. These solutions will be 
less restrictive and tend to be more accurate and robust for everyday life situations. The step 
recognition algorithm in [123] is one of such very rare existing examples that has incorporated the 
information about the wearing position of the mobile phone to improve its estimations.
Finally, the simple applications that we have developed on top of our proposed techniques such as 
the detection of face-to-face interactions provide further confirmation that mobile phones can act as 
pervasive observers of human behaviour. We envision that our techniques can be exploited for the 
creation of more sophisticated mobile phone based applications that are able to extract detailed 
information on various aspects of human behaviours in daily life.
8.3 Remaining challenges
Although our approach shows promising results for user direction estimation there are still some 
challenges in terms of data acquisition procedures and data processing that need to be addressed 
before turning mobile phones into truly pervasive observers for user direction. The remaining 
limitations and challenges are identified and some recommendations are given.
First of all, our direction estimation technique covers an ensemble of the most common positions 
of the device; still the mobile phone can occasionally be found in positions that are not a member of 
this ensemble. Therefore, our approach should be extended in a way that carefully handles these 
situations. For example, the system may adopt a fuzzy classification approach to recognize if the 
device is not kept in one of the pre-defined positions.
A uDirect solution is only applicable at positions with deterministic movement patterns. In 
contrast, statistical direction estimation techniques such as PCA are almost ignorant of the movement 
patterns of the body. From this point of view, the statistical solution tends to form a more generic base 
for direction estimation techniques. Therefore, it is worth striving to find new remedies for the
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shortcomings of such solutions so as to utilise them at positions which have moving patterns not 
previously defined for the system.
The other shortcoming of our approach is down to the fact that our current solution is based on the 
body movement data of normal humans. This assumption can to some extent degrade the performance 
of the uDirect based algorithm’s estimations when the movement of the users deviates from the 
normal baseline. In this regard, a calibration phase for personalising the estimations should be adopted 
to find new optimum moments for direction estimation in the proximity of the initial guess of the 
algorithm. So far, we have confined the user activities to only standing/stationary mode and walking. 
This limitation is a common problem with the other available approaches i.e. PCA. It is clear that 
proper activity recognition is required alongside our approach to at least distinguish the walking and 
standing moments fi'om other activities of the user. Fortunately, the research community has already 
provided several promising and computationally efficient algorithms for activity recognition on 
mobile phones such as e.g. [10], [49] and [145] that can be easily incorporated into our system.
Other important challenges represent the limited control of sensors that are provided by device 
vendors in their SDKs (Software Development Kit) and APIs (Application Programming Interface). 
For example, it is currently difficult to establish a consistent sensing frequency that does not alter with 
CPU load. Inconsistent sampling may degrade the estimation of the direction by hiding the right 
moments of direction estimation or confusing the gait recognition algorithm. Effective programming 
for managing the sensing process can, to some extent, mitigate the problem. In case of sensing 
frequency problems, for instance, some people have tried to interpolate the missing data caused by 
variations in sensing fi*equency [176].
As mobile phones were not originally designed for sensing purposes, the one important challenge 
is how to embed the required intelligence for pervasive observation without jeopardizing the phone 
experience. Despite the improvements in processing and storage capabilities, continuous sensing and 
context recognition can have an adverse effect on the responsiveness of other applications. 
Optimization of the sensing process to adaptively select sensor and sensing frequency on the phone 
would allow for a more efficient platform for pervasive observation. For example our approach could 
be enhanced with a more sophisticated tracking scheme that automatically replaces the magnetometer 
and accelerometer readings with those of a gyroscope and vice-versa. Such a scheme would allow us 
to discharge the accelerometers and the magnetometer, when the user direction is estimated with an 
acceptable confidence and track the user orientation based upon the gyroscope readouts. Meanwhile, 
it should be able to switch to the magnetometer and accelerometer and repeat the direction estimation 
procedures whenever the device orientation with respect to the user changes (e.g. the user has used the 
mobile phone)..
The final remaining challenge is to determine how best to sense and exploit the data from the 
everyday lives of the users, both locally on the device and globally on backend servers while
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maintaining user privacy. Kapadia et al. in [177] have envisioned some of the related security 
challenges in opportunistic sensing. The authors argue that the new characteristics of sensing 
architectures, including high mobility, opportunistic networking, strong but discontinuous 
connectivity and relatively plentiful power in literally one hand, while dealing with very personal 
information on the other hand, has posed new challenges for information security. These challenges 
cannot be addressed with previous security solutions such as cryptography and privacy-preserving 
anonymous aggregated data mining. The act of being sensed with other people in proximity, which is 
known as the second hand smoke problem [3], is also a challenge in mobile phone based sensing. In 
addition, mobile phone devices are perceived as very personal items [178] and publication of the 
context information requires strict privacy and security considerations. Researchers have envisaged 
that privacy will remain a significant problem in mobile phone-based sensing for the time being [3] 
and solving the privacy issue would be a significant step toward harnessing the potential of mobile- 
centric opportunistic sensing for real-world applications.
8.4 Potential applications
Nowadays, more and more applications based on opportunistic sensing are being introduced onto 
mobile phones. A key question in this respect is what would be the impact of our technique on 
upcoming applications in the next few years? The significant achievements of the wearable computing 
community in recent years provide some clues. The fact that our approach resolves the shortcomings 
of the user direction information in mobile phone based sensing systems, alongside the continuous 
incorporation of new sensors into mobile phones, and advances in their computational resources, 
means that a wide range of wearable sensing approaches will be available on mobile phones in the 
near future.
The envisioned personalized applications range from techniques for accurate relative indoor 
positioning (e.g. [13]) as was presented in chapter 7 and service that take advantage of these 
techniques such as indoor communication optimization or emergency evacuation, to different 
approaches for enhancing the interaction of the user with smart environments such as detecting and 
exchanging the user’s physical states and orientation (e.g. [179]), and the detection of the social and 
physiological context of a user such as social functioning and interactions. Face-to-face interaction 
detection as an example of the latter application was presented in chapter 7.2. Furthermore, 
longitudinal data from the user context that is gathered through these applications can be used to 
identify patterns or to profile the users for targeted advertisements or optimization of different kinds 
of service delivery to the user handsets.
Apart from personalized applications, aggregating the provided information from a large number 
of users can provide insights about the crowd behaviour. For example, network providers take 
advantage of the user’s calling pattern data to model the social networks of the users in order to
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manage their resources and service allocations more effectively [180]. The accuracy of these 
mechanisms is closely related to the extent to which the calling record data reflects the real social 
networks of the users. However, as is argued in [181], the social networks from a mobile phone’s 
calling records would only reflect a subset of the user’s interaction network. Consequently, in order to 
improve the predictions, adding information from other sources seems to be essential. Aggregating the 
information about the face-to-face interactions of the users that is provided by our mobile phone based 
facing direction estimation technique can be a solution for obtaining more accurate information on the 
real social networks of the people.
Pentland [182] envisions that the health care system can also benefit hugely from the social 
network analysis of patients’ social interactions when gathered on a large-scale in epidemiologic 
research.
Finally, in chapter 7 we introduced Social Signal Processing (SSP) as a realm that has paved the 
way for a new class of socially intelligent applications. The pervasive data entailing user behaviour 
that can be gathered through such mobile phone based opportunistic sensing applications (e.g. reality 
mining [2]) is an invaluable resource for human studies applications. It is likely that in the near future 
the use of mobile phones with pervasive sensing and social signal processing capabilities will share 
the current multi-million pound market for social surveys. Examples range from smaller scale studies 
such as organizational behaviour [183]to large scale ones, such as the International Social Survey 
Programme [184] and the European Social Survey [185].
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AGPS Assisted global positioning system
API Application programming interface
BN Bayesian network
BSN Body sensor network
BTID Bluetooth identification
CDMA Code-Division Multiple-Access
CFSS Correlation based Feature Subset Selection (CFSS)
COG Centre of gravity
Ctime Computation time
DOE Dynamic offset estimation
DS-SS Direct-sequence spread spectrum
DVM Delvic virtual machine
EE Estimation error
FSM Finite-state machine
GCS Global coordinate system
HE Heading estimation error
INS Inertial navigation system
LGB Logitboost Algorithm
MCS Mobile coordinate system
MM Meeting mediator
MMES Micro Electro Mechanical System
Pc Principal component
PCA Principal component analysis
PCA+ Modified principal component analysis technique
PDR Pedestrian dead reckoning system
PNS Pedestrian Navigation system
RFID Radio frequency identification
RRSI Received signal strength indicator
SDK Software Development Kit
SSP Social signal processing
STD Standard deviation
SVM Support Vector Machine
SVM Support Vector Machine
TOA Time of arrival
UC User context
UCS User coordinate system
uDirect User direction estimation technique
VM Virtual machine
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